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Abstrat
The extratropial transition (ET) of tropial ylones often has a negative impat onthe preditability of the atmospheri situation both around the ET event and furtherdownstream. Guidane with respet to this unertainty an be obtained from ensemblepredition systems. The representation of several tropial ylones that underwent ET areinvestigated in the ensemble predition system (EPS) of the European Centre for MediumRange Weather Foreasts (ECMWF).The variability in assoiation with an ET in the ensemble members is investigatedperforming ase studies of �ve ET events. Two North Atlanti and three western NorthPai� ases are hosen suh that they over a wide range of ET intensities. In synop-ti analysis a trough-ridge-trough pattern assoiated with all the ET ases is identi�ed.Plumes of high unertainty in terms of the standard deviation of the 500 hPa geopotentialare found strething downstream from eah ET event. With the aid of EOF analysis om-bined with lustering of the prinipal omponents, two harateristi variability patternsassoiated with unertainty in the shift and the amplitude of the trough-ridge-troughpattern are found. Relations between the ET development in the individual lusters andtheir ontribution to these patterns of variability are seen.The strutures of singular vetors (SVs) targeted on a spei� tropial ylone areexamined. The SVs exhibit di�erent strutures in the tropis and in the midlatitudes.The midlatitude strutures of the SVs are onneted to barolini instability. The tropialSVs denote inertial and barotropi instability. The SVs are used to aomplish sensitivityexperiments with the ECMWF EPS.



Sensitivity experiments are presented using the ECMWF EPS to investigate the impatof the perturbations targeted around tropial ylones on the preditability of the extrat-ropial transition and the downstream �ow. Similarly, the impat of the stohasti physisis examined. Finally, the impat of higher horizontal resolution in the EPS is investigated.It is found that the targeted perturbations aount for the orret representation of thespread loser around ET time while the stohasti physis is rather responsible for thelater foreast times. The targeted perturbations have more in�uene on the trak spreadwhile the stohasti physis yields more spread in the intensity in terms of mean sea levelpressure. Without the targeted perturbations the analysis would lie outside of the ensem-ble spread. The high resolution runs show a better representation of the landfall but stillat the time of the �lling the analysis entral pressure is outside of the ensemble spread. Itis shown that the errors introdued into the foreast during ET a�et the preditabilityfar downstream.
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1 Introdution
The threat to life and property due to tropial ylones (TCs) is well known. Tropial y-lones attrat enormous publi and media attention through their immense wind speeds,their high damage potential and their exeptional appearane when they are still overthe oean. Often onsiderable media overage is given to tropial ylones even in oun-tries that are not diretly a�eted by them. As soon as the strong winds derease, theheavy rainfalls weaken and the tropial ylone loses its typial appearane the danger isredued. In general, the interest in suh a system dereases onsiderably. However, if aweakening tropial ylone meets an extratropial system with whih it an interat, anexplosive deepening of the resulting system an our. Quikly intensifying wind speeds,high amounts of preipitation and giant wave heights an our. The remnants of a trop-ial ylone an move with the midlatitude westerly �ow over a notable distane towardsthe eastern side of the oean basin, in whih the tropial ylone developed, before inter-ating with an approahing midlatitude system. Hene, severe weather at the west oast ofthe next ontinent and further inland ould be the onsequenes many days after the TChad weakened or deayed. Moreover, a tropial ylone moving into the midlatitudes anmodify the preexisting �ow pattern in the westerlies. Through its irulation impingingon the jet stream a deaying TC an initiate a Rossby-wave-train whih in turn an leadto ylogenesis far downstream of the transforming TC.The transformation of a tropial ylone to an extratropial system, known as Extra-tropial Transition (ET), ours in every oean basin in whih tropial ylones exist.The highest number of ET events an be found in the western North Pai�. The highestperentage of tropial ylones undergoing ET ours in the North Atlanti with 45 %. 7



8 Chapter 1. IntrodutionExtratropial Transition events pose severe problems for weather foreasters, related tothe fast inrease in forward speed when the transforming TC moves into the midlatitudes.Di�ulties arise due to the sudden intensi�ation of a midlatitude system whih maybe aused by the TC remnants and the resulting severe weather events. While tropialylones have been addressed in multiple investigations more e�ort has been denoted tothe researh of ET reently.The numerial foreast for ET is often not reliable (Jones et al., 2003). In suh ases ofpossibly unertain weather predition it is desirable to have a measure of probability ofthe weather foreast. Equally important is the knowledge of whih alternative atmospherisituations are probable and whih developments are unlikely but possible.The problem of probability foreast is addressed through the method of ensemble fore-ast. In general, an ensemble foreast is a olletion of di�erent foreasts. These an beforeasts performed simultaneously by di�erent models or model versions, or a numberof foreasts with just one model initialized with varying initial onditions and omputedsimultaneously.Even before the idea of ensemble predition found its way into the operational weatherenters, foreasters onsidered di�erent models and ompared the information with obser-vations or previous foreasts to issue a new foreast and to estimate its probability. Thisan be seen as a subjetive ensemble foreast.The aim of this study is to obtain information about the unertainty assoiated with anET event through investigating ET ases of di�erent intensities in an ensemble preditionsystem. The performane of the unertainty in the ensemble is represented through thedevelopment of di�erent ET senarios by the members. Closer examination of suh senar-ios yields insight into physial properties assoiated with ET. Furthermore, the ensembleallows probabilities to be assigned to the various representations of ET by the individualmembers. For the investigation the ensemble predition system (EPS) of the ECMWFwill be used.Furthermore, the instability of the atmospheri situation in assoiation with an ET



Chapter 1. Introdution 9is investigated by arrying out new experiments with the ECMWF EPS. The growth,dispersion and downstream development of unertainties are examined. Unertainties inthe initialization of the TC undergoing ET and in the model due to the small sales ofthe TC in the oarse resolved global model will be investigated separately for the hosentropial ylone. Furthermore, the in�uene of higher resolution on the representationof unertainties by the ensemble will be tested. This should give insight in the generalpropagation of unertainties due to ET.The study is arranged as follows. A general overview over the proess of ET is givenin hapter 2. Di�ulties in numerial foreasts in general and in assoiation with ETin partiular are disussed. Ensemble foreast and the simulation of initial and modelunertainties are explained followed by a short history of the EPS evolution in hapter3. Case studies of the ETs of �ve tropial ylones of di�erent intensities in the NorthAtlanti and in the western North Pai� are desribed in hapter 4 . The desription ofthe experiments onerning the growth of initial and model errors follows in hapter 5.Conlusions of the results in hapter 4 and hapter 5 are given in hapter 6.
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2 Extratropial transition
2.1 Current understanding of extratropial transitionTropial ylones (TC) moving into extratropial regions are in�uened by the hange ofenvironmental onditions, suh as a more barolini �ow and the assoiated higher gradi-ents of horizontal and vertial windspeed, a higher Coriolis parameter, lower sea surfaetemperatures (SST) and strong SST gradients, extratropial synopti systems, hangeof moisture gradients and higher frition, if the TC makes landfall. These modi�ationsdi�er between individual ases.Extratropial transition is a proess during whih the tropial ylone hanges its har-ateristis gradually and beomes more extratropial. If it moves into the viinity of anextratropial trough or a mature extratropial system the remnants of the ex-TC anstrengthen or get re-infored by the midlatiude system. The re-intensi�ation as an ETsystem of the ex-TC depends strongly on the relative position of the TC remnants andthe extratropial system, whih is alled their phasing (Rithie and Elsberry, 2007). Fig.2.1 shows a simulation of 16 di�erent TC position relative to an upstream trough in thegeopotential �eld and their �nal intensities. In general the loser the TC is loated at theupstream trough the stronger it an re-intensify. However, di�erenes an also be seen inthe longitudinal positions. The dissipating TCs have a stronger eastward omponent dueto their far southward loation. Hene, they pass the trough to the south, are advetedby the westerlies and dissipate in the environmental wind-shear thereafter. The strongre-intensi�ers lose to the upstream trough are adveted northwards into the barolinizone by the southerly winds ahead of the trough. 11



12 2.1. Current understanding of extratropial transition

Figure 2.1: Initial positions of TCs relative to an upstream trough marked by T in the 500 hPageopotential �eld in 16 model simulations performed by Rithie and Elsberry (2007). Their �nal intensitiesare lassi�ed by S = strong intensi�er, M = moderate intensi�er, W = weak re-intensi�er and D =dissipator. Their entral pressures are given in hPa.Klein et al. (2000) proposed a oneptual model of ET that onsists of two stages,the so-alled transformation and extratropial stages. During the transformation stagethe TC starts to reat to the di�erent environmental onditions. The TC responds to thehigher environmental windspeeds with inreased forward motion and undergoes struturalhanges. The symmetri appearane of its out�ow seen in satellite pitures beomes moreasymmetri when it impinges on the preexisting midlatitude barolini zone. The om-paratively large sale irrus shield assoiated with the out�ow of the TC is transporteddownstream by the higher vertial wind shear and expands widely in area. In�ow of oolerdrier poleward air to the west leeds to a partial erosion of the eye-wall and the formation ofa so-alled dry slot on the south west side of the TC. The loud pattern is more �omma-shaped�. The appearane of the dry slot is de�ned as the beginning of the transformationstage by Klein et al. (2000). When the TC moves over ooler SSTs, over stronger gradientsof SST or over land it an lose ontat to its energy soure in terms of high thermal andmoisture �uxes or asymmetries in the onvetion an develop. The warm ore of the TCis tilted downstream with height beause of the higher vertial shear of the horizontal



2.2. Challenges in numeri foreast 13wind. This leads to an asymmetri distribution of temperature and preipitation. If theTC moves over land enhaned frition is responsible for a spin-down of the system. Ifthe ET system an omplete its transformation stage it has an extratropial struture.That may inlude a old ore, enhaned frontogenesis, onversion of available potentialenergy into eddy kineti energy. Not every TC beginning ET an omplete the proess. Ifthe transforming system makes landfall, moves over ooler water or if the environmentalvertial shear gets too strong it will dissipate. The longer a transforming system has totravel through regions of high vertial wind shear and low SSTs without drawing energyfrom the extratropial �ow, the higher is the probability that it will deay. This is thereason why the most Atlanti TCs undergo ET in September and Otober as in thesemonths the distane between the areas where the development of TCs is supported to theregions where extratropial development is supported is shortest (Evans and Hart, 2003).A system that has ompleted its transformation stage an re-intensify when it movesinto the viinity of an extratropial disturbane. If a positive upper-level PV anomaly, i. e.an upper level trough, approahes the PV anomaly in the mid troposphere of the deayingtropial ylone a westward tilt with height of the PV anomaly an develop. This is aonstellation that is favorable for barolini development and a strong re-intensi�ationas extratropial system an result.2.2 Challenges in numeri foreastForeasters in eah regional enter responsible for issuing warnings and taking preventionsare faing the same problems when dealing with ET events. They have to handle di�ultiesin trak foreast, with the strength and distribution of surfae winds, with preipitationand possible �ooding and with wave height when an ET ours over the oean.Numerial foreast models provide the primary guidane for the operational weatherforeaster. It is the responsibility of meteorologists to provide aurate model preditionsof the atmospheri state.An example of the extent of error growth due to small inauraies in the initial on-



14 2.2. Challenges in numeri foreastditions and due to an imperfet model is the deterministi foreast from 23 September2005 12 UTC verifying on 29 September 00 UTC (Fig. 2.2). In the foreast (Fig. 2.2 a) astrong deep pressure system is seen at the west oast of Ireland. Horizontal wind speedsof over 33 ms−1 in 850 hPa are foreast over Ireland. The entral pressure of the systemhas values of 975 hPa and is followed by another slightly weaker deep pressure system.The analysis of 0000 UTC 29 September (Fig. 2.2 b), however, shows the midlatitudedeep pressure system east of the oast of Newfoundland. A frontal system with high windspeeds an be seen at its southern part. Over Ireland a strong ridge and mean sea levelpressures of 1015 - 1020 hPa an be seen. The strong deep pressure system over Ireland inthe deterministi foreast is ex-Hurriane Philippe whih underwent ET in the Atlantiat 23 September 2005 12 UTC in the foreast. In the analysis Philippe deayed at 23September 12 UTC and its remnants an be seen in form of the frontal system at about40 � 45◦ N and 45◦ W.a) b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Deterministi foreast from 1200 UTC 23 September for 0000 UTC 29 September2005, i. e. 6 days after the deay of TC Philippe (2005). (b) analysis for 0000 UTC 29 September 2005.Horizontal wind at 850 hPa (ms−1, shaded) and mean sea level pressure (hPa, ontours).This ase of false alarm is fatal as the publi may lose on�dene in the weather foreastand the eonomy, for example the gastronomy, would experiene extensive loss.The auray of a weather foreast depends not only on the presene of errors butalso on the stability of the environmental �ow in that they are introdued. In a stableenvironmental �ow a foreast may be almost indi�erent to small errors while in a more



2.2. Challenges in numeri foreast 15unstable �ow they an lead to a ompletely wrong foreast already for veri�ation timesshortly after initialization.Lorenz (1963a) stated that the atmosphere is a haoti system. He de�ned a dynamialsystem as haoti if most trajetories or orbits (solutions of the system of di�erentialequations, see setion 3.1) in phase spae diverge far from eah other after a ertain timealthough they were lose together in the beginning. Lorenz (1963a) ompared two runs ofthe same model that di�ered only by round o� errors in the initial onditions. After a fewweeks foreast time the solutions were no more similar than two random trajetories ofthe model. Hene, small inauraies in the initialization of a weather foreast an lead tolarge deviations from the true atmospheri development after a small period of linear errorgrowth, i. e. after some days. This e�et is alled the �butter�y e�et� after Lorenz whoraised the question if a minusule disturbane like the �ap of a butter�y's wing an set o�a tornado (Kalnay, 2003). The degree of auray with whih an atmospheri situationan be foreast is alled the preditability of this situation. The preditability varies fromday to day and from region to region depending on the stability of the environmental�ow. Lorenz (1963a) showed that as the atmosphere is a nonlinear dynamial system withinstabilities it has a �nite limit of preditability even if the model is perfet and even ifthe initial onditions are almost perfet. He estimated the limit of weather preditabilityas about two weeks.A weather foreast onsists of prediting the development of an atmospheri state withtime. If a numerial model is assumed to be perfet, i. e. no errors are introdued duringthe model run, an inaurate foreast is exlusively due to errors in the initial ondi-tions (Buizza et al., 1999). These emerge due to measurement unertainties and duringthe preparation of inoming observational data for a foreast, a proedure alled dataassimilation yle. The neessity for this proedure arises beause of the non-uniformlydistributed observations over the globe. Eah grid point on a latitude-longitude modelneeds to be given an initial value for at least the main prognosti variables temperature,moisture, horizontal wind and surfae pressure. For a horizontal resolution of 1◦ and 20levels this would be 1.3×106 grid points over the whole globe. Hene, over 5×106 vari-



16 2.2. Challenges in numeri foreastables would be needed. For a time window of ± 3 hours 1×104 - 1×105 observations ofthe atmosphere are available. This is about 2 orders of magnitude less than needed and,onsequently, raises the demand for a �rst guess or bakground state (Kalnay, 2003). Thebakground state is in general a short range foreast (about 6 hours) from the initial stateof an earlier time (Palmer, 2004).
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2.3. In�uene of extratropial transition on the numerial foreast 17lak of multilevel data. Furthermore, errors are introdued through the interpolation ofobservational data on the grid points.As the assumption of a perfet model does not hold, errors an be additionally introduedduring the model run (Buizza et al., 1999). These are trunation errors and unertaintiesin the parameterization of subgrid sale proesses. Some of these errors exhibit a fastgrowth (Palmer, 2004).In the numerial foreast suh growth of small initial deviations from the atmospheristate and of model errors an have disastrous onsequenes. If severe storms or possible�ooding events are not foreast in time neessary preautions are made too late and alot of damage an be aused that might have been avoided. This arises the demand fora probability foreast of the deterministi foreast. It is important to get information ofhow well a foreast an be trusted and to get early warnings through the hint on otherpossible atmospheri developments.2.3 In�uene of extratropial transition on thenumerial foreastThe predition of extratropial transition poses essential problems to the numerial fore-ast. Several limited area models exist that have high enough resolution to simulate theinternal struture of a tropial ylone to provide intensity foreasts. However, when TCsmove into the midlatitudes boundary onditions from global models are required to sim-ulate their interation with the large-sale extratropial systems. These models have amuh oarser resolution that is adequate to predit the large-sale synopti systems ofthe midlatitude irulation. They in turn annot resolve the small sale features, like deeponvetion, whih provides the energy soure of a tropial ylone (Jones et al., 2003).As neither of these model types is appropriate to simulate both the omplex physialinterations during an ET and the transition from the small sales of a tropial yloneto the large sales of an extratropial systems, a lot of unertainty is assoiated with thepredition of ET. Small errors in the initial onditions an lead to large errors in the



18 2.3. In�uene of extratropial transition on the numerial foreastnumerial foreast depending on the stability of the atmospheri state as desribed in theprevious setion.
2.3.1 Trak foreastThe trak foreast assoiated with an ET is an important problem. The resolution of globalmodels is learly not high enough to resolve the inner strutures of TCs. Hene, they arenot adequate for intensity foreasts. However, information is obtained from global modelsabout the broad strutures and the environment surrounding a TC. Therefore, globalmodels have some skill in prediting traks (Puri et al., 2001). However, the trak foreastsin the models are variable and an vary substantially from one day to the next. Thus, theforeaster would need a measure of probability or reliability of the trak foreasts.Di�ulties are assoiated with the foreast of reurvature. A TC might be steeredpolewards on the western �ank of a subtropial high pressure system or ahead of a troughthat extends equatorwards into the subtropis. The question as to whether the TC willre-intensify as an extratropial system or not depends strongly on the phasing between thedeaying TC and the extratropial irulation. If a numerial foreast model is not ableto predit the phasing between the ex-TC and a midlatitude system orretly this wouldresult in a poor foreast (Klein et al., 2002; Rithie and Elsberry, 2007). However, theforeast is even more sensitive to small position errors when the TC has moved into higherlatitudes and inreases its forward speed markedly under the in�uene of the midlatitudewesterlies. A orret determination of the timing when the deaying TC starts to aelerateis important. Small unertainties in the time when the translation speed is enhaned anresult in trak errors of hundreds of kilometers (Jones et al., 2003). For example, a smalldelay in the onset of the high translation speed in the model ould ause the TC tomiss a trough or a front approahing from upstream and a deay of the system may beforeast while in reality the system re-intensi�es strongly through interation with theextratropial system. This is an example of a haoti development, i. e. a small positionerror an result in a totally di�erent development of the atmosphere.



2.3. In�uene of extratropial transition on the numerial foreast 192.3.2 Subgrid sale proesses
A di�ult hallenge for numerial models is the desription of proesses that are of subgridsale, i. e. that are too small to be resolved by the model grid. These proesses alledmodel �physis� inlude ondensation, evaporation, moist onvetion, turbulent transferof moisture, gravity waves, frition and so on. Proesses that are resolved by the gridand are omputed expliitly by the model equations are alled �dynamis�. Small errorsoriginate in the interation of dry advetive dynamis with subgrid sale moist proessesand their growth may be enhaned through the dynamial instabilities of the atmospheri�ow.Subgrid sale proesses are parametrized, i. e. expressed in terms of variables that areexpliitly represented in the atmospheri dynamis. As by the parameterization the realstate of the physial proesses an only be estimated some inevitable deviations developbetween the observed variables and the model tendenies.Through frition or moving over ooler water a TC may redue its intensity by inreasingits mean sea level pressure and it grows in sale. However, during the transformation stage(Klein et al., 2000) the weakening TC still ontains a notable amount of moisture andlatent heat release in the midtroposphere from the remaining deep onvetion. Daviset al. (2007) found that the remnants of TCs have a substantial diabati ontributionto the development of a barolini ylone. Errors indued by the parameterization ofmoist proesses not only have e�ets on the foreast of the intensity of the ex-TC inthe midtroposphere but also have a dynamial impat on the out�ow. Unertainties inheat and moisture ontent result in unertainties assoiated with the predition of theonvetion that in turn leads to inauraies in the foreast of the height and horizontalsale of the out�ow. Furthermore, if a deaying TC reurves but stays equatorwards of thestrong vertial wind shear of the midlatitudes it an remain its irulation and transporta large amount of moisture along. A midlatitude system approahing several days afterthe deay of the TC may possibly interat with the remnant moisture �eld. Unertaintiesin the intensi�ation of the extratropial system many days later may be the onsequene.



20 2.3. In�uene of extratropial transition on the numerial foreastOther proesses that may ause problems due to their parameterization inludes theturbulene ourring through the impinging of the out�ow of the TC on the midlatitudejet stream. Rappin et al. (2006) found in their model studies that stronger jets produedmore rapid intensi�ations of TCs beause of the stronger inertial instabilities at the anti-yloni shear side of the jet. Furthermore, the jet is a region where barotropi instabilityan our if the horizontal wind pro�le has a ertain urvature, i. e. if the aelerationis high enough. Moreover, the barolini instability is high in the jet through the strongvertial shear of horizontal wind speeds (Pihler, 1984; Holton, 1992). Unertainties inthe parameterization of turbulene in these unstable regions leading to unertainties inthe jet strength an have a strong e�et on the preditability of the intensity of an ET.
2.3.3 Downstream propagation of unertaintyAn ET does not only in�uene the preditability in its environment but it an also havean impat on the midlatitude irulation far downstream.Aording to Hoskins et al. (1985) the dynami tropopause an be seen as a representa-tion of upper level PV distributions. In adiabati fritionless �ow anomalies in the poten-tial temperature on a surfae of onstant potential vortiity, for example the tropopause,an be seen as anomalies of potential vortiity (Morgan and Nielsen-Gammon, 1998). Thiswill be explained in detail below.The e�et of an ET on downstream development of disturbanes an be desribed onthe dynami tropopause. The TC an be imagined shematially divided into two ro-tational omponents. The yloni omponent desribing the omparatively small saleyloni irulation in the TC ore throughout the tropopause and the antiyloni om-ponent desribing the larger sale antiyloni irulation in the out�ow of the TC. Whena TC approahes the midlatitude jet, a ridge forms in the jet through the northwardsadvetion of high potential temperature to the west and southwards advetion of low po-tential temperature to the east of the TC aused by the antiyloni irulation. At thetropopause the antiyloni irulation exeeds the yloni irulation and when both are



2.3. In�uene of extratropial transition on the numerial foreast 21entered on the axis of the TC almost only the antiyloni part an be noted espeiallyfarther away from the enter. The divergent wind in the out�ow additionally advets highpotential temperatures into the ridge what sustains the formation of a distint negativePV anomaly. The northward advetion at the westside of the system ausing negativerelative vortiity due to the onservation of absolute vortiity is exatly the mehanismthat exites a Rossby-wave-train whih propagates to the west relative to the basi state�ow. As soon as the tropial ylone gets under the in�uene of the strong vertial shearin the midlatitudes the PV tower gets tilted and the antiyloni part is shifted down-stream relative to the yloni part. This is a onstellation that allows the yloni partto transport air of high potential temperature into the ridge at its eastern side and lowpotential temperature into the trough upstream of the ridge at its western side. Thus, theyloni parts at to sustain the amplitude of the ridge and the steepness of the upstreamtrough-ridge pattern. The antiyloni irulation is responsible for the westward prop-agation relative to the basi �ow and for the downstream development. On its easternside it ontinues adveting air of lower potential temperature into the downstream troughwhih deepens onsequently (Riemer et al., 2007).Small errors in the phasing of the weakening TC and the midlatitude wave patternould lead to weakening or ampli�ation of this mehanism by positive or negative in-terferene with the preexisting midlatitude wave pattern. Consequently, errors an traveldownstream with the Rossby-wave-train.
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3 Ensemble predition
3.1 Theory of ensemble foreastIn the previous setion it has been desribed that the auray of numerial weatherforeast will always be limited. One single foreast does not yield information about itsown auray and whether the atmospheri situation has a low or a high preditability.Beause of the inevitable error growth, a foreast that onsists of several solutions insteadof only one, a so-alled ensemble of foreasts or simply ensemble foreast, is of more valuethan the deterministi foreast alone (Traton and Kalnay, 1993). A deterministi foreastis a fully determined foreast initialized with omplete, ertain, su�iently aurate initialonditions. It produes a single partiular result and does not give information about itsunertainty. Ensemble foreast an be treated as �stohasti�. A stohasti proess isnon-deterministi, i. e. one solution is only one of many possible solutions (Shönwiese,1985). An ensemble foreast an be seen as probability foreast and onsists of marginallydi�erent initial states of the atmosphere developing into di�erent �nal states after a ertainforeast time. The small deviations of the initial states are foreast error estimationsand are represented by small perturbations of the foreast model, referred to as initialperturbations. Depending on the number of members of the ensemble showing similar�nal states probabilities an be assigned to the di�erent foreasts.In the ase of a probability foreast the individual prognosti variables with their es-timated unertainties are desribed by probability density funtions (pdf) ρ(X, t) where
X desribes an atmospheri state and t the time. The evolution of a pdf is usually on-sidered in phase spae. If the state of a system is desribed by m variables x1, ..., xm the23



24 3.1. Theory of ensemble foreastphase spae is an m-dimensional Eulidean spae with oordinates x1, ..., xm. Eah pointin the phase spae represents an instantaneous state of the system. Hene, the state ofthe system at one time in phase spae is fully desribed by just one point. A temporaldevelopment of the system, known as trajetory in phase spae (Lorenz, 1963a), is de-sribed by a suession of suh points. As the real state of the system X is unertain it isdesribed by the pdf instead of just one point. The probability that the state X lies in avolume S of phase spae at time t is ∫S ρ(X, t)dS (Palmer, 2004). Ensemble predition isthe predition of the evolution of the pdf of the individual model variables from an initialstate to a future pdf. The future pdf desribes the state of the atmosphere at the end ofa limited time interval.Epstein (1969) �rst introdued stohasti-dynami foreasting under whih falls ensem-ble predition. He derived a foreast equation that desribed the evolution of the pdf withtime under the dynamis of the foreast model.
∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇D · (Ẋρ) = 0 (3.1)This ontinuity equation is alled the Liouville equation (Epstein, 1969; Ehrendorfer,1994). Analogous to the ontinuity equation in �uid dynamis whih desribes the massonservation, it states that no probability density, i. e. ensemble member, an be reatedor destroyed. The model has D dimensions.A foreast of the true probability would have to be started from an in�nite number ofinitial perturbations overing the unertainty ompletely. Although Epstein (1969) showedthat the future pdf an be approximated by prediting only the �rst two moments, themean and standard deviation of the initial pdf, stohasti-dynami foreasting was stillnot feasible for modern foreast models as they have too many degrees of freedom asdesribed in setion 2.2. Eah of the grid points would have to be provided with a pdf foreah model variable.Leith (1974) proposed the Monte Carlo ensemble foreast with a �nite number of mem-bers. The method of assuming random initial perturbations that are added to the initialonditions and performing an ensemble foreast is known as the Monte Carlo tehnique.



3.1. Theory of ensemble foreast 25In the Monte Carlo method the pdf is preisely de�ned by all of the random initial pertur-bations. The higher the number of dimensions of the problem the more useful the resultobtained by the Monte Carlo method.However, in weather predition the pdf is unertain beause the number of dimensionin urrent numerial foreast models is too high. It is tehnially not possible to solve thepartial di�erential equations of the model with a su�iently high number of perturbationsthat over the unertainties in all the degrees of freedom (model variables, grid points,...). Therefore, the pdf an only be alulated approximately. The purpose of reasonableensemble predition is to over the largest possible unertainties in the atmosphere, i. e. todesribe the largest possible error growth. The ensemble has to be reliable in the sense thatif there are instabilities in the atmosphere the ensemble has to detet them by showingsu�ient deviation between the di�erent solutions of the individual foreasts. If the highestunertainties are perfetly desribed the real atmospheri development should be inludedin the ensemble in any ase. Furthermore, the ensemble members should stay lose togetherif there are not muh unertainties in the atmosphere, i. e. the members should notindiate unertainties if there are none. Therefore, instead of desribing the evolution ofthe omplete pdf it is only neessary to �nd out these small initial perturbations that willgrow most and yield the most di�erent solutions of the individual foreasts.A shemati of an ensemble foreast is shown in Fig. 3.1. At the beginning the individualforeasts, started from slightly perturbed initial onditions, lie lose together. In this phasethey an be seen as one deterministi foreast in the sense that one single initial stateis determined and the foreast yields one unique foreast state (Palmer, 2004). After aertain time, however, the foreasts in Fig. 3.1 show a muh larger spetrum of possiblesolutions. Examining how far and after whih time the solutions diverge from eah otherallows a quanti�ation of the unertainty and an estimate of how long the atmospherisituation an be predited with a good degree of auray. Fig. 3.1 indiates that in thedeterministi phase the ensemble mean would be a good representation of the developmentin all the ensemble members. In the stohasti phase, however, the mean in the ase shownin Fig. 3.1 would be of no use as it would deviate far from all the members and overlap



26 3.1. Theory of ensemble foreastwith none of them. However, investigating the groupings of ensemble members during thestohasti phase an give information about alternative atmospheri evolutions and theirprobability, depending on the number of members in the individual groups.

Figure 3.1: Shemati of ensemble predition, with individual trajetories drawn for foreasts startingfrom a representative set of perturbed initial onditions within a irle representing the unertainty inthe initial onditions and ending within the range of possible solutions, represented by the ellipse. For theshorter range, the foreasts are lose to eah other and they may be onsidered deterministi, but beyonda ertain time, the foreast is stohasti. Foreasts may luster into groups of similar trajetories (denotedA and B in the �gure), whose probability of veri�ation may be related to the number of foreasts ineah group (Traton and Kalnay, 1993).The initial error growth and the length of time over whih the ensemble members still lielose together depend strongly on the initial state of the atmosphere. Some atmospheri�ow patterns, for example bloking antiylones or ut-o� lows, are known from theexperiene of operational weather foreasters to be very stable and thus very preditable.Other �ow types are very unstable and therefore unpreditable. The Lorenz attrator(Lorenz, 1963a) gives a nie example of the dependene of the �ow development on theinitial state. It desribes the development in time of a 3-dimensional, dynami, non-linear,autonomous system with three variables in phase spae. Two dimensions of the Lorenzattrator are shown in Fig. 3.2. The time development of the three model variables x1, x2



3.1. Theory of ensemble foreast 27and x3 is determined by
dx1

dt
= κ(y − x1)

dx2

dt
= γx1 − x2 − x1x3

dx3

dt
= x1x2 − φx3

(3.2)where x1, x2 and x3 are the three model variables and κ, γ and φ are parameters that arekept onstant within one integration. The parameters an be hanged, however, to obtaina family of solutions. The system is non-linear sine it ontains produts of the dependentvariables, dynami sine it desribes the development with time of the variables andautonomous sine the oe�ients are not time dependent. The dimensions of the phasespae are the independent variables x1(t), x2(t) and x3(t) and the points in the phasespae show the simultaneous values of the three variables at any time.In Fig. 3.2 only x1(t) and x2(t) are presented. The solutions of Eq. (3.2) are the orbitsor trajetories in phase spae. An attrator is an attrating state of the system that isapproahed by trajetories in phase spae again and again. An atmospheri attratorwould be, for example, the limate. The blak irle in Fig. 3.2, whih would atually be aa) b) )

Figure 3.2: Phase spae evolution of an ensemble of initial points on the Lorenz (1963a) attrator forthree di�erent sets of initial onditions.sphere in the 3-dimensional system, ontains di�erent estimated states of the atmosphereat the initialization time of a foreast. The irle is reated by adding small errors topoints on the attrator. The irle of points is the pdf of the atmospheri state in phase



28 3.2. Generating the ensemblespae. The two wings of the attrator an be onsidered as two di�erent weather regimes(Buizza, 2004). If the points are added in regions that are stable (Fig. 3.2 a) they staylose together. Small perturbations stay small and the situation is highly preditable. Allof the points in the irle in Fig. 3.2 a desribe a regime hange. If the small perturbationsare added in a less stable region (Fig.3.2 b) the points in the sphere stay lose together fora short time, indiating good preditability for a �nite period but thereafter they showa bifuration. About 50 % of the initial atmospheri states show a regime hange and amuh wider range of possible developments. Hene, the situation is quite preditable for ashort time but a regime hange ould be foreast with a probability of only 50 %. Addingthe small initial errors on points of the attrator that are loated in very unstable regions(Fig. 3.2 ) the atmospheri states that have been very similar in the beginning evolveinto ompletely di�erent states after a very short time and a total loss of preditabilitywould result even for a short range predition.
3.2 Generating the ensembleAdequate omputer resoures for the omputationally expensive method of ensemble fore-asting only beame available at the beginning of the 1990s. Ensemble foreasting wasimplemented in Deember 1992 both at the ECMWF and at the US National Centers ofEnvironmental Predition (NCEP). The ensemble at the ECMWF is generated by per-forming 50 runs with a version of their numerial weather predition model that is abouthalf as high resolved as the version used for the operational foreast. The ensemble is ini-tialized with 50 slightly di�erent initial perturbations added to the initial best estimate,i. e. the analysis.The aim of the ensemble foreast is to predit a probability of an event that mathesthe perentage of ourrene of this event. Taking an example out of limate predition,one an say that the foreast probability that it will rain a ertain amount one partiularday in the year should be equal to the perentage of suh rain events on this day overpast years. The ensemble should be reliable, that is its hit rate has to be high and its false



3.2. Generating the ensemble 29alarm rate has to be low. In other words, if an event ours it should be foreast and if itdoes not our, it should not be foreast. Reliability of the ensemble involves the detetionof the fastest growing errors, as explained in the previous setion. A quantity to determinehow far the ensemble members di�er from eah other at a given time is the spread, oftenrepresented by the standard deviation with respet to the ensemble mean or the root-mean-squared di�erene with respet to the ontrol foreast. If the initial unertaintiesare fully desribed by the initial perturbations of the EPS and model errors play no role, asmall spread would indiate a very preditable situation. In ontrast, a large spread of thepossible atmospheri developments should oinide with a low preditability. However,the spread is not only used as a measure of unertainty. It also yields information aboutpossible alternative atmospheri developments and indiates whih events are not likelyto happen.To get information about the highest possible unertainty it is important that thelargest possible error growth is ontained in the ensemble foreast. Therefore, estimatingthe pdf that desribes the initial unertainties inludes identifying the strutures, thatare the most important ones for the dynamial development and the dispersion in theensemble (Leutbeher and Palmer, 2007).
3.2.1 Initial perturbationsThe perturbations that are used to initialize an ensemble have to be onstruted suh thatthe ensemble desribes the largest possible deviations of initially very similar atmospheristates from eah other. It would be useless to onstrut initial perturbations from randomor arbitrary hosen errors beause they might not omprise the fastest growing errorstrutures and a onsequential low spread ould erroneously indiate a high preditability.Hene, the strutures that exhibit high instabilities in the atmospheri �ow have to beidenti�ed. To give an example, suh strutures that grow strongly may be assoiated withtroughs in the geopotential that are tilted to the west with height, i. e. the struturesindiate regions of barolini instability.



30 3.2. Generating the ensembleDi�erent methods are used at di�erent weather foreast enters to �nd the most un-stable strutures with whih they initialize their ensembles. The US National Centersfor Environmental Predition (NCEP), for example, uses bred vetors (Toth and Kalnay,1997). These are generated by perturbing their model with a random number. The per-turbed and unperturbed states are evolved with their non-linear foreast model for sometime. At the end of that time the di�erene between the two runs is resaled to the am-plitude of typial analysis errors and inserted as new di�erene of the new state from theunperturbed. The growing yle is repeated and the bred vetor is the perturbation thatis obtained after several growing and resaling yles. The Canadian Meteorologial Ser-vie uses initial onditions based on an ensemble transform Kalman �lter (ETKF) that isvery similar to the breeding method of the NCEP. The ETKF tehnique is like a re�nedbreeding method in the sense that the resaling is replaed by a linear transformation.At the ECMWF initial perturbations are alulated using singular vetors (SV). Sin-gular vetors are obtained trough performing a stability analysis whih is the generalproeeding in the searh for unstable strutures. A stability analysis omprises the sub-stitution of the model variables with their basi state plus a small perturbation. Thebehavior of the perturbation under the in�uene of the stability of the basi �ow, i. e.the growth or deay of the perturbation, has to be investigated. Long time perturbationgrowth is dominated by the exponentially growing eigenmodes, also alled the exponen-tially growing normal modes, of the �ow following the instability riteria of Rayleigh(1880). However, strutures exist that have greater ampli�ation rates than the most un-stable normal mode over some �nite time interval (Farrell, 1982). These strutures, alledsingular vetors, desribe the largest possible transient error growth. After a su�ientlylong time the most unstable struture will orrespond to the most unstable normal mode.Singular vetors are a generalization of eigenvetors.To illustrate the general stability analysis that yields the SVs as fastest growing solu-tions, it is onvenient to reall �rst the well known traditional form of stability analysisperformed for example in the Eady (1949) model. The important di�erene between thegeneral and the traditional form is the time dependene of the basi state. While in the



3.2. Generating the ensemble 31traditional stability analysis the basi state is assumed to be time independent the �owin the general stability analysis varies slowly in time.In both the general and traditional stability analysis a nonlinear model is onsidered inthat the spatially disretized partial di�erential equations that govern the dynamis anbe written as a set of nonlinear oupled ordinary di�erential equations F (Kalnay, 2003;Leutbeher and Palmer, 2007).
dX

dt
= F(X) (3.3)To test the stability of the system of equations the behavior of small deviations from thebasi state has to be examined. Although in the mature and deaying phase of the lifeyle of a perturbation nonlinear e�ets are important, linear theory an be applied duringmost of the intensi�ation stage (Farrell, 1982). The model variables (e. g. temperature,wind, spei� humidity, ...) are deomposed into a basi state and perturbation quantities,so that a trajetory X(t) is split into X = X̄+ x′. Hene, a Taylor expansion of Eq. (3.3)yields

dX

dt
=

dX̄
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+
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x′ + O(x′2) = F(X̄) + Alx
′ + O(x′2) (3.4)Linearization implies that x′x′ = 0 suh that the terms of order O(x′2) and higher an benegleted. The Jaobian of F, ∂F

∂X

∣

∣

∣

X̄
= Al, is alled the tangent linear model in di�erentialform onsisting of the linearized model equations. It has been introdued �rst by Lorenz(1965). Consequently the evolution of the perturbation x′ is desribed by

dx′

dt
= Alx

′ (3.5)In the Eady (1949) model the traditional stability analysis is performed. It is regardedas the simplest model that represents barolini instability. Sine it implies the assump-tion of a time independent basi state, the tangent linear model Al in Eq. (3.4) is timeindependent. The growth of the small perturbations is alulated with an exponentialapproah:
x′ = f(X)eλt (3.6)



32 3.2. Generating the ensembleSubstituting (3.6) into (3.5) gives
Alf(X) = λf(X) (3.7)The long term growth of the initial perturbations is revealed by their projetion ontothe normal modes or eigensolutions, i. e. the eigenvetors with eigenvalues λ of the time-independent tangent linear model Al. However, it is important to note, that over �nitetime intervals strutures exist that grow faster and stronger than the most unstable normalmodes. This is aused by the non-normality of the tangent linear model (Farrell, 1982).In the real atmosphere a general stability analysis has to be performed inluding thetime dependene of the basi state trajetory X̄(t). In this ase the tangent linear modelin Eq. (3.4) is time dependent. Integrating Eq. (3.5) a perturbation at time t1 an befound through
x′(t1) = x′

0 +
∫ t1

τ=t0

Alx
′dτ (3.8)where x′

0 denotes the perturbation at initial time. Following Kalnay (2003) the stabilityproblem an be solved numerially applying a time di�erene sheme to Eq. (3.3), forexample the Crank-Niholson sheme
Xn+1 = Xn + ∆tF

(

Xn + Xn+1

2

) (3.9)This yields a non-linear model solution
X(t1) = M[X(t0)] (3.10)where M is the time integration of the numerial sheme from t0 to t1. Adding a smallperturbation x′(t) and linearization similar to Eq. (3.4) the tangent linear model is ob-tained
x′(t1) =

∂M

∂X
x′(t0) = L(t0, t1)x

′(t0) (3.11)where L is the tangent linear propagator that desribes the evolution of a perturbationfrom time t0 to time t1. The adjoint of the tangent linear model on its part desribes



3.2. Generating the ensemble 33the evolution of a perturbation from time t1 to time t0. In the interest of simpliity itis assumed that the model has only real variables, i. e. that the adjoint of the tangentlinear model L∗ is simply the transpose of the tangent linear model LT (Kalnay, 2003).The key property that allows transient growth larger than that of the eigenmodes is thenon-normality of L, that is, LLT 6= LTL.Calulation of singular vetorsIn order to �nd the fastest growing solutions or perturbations of the tangent linear modeland its transpose, a singular value deomposition has to be performed (Björnsson andVenegas, 1997). This an be seen as generalized eigenanalysis. For any matrix there existsan orthogonal m x m matrix U and an orthogonal n x n matrix V suh that
L = UΣVT (3.12)or
LV = UΣ (3.13)with UTU = 1 and VTV = 1 (Golub and van Loan, 1996). Σ is a diagonal m x n matrixwith the dereasing singular values σi (σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ ... ≥ σn) as elements. The olumns uiof U are the left or evolved singular vetors of L sine they orrespond to the end of theoptimization interval. The olumns vi of V are the right or initial singular vetors of Lsine they are valid in the beginning of the optimization interval (Kalnay, 2003).To alulate the SVs some transformations are neessary. Left multiplying (3.12) with

UT yields
UTL = ΣVT (3.14)Transposing (3.14) we obtain
LTU = ΣV (3.15)



34 3.2. Generating the ensembleConsidering that Σ is diagonal, left multiplying (3.13) with LT and using (3.15) we obtain
LTLV = Σ2V = ΛV or LTLvi = σ2

i vi = λivi (3.16)where λi = σ2
i and Λ is a diagonal matrix with the elements λi. Solving this eigenvalueproblem the initial SVs are obtained as eigenvetors of LTL. The leading initial SVs arethe strutures that will grow most quikly and strongest in amplitude from time t0 totime t1.To alulate the left SVs we left multiply (3.15) with L and with (3.12) we obtain

LLT U = Σ2U = ΛU or LLTui = σ2

i ui = λiui (3.17)Solving this eigenvalue problem yields the evolved SVs as eigenvetors of LLT. The leadingevolved SVs determine the struture of the perturbations after the period of maximalgrowth. The time interval (t0, t1) during that the leading SVs should have grown maximallyis alled the optimization time. Singular vetors are ordered aording to their growth rate,i. e. their singular values, suh that the fastest growing struture is the �rst singular vetor(SV1), the seond fastest growing is the seond singular vetor (SV2) and so on.The growth of the perturbations of the model variables x′ during their optimizationtime has to be quanti�ed by an appropriate measure. In other words, the perturbationgrowth has to be de�ned relative to a partiular hosen quantity. The growth will dependon how the amplitude is de�ned. A nie example to explain the use of these measures isgiven in Kalnay (2003), where the following question is posed: �What is the optimal initialperturbation (measured by the square of the hange in surfae pressure over the statesof Oklahoma and Texas) that produes the maximum �nal hange after a 1-day foreast(measured by the hange in the vortiity between surfae and 500 hPa over the easternUSA)? �. This measure is ontained in the de�nition of a norm by whih the SVs arede�ned. It measures the perturbation amplitude at initial and �nal time. Furthermore,the measure weights the perturbations x′

0 and x′

1 of the model variables in Eq. (3.11) inthe sense that the perturbation growth is determined by onsidering only seleted modelvariables, i. e. those ontained in the measure. In ensemble foreast a norm is wanted that



3.2. Generating the ensemble 35adjusts the perturbation sales and strutures to realisti error strutures. The growthrate of SVs and their sales are dependent on the hoie of the norms (Palmer et al.,1998). At ECMWF the equal initial norm is used for all the perturbations suh that theyare equally likely to our (Leutbeher and Palmer, 2007). The initial SVs are of equalsize. The growth rate has to be determined with respet to the maximization of the initialtime norm. The Eulidean norm whih ontains the identity matrix as weight matrix thatde�nes the inner produt is
‖x′

0‖
2 = x′T

0 x′

0 = 〈x′

0,x
′

0〉 (3.18)If the norm would be de�ned with any weight matrix W applied to the perturbation atinitial time x′

0 this would look like
‖x′
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TWx′

0 = x′T
0 WTWx′

0 (3.19)The initial norm is hosen to be representative of the error distribution at initial time. The�nal norm is a onvenient measure of foreast error beause it provides a normalizationso that errors of di�erent variables like temperature and wind an be ompared. For ameasure B of the perturbations at the end of the time interval t0, t1, applying Eq. (3.11),the �nal norm would look like
‖x′(t1)‖

2 = (BLx′

0)
TBLx′

0 = x′T
0 LTBTBLx′

0 (3.20)At the ECMWF both for the initial and the �nal time SVs the total energy norm E isused where E0 denotes the total energy norm at initial time. Initial total energy SVsare subylone sale and are loated mainly around the steering level (Palmer et al.,1998). The steering level for a disturbane is the level in the atmosphere for whih theveloity of the �ow equals the phase veloity of the disturbane. In the atmosphere the500 hPa is known as the level that steers the low and high pressure systems whih are theatmospheri normal modes. Beause of their struture total energy initial SVs an growstrongly (Hartmann et al., 1995) and are appropriate to desribe analysis errors (Palmeret al., 1998). Di�erent norms like �enstrophy�, �streamfuntion� and �kineti energy� have



36 3.2. Generating the ensemblebeen tested as well that were less suitable to desribe the error struture (Palmer et al.,1998).The squared total energy norm used at the ECMWF is given by the disretized formof
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2ds (3.21)where u, v, T and lnpsfc are the perturbations of the zonal and meridional wind om-ponent, the temperature and the logarithm of the surfae pressure. Rd, cp are the gasonstant and the spei� heat at onstant pressure of dry air, Tr and pr are a referenetemperature and a referene pressure. The volume S denotes the whole model atmosphere(Leutbeher and Palmer, 2007). In this equation the integral of u2 and v2 is the kinetienergy and the last term under the pressure integral ontaining T 2 together with theright hand term ontaining the logarithm of the surfae pressure is the available potentialenergy (APE). The APE is the di�erene between the total potential energy (onsistingof the internal energy and the gravitational potential energy) of a losed system and theminimum of the total potential energy that ould result from an adiabati redistributionof mass (Lorenz, 1955). The APE is equivalent to the maximum kineti energy that anbe realized by an adiabati proess.The searh for the maximum growth of the norm during the time interval t0, t1, involvesthe maximization of the ratio of the �nal time norm to the initial time norm
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(3.22)The positive de�nite, symmetri operators E0 and E denote the total energy norm atinitial and �nal time respetively (Puri et al., 2001). Here the property 〈L∗x,y〉 = 〈x,Ly〉is used by whih the adjoint L∗ is de�ned with respet to the Eulidean norm (Eq. 3.18).In the ase of only real variables the adjoint L∗ is equal to the transpose LT of the linearoperator L. With the aid of the variable transformation
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3.2. Generating the ensemble 37whereas the symmetry of E0 implies that E
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0 are the phase spae diretions that maximize theratio in (3.24) (Buizza, 2004).The extratropial perturbations x′

ǫ, ǫ = 1...Npf with Npf = 50 in the EPS of theECMWF (without onsidering model errors, i. e. without stohasti physis) are on-struted as follows:
x′

ǫ = µini

NSV
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αǫkvk + µevo

NSV
∑
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βǫkuk (3.27)where vk and uk are again the leading initial and evolved SVs and αǫk and βǫk are drawnfrom a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variane. The purpose of theseoe�ients is to weight the singular vetors. For details it is referred to Leutbeher andPaulsen (2004). The oe�ients µini and µevo determine the overall magnitude of the per-turbations. They are saled to have an amplitude omparable to analysis-error estimates.Tropial singular vetorsAt ECMWF SV growth is optimized for the extratropial domain, i. e. polewards of 30◦,and for tropial domain separately. For the alulation of the so alled extratropial SVsthe tangent linear model with dry dynamis is used. However, the dry dynamis are not



38 3.2. Generating the ensembleuseful for the desription of the perturbation growth in the tropis were moist proessesare important. In January 2002 the additional alulation of the tropial SVs (only initialSVs) based on a tangent linear model Lm that inludes large-sale ondensation anddeep umulus onvetion has been introdued in the ECMWF model IFS (IntegratedForeasting System). This new physis pakage for alulating tropial SVs is alled �fullphysis� pakage. The extratropial SVs alulated from the tangent linear model withoutthese moisture proesses are alled �dry SVs� and the tropial SVs are alled �moist SVs�(Ehrendorfer et al., 1999).To optimize SV growth in seleted domains, for example in the extratropis, in thetropis or only around tropial ylones a projetion operator is needed. At ECMWF aprojetion operator P setting a vetor to zero outside a given domain, for example fortropial SVs outside of 30◦ S � 30◦ N, in the �nal time norm is used (Puri et al., 2001).Optimizing moist SV growth inluding the projetion operator, Eq. (3.24) obtains theform
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0 )V = ΛV (3.29)has to be solved analogous to Eq. (3.26). The optimization of SVs for a seleted domainis alled targeting of SVs on that domain.The hoie of the target area has a substantial impat on the SV struture (Barkmeijeret al., 2001; Puri et al., 2001). Targeting SVs on the whole tropial strip does not guaranteethat the fastest-growing SVs will be in the region of a tropial ylone. However, a tropialylone, espeially one that undergoes ET, auses a lot of foreast errors as explained insetion 2.3. A spread that is insu�ient to aount for the unertainty assoiated with aTC would be the onsequene. Therefore, at the ECMWF SVs are alulated targeted onTCs. This is realized by determining optimization regions in the viinity of the TC suhthat the fastest growing initial SVs will have grown optimally after their optimization



3.2. Generating the ensemble 39time in that regions. The optimization region around a TC is determined suh that aretangular box is plaed around the TC positions foreast for the optimization time bythe latest ensemble run. A minimum extension of this box of 5◦ in latitudinal and 7◦ inlongitudinal diretion is imposed (Leutbeher and Paulsen, 2004).At the top of Fig. 3.3 all optimization regions over the whole globe are shown for 1200UTC 14 Otober 2004. They are determined for TY Tokage (2004) (red box), TY Nok-Ten (2004) (green box) and additionally an optimization region is always alulated forthe Caribbean (blue box). The Caribbean region is designed to aount for the impatsthat unertainties in that region an have on the foreast for Europe. The optimizationregions for 15, 16, 17 and 18 Otober for Tokage (green) and Nok-Ten (red) are shownin a smaller area at the bottom of Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Optimization regions alulated on 14 September 2004 12 UTC (top) for TY Tokage (red),Nok-Ten (green) and the Caribean (blue) and on 15, 16, 17 and 18 September 2004 12 UTC (bottom) forTY Tokage (green) and Nok-Ten (red). Blue dots denote the position of Tokage and Nok-Ten aroundanalysis time.Before 2004 targeted perturbations have been alulated in a latitude band of 25◦ N �25◦ S to avoid an overlap with extratropial perturbations. Therefore, when a TC moved



40 3.2. Generating the ensemblepolewards of this latitude belt, for example in the ase of an ET, the spread beame smallabruptly and the unertainty was underrepresented. In September 2004 a new on�gura-tion was implemented at the ECMWF. An important innovation was the expanding ofthe latitude belt for that the optimizations regions where determined to 50◦ N � 50◦ S.The targeted SVs are alulated in an orthogonal subspae to the extratropial SVs suhthat an overlap is avoided (Leutbeher and Paulsen, 2004). Other innovations inludethe inrease of the number of optimization regions and the introdution of a proedurenamed Gaussian sampling from that the oe�ient α and β (Eq. 3.27) are drawn for theinitial perturbations. Furthermore, the targeting is applied also to tropial depressions(WMO-lass ≥ 1). Previously, targeting was applied only to WMO-lass 2 and higherlass TCs.All these innovations in the new on�guration led to hanges in the trak spreadsduring an ET and to improvements in the strike probability foreasts. Note that theoptimization regions are retangular boxes that enlose the foreast TC positions fromthe latest ensemble foreast. Thus, they are not entered on the TCs. In fat, they areexpeted to over the region where the TC position will be after the optimization intervalof the SVs (in ase of the total energy metri: 48h).3.2.2 Stohasti physisUntil Otober 1998 the EPS of the ECMWF was based on the �perfet model assumption�,i. e. that all the unertainties in the foreast are desribed by the initial perturbations andthat during the model run no errors are introdued. However, the unertainties assoiatedwith parametrized proesses and their impat on the larger sales annot be negleted fora longer model integration time. Buizza et al. (1999) stated that the ensemble spread istoo small espeially later in the medium range beyond a foreast time of about 2 days. It isassumed that there is a signi�ant soure of random error assoiated with the parametrizedphysial proesses. It is not appropriate to enhane the spread by reating larger initialperturbations beause in this ase the initial spread would be too large. Houtekamer et al.(1996) were the �rst who introdued a proedure whereby eah ensemble member di�ers



3.2. Generating the ensemble 41both in the initial onditions and in the parameters desribing subgrid sale proesses.At the ECMWF a sheme has been designed that perturbes the parametrized tenden-ies randomly suh that the stohasti perturbation is based on the total tendeny fromall parametrized proesses. The sheme assumes that larger parametrized tendenies or-respond to a larger random error omponent (Buizza, 2004). In the ECMWF EPS anensemble member eǫ at time t an be seen as
eǫ(t) =

∫ t

t=0

{H(eǫ, t) + Π(eǫ, t)}dt (3.30)where ǫ = 1, ..., 50 designates the perturbed ensemble members and ǫ = 0 the ontrolforeast. H identi�es the resolved and Π the parametrized proesses. The integrationstarts from initial onditions
eǫ(t = 0) ≡ e0(t = 0) + δeǫ(t = 0) (3.31)The initial perturbation δeǫ(t = 0) is generated as desribed by Eq. 3.27.Inluding a representation of the unertainty due to the parametrized physial proessesEq. 3.30 beomes
eǫ(t) =

∫ t

t=0

{H(eǫ, t) + Π′(eǫ, t)}dt (3.32)where the perturbed parametrized tendeny is de�ned as
Π′(eǫ, t) ≡ 〈rǫ(Ψ, Θ, t)〉G,Ts

Πǫ(eǫ, t) (3.33)where 〈...〉G,Ts
denotes that the same random number rǫ has been used for a grid pointbox of G × G degrees and over Ts time steps. Eah grid point is identi�ed by its latitude

Ψ, longitude Θ and vertial hybrid oordinate (Buizza et al., 1999). In other words inEq. (3.33) the random numbers re-sale the parametrized tendenies. Random numbersfrom three di�erent intervals for high- (rǫ ∈ [0, 2]), medium- (rǫ ∈ [0.5, 1.5]) and low-(rǫ ∈ [0.75, 1.25]) amplitude stohasti foring have been tested. Buizza et al. (1999) foundthat results with the most positive impat in representing the spread were alulated with



42 3.3. The ensemble predition systemthe medium amplitude on�guration. The values G = 10◦ and Ts = 6 h have been adoptedas the operational sheme. Hene, beause the EPS has a 1◦ horizontal grid, the samerandom number is used for 10 grid points for 6 hours. The stohasti physis with thison�guration was implemented operationally on 21 Otober 1998.
3.3 The ensemble predition systemThe �rst ensemble foreast with the EPS of the ECMWF was started in Deember 1992with 33 members. It was based on 33 nonlinear integrations of a model version withresolution T63L19, i. e. trunation after wave number 63 and 19 level. One of the members,the ontrol foreast, was alulated taking the 12 GMT analysis as initial onditions, and32 where alulated from perturbations added to the 12 GMT analysis along the diretionsof maximum growth in phase spae (Buizza et al., 1998; Barkmeijer et al., 1999). Theinitial SVs were alulated with T42L19 resolution. Two sets of SVs were omputed withone set on�ned to grow polewards of 30◦ N and the other one polewards of 30◦ S. This isreferred to as targeting the SVs in the Northern and Southern Hemisphere respetively. Asmentioned in the previous setion only variations in the initial onditions where simulated(Buizza and Palmer, 1995) in the �rst version without taking into aount errors due tomodel unertainties.In 1996 the EPS was upgraded to a 51 member T159L31 on�guration as a onsequeneof investigations of Buizza et al. (1998) who found that both inreased ensemble size andresolution have positive impat on the ensemble skill. From that time on the SVs werealulated with T42L31 resolution. Buizza et al. (1998) report, however, that the ensem-ble spread was still underestimated. This may be aused by the neglet of unertaintiesassoiated with model error. Furthermore, they reommended the use of evolved SVs al-ulated from two days previously. These aount for perturbations that have grown duringthe data assimilation yle. In Marh 1998 the evolved SVs were inluded in the alula-tion of initial perturbations. In addition, the �stohasti physis� sheme, desribed in theprevious setion, was introdued. These innovations led to a range of bene�ts inluding



3.3. The ensemble predition system 43a better level of spread and a higher hane for the veri�ation analysis to be omprisedwithin the ensemble in the foreast range (Buizza et al., 2001).The resolution of the ECMWF EPS was inreased further to T255L40 (∼ 80 km gridpoint spaing) in November 2000. The SVs were alulated with higher vertial resolution(T42L40). These innovations improved the estimation of the probability density funtionof foreast states and a better preditability for longer foreast times was ahieved (Buizzaet al., 2001). In September 2004 Gaussian sampling was introdued for the alulation ofthe extratropial SVs making it possible to alulate the 50 initial perturbations with onlya few of the largest SVs. Furthermore, the targeting of perturbations on tropial yloneswas revised. Details were given in setion 3.2.1. This was the on�guration that our studyis based on.In February 2006 the resolution was upgraded to T399L62 with an enhanement of thevertial resolution for the SVs to T42L62.The ensemble and deterministi foreasts are initialized twie daily. The ensemble fore-asts are available on a 1 degree lat./long. grid and the deterministi foreasts and analyseson a 0.5 degree lat./lon. grid. In the extratropis a simpli�ed and in the tropis a moistphysis sheme is used as explained in setion 3.2.1.
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4 Case studies

An ensemble foreast of a poleward moving TC is often haraterized by a high variabil-ity among the individual members as result of the di�ulties in the numerial foreastexplained in setion 2.3, indiating low preditability (Harr et al., 2007). Through inves-tigation of the representation of ET events in an ensemble predition system insight anbe gained into both the preditability assoiated with an ET event and the dominantdynamial mehanisms for ET.Harr et al. (2007) presented a statistial methodology to examine the behavior of theindividual ensemble members in the regions of high variability assoiated with ET. Theanalysis method onsists of a ombination of empirial orthogonal funtion (EOF) analysisand lustering of the �rst two prinipal omponents. Thereby ensemble members an begrouped together that ontribute in a similar way to the main variability. In Harr et al.(2007) for the ase of Nabi (2005) an EOF pattern assoiated with the east-west loationand the amplitude of a so alled trough-ridge-trough pattern was found.In this investigation the analysis is expanded to examine �ve TCs that underwent ET.They were hosen suh that they enompass a wide range of TC intensity on the Sa�r-Simpson-Sale and also our over both the North Atlanti and the western North Pai�oean basins.
45



46 4.1. Overview of ases4.1 Overview of asesThe representation in the EPS of the North Atlanti hurrianes Fabian (2003) and Philippe(2005) and the western North Pai� typhoons (TYs) Maemi (2003), Tokage (2004) andSaola (2005) has been investigated. The ases are divided into strong events and weakevents. Fabian (ategory 4, NHC 2006), Maemi (ategory 5, JMA 2006) and Tokage(ategory 4, JMA 2006) belong to the strong and Saola (ategory 2, JMA 2006) andPhilippe (ategory 1, NHC 2006) to the weak events. An overview of the ases with theirtime of reurvature and of ET an be found in Table 4.1. The terms �investigation time�,�FCST1� and �FCST2� will be explained later.The strong events are haraterized by a re-intensi�ation after ET and a markedin�uene on the midlatitude �ow. The weak events do not re-intensify after or deaybefore ET and do not appear to in�uene the midlatitude �ow. The weak events arehosen beause of large foreast errors assoiated with their representation of ET.The key variable for our investigation is the potential temperature on the �dynamitropopause�. The potential vortiity (PV) is onserved in adiabati, fritionless onditions(Hoskins et al., 1985) and therefore the hoie of this variable has the advantage that thedynamis of one onserved variable, the potential temperature, an be viewed along thesurfae of another onserved variable, the potential vortiity. In isentropi oordinateversion of the equation for the PV is
PV = −g(f + k · ∇θ × vh)/

∂p

∂θ
(4.1)where f is the Coriolis parameter, g the aeleration due to gravity, k the unit verti-al vetor, ∇θ a three dimensional gradient operator, vh the horizontal wind veloity,

p the pressure and θ the potential temperature. From equation (4.1) it follows that fora standard atmosphere at rest the PV inreases with inreasing stability and with in-reasing Coriolis parameter. In general, the PV inreases with inreasing total vortiity
f + k · ∇θ × vh. Consequently, at the tropopause, where the stability inreases abruptly,there is a marked inrease in potential vortiity.



4.1. Overview of ases 47The tropopause an be de�ned by PV values between 1.5 - 3 PVU, where 1 PVU =
10−6Km2kg−1s−1. The potential temperature an be investigated on a onstant plane ofthe PV and vie versa. For this investigation a value of 2 PVU as de�nition of the so-alled�dynami tropopause� (Morgan and Nielsen-Gammon, 1998) is used. A PVU = 2 surfaean be seen as the shape of the tropopause. If the potential temperature on this dynamitropopause is investigated the shape of troughs and ridges an be identi�ed learly. This isbeause the opposing slopes of PV and potential temperature surfaes result in potentialtemperature gradients along the 2 PVU surfae being muh sharper than, for example,gradients along isentropi surfaes (Morgan and Nielsen-Gammon, 1998). In troughs thetropopause is lower and the low potential temperatures bow up to higher levels. In ridgesthe high potential temperatures reah further down and the tropopause is loated higherup. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.1 in that the Ielandi low an be seen as a positive PVanomaly with values of PVU = 2 dipping down to about 500 hPa whereas the potentialtemperature bows up in the troposphere and down in the stratosphere. In ase of a negativePV anomaly the behavior would be opposed.

Figure 4.1: Vertial ross-setion along a SW-NE line through the Ielandi low on 12 April 1983.The thin lines indiate isentropes at 10 K intervals and the thik lines PV at 1 unit intervals. The 0.75PV unit is shown by a heavy dashed line (Hoskins et al., 1985).



48 4.1. Overview of asesTable 4.1: Key data of the investigation times of the three typhoons (JMA, 2006) and twohurrianes (NHC, 2006).Fabian Maemi Tokage Saola Philippetime of 06 Sept. 2003 11 Sept. 2003 18 Ot. 2004 24 Ot. 2005reurvature 00 UTC 12 UTC 18 UTC 03 UTC /08 Sept. 2003 13 Sept. 2003 21 Ot. 2004 25 Sept. 2005 23 Sept. 2005ET time 18 UTC 06 UTC 00 UTC 12 UTC 12 UTC (deay)investigation 10 Sept. 2003 14 Sept. 2003 21 Ot. 2004 26 Sept. 2005 23 Sept. 2005time 00 UTC 00 UTC 00 UTC 12 UTC 12 UTC04 Sept. 2003 10 Sept. 2003 16 Ot. 2004 21 Sept. 2005 18 Sept. 2005FCST1 12 UTC 12 UTC 12 UTC 12 UTC 12 UTC05 Sept. 2003 11 Sept. 2003 18 Ot. 2004 24 Sept. 2005 19 Sept. 2005FCST2 12 UTC 12 UTC 12 UTC 12 UTC 1200 UTC
4.1.1 Strong eventsEah of the TCs Fabian (2003), Maemi (2003) and Tokage (2004) interated with a mid-latitude trough. In the ase of Fabian the trough was already deep before the interationand approahed from upstream as the deaying TC moved towards the midlatitudes. Thedeaying Fabian merged with the midlatitude deep pressure system assoiated with thetrough but ex-Fabian was learly the dominant system. A trough ould be seen upstreamof Maemi, also. However, the trough was weaker than in the ase of Fabian and appearedto intensify as the out�ow from Maemi impinged on the midlatitude jet. It is di�ult toidentify an upstream trough as Tokage approahed the midlatitude jet. In this ase theridge downstream of TY Tokage ampli�ed dramatially as the out�ow of Tokage inter-ated with the midlatitude jet. This ampli�ation lead to the formation of an upstream



4.1. Overview of ases 49trough as desribed by Bosart and Lakmann (1995) for Hurriane David (1979). In allthree ases a distint pattern formed that onsisted of the trough that interated with theTC, a ridge diretly downstream and a seond trough downstream of the ridge. Reentstudies of ET suggest that the TC out�ow an ontribute to the ridge building (Hender-son et al., 1999) and to the subsequent ampli�ation of the downstream trough (Riemeret al., 2007).The synopti development after the ET is quite di�erent in eah of the ases. Fabianinterated with the upstream trough that rolled up ylonially during ET. A strongbloking ridge assoiated with weak zonal �ow emerged downstream of the ET systemand inhibited the system from moving eastward. The ex-TC turned bak to the northwestand the whole system re-intensi�ed strongly (Fig. 4.2 a).In the ase of Maemi, the extratropial ylone that resulted from the ET and a lowpressure enter assoiated with the downstream trough of the trough-ridge-trough patterndeveloped equally strongly. As in the ase of Fabian, Maemi was prevented from travelingeastwards diretly after its ET by a strong bloking ridge. The trough assoiated withthe ET rolled up ylonially and both ex-Maemi and the downstream low intensi�edmoderately (Fig. 4.2 b). The ridge did not weaken until 60 h after ET so that ex-Maemiould then travel eastwards (not shown). The downstream low then intensi�ed to a stronglow pressure system over the west oast of Ameria.The ridge that developed as Tokage's out�ow interated with the midlatitude jet, hada northeast-southwest orientation with quite strong southwesterly �ow. Therefore, in on-trast to the ases of Fabian and Maemi, it moved to the east quite quikly. A strongpotential temperature gradient an be seen diretly to the northwest of Tokage near tothe rest of the ridge (Fig. 4.2 ) 12 h after the TC had interated with the midlatitudes.The assoiated high vertial wind shear and the positive strething deformation ated to�atten the ridge and to redue the perturbation kineti energy at upper levels (Websterand Chang, 1997). After the signi�ant weakening of Tokage due to its landfall in Japan,the ET system re-intensi�ed moderately as the western part of the ridge rolled up yloni-ally. Through its ontinuing tilt to the northeast the ridge ats to thin the downstream



50 4.1. Overview of asestrough that onsequently formed a ut o� low at about 175◦ E (Fig. 4.2 ) .a) Fabian: 00 UTC 07 Sept. 2003 b) Fabian: 00 UTC 10 Sept. 2003

) Maemi: 00 UTC 12 Sept. 2003 d) Maemi: 00 UTC 15 Sept. 2003
e) Tokage: 12 UTC 19 Ot. 2004 f) Tokage: 12 UTC 21 Ot. 2004

Figure 4.2: Analyses of Fabian on a) 0000 UTC 07 and b) 0000 UTC 10 September 2003, Maemi on) 0000 UTC 12 and d) 0000 UTC 15 September 2003, Tokage on e) 1200 UTC 19 and f) 1200 UTC21 Otober 2004. Fabian, Maemi and Tokage are marked by a gray TC symbol before and by a whiteTC symbol after ET. Potential temperature on the dynami tropopause (shaded, K), surfae pressure(ontours, hPa).



4.1. Overview of ases 514.1.2 Weak eventsThe weak events Philippe and Saola were hosen for this investigation beause their de-terministi foreasts were highly inaurate. Saola underwent ET and its remnants wereabsorbed by a large-sale midlatitude low pressure system that subsequently intensi�ed.However, the deterministi foreast failed to predit the ET. Philippe deayed to a rem-nant low on 1800 UTC 23 September but a strong ET was predited inorretly by thedeterministi foreasts initialized up to 4 days before its deay.Saola reurved ahead of a very weak midlatitude trough. A seond upstream troughsteered the ex-TC eastwards (Fig. 4.3 a). At that time a large-sale quasi-stationaryextratropial low pressure system was situated northeast of ex-Saola and a�eted thetrak of the TC. The pattern has a strong resemblane to the northeast pattern desribedin Harr and Elsberry (2000). The in�uene of the upstream trough dereased and 48 hlater Saola's remnants were absorbed by the downstream low.The position of Saola in the 84 h deterministi foreast that veri�es on 0000 UTC27 September 2005 (Fig. 4.3 b) indiates that Saola did not reurve, even though theinitialization time of this foreast (Fig. 4.3 b) was only 24 h before the reurvature time.In the deterministi foreast Saola deayed south of Japan. The reurvature appeared tobe sensitive to very small di�erenes in the potential temperature gradient ahead of themidlatitude trough that steers the TC north-eastwards in the analysis (not shown). Onlythe foreast from 24 September 00 UTC, whih was initialized following the turn of Saolatowards the northwest, predited the reurvature.Philippe was a very small-sale system that ould not be resolved in the ECMWFanalysis after 21 September 12 UTC. However, the surfae re�etion of an upper level oldlow ould be seen at about 65◦ W and 30◦ N (Fig. 4.4 a), as desribed in Franklin (2006).When Philippe was reported as deayed on 1800 UTC 23 September its remnant vortiityenter ould still be seen (Franklin, 2006). Thus, it is suggested that the remnants ofPhilippe reinfored the old low. On 26 September (not shown) a strong ridge upstreamof Philippe that seemed to be sustained by the out�ow of Hurriane Rita (2005) had



52 4.1. Overview of asesa) Saola: 00 UTC 24 Sept. 2005 b) Saola: 00 UTC 27 Sept. 2005
) 12 h fst valid on 24 Sept. 00 UTC d) 84 h fst valid on 27 Sept. 00 UTC

Figure 4.3: Analysis on a) 24 September 00 UTC and b) 27 September 00 UTC. ) 12 h and d) 84 hdeterministi foreast from 1200 UTC 23 September. Saola's remnants are marked by a gray TC symbol.Potential temperature on the dynami tropopause (shaded, K), surfae pressure (ontours, hPa).
developed north of the remnants of Philippe. The ridge inhibited an upstream midlatitudetrough from approahing and interating with the old low at this time. The surfae lowpressure system ahead of that upstream trough, situated at about 60◦ W and 45◦ N (Fig.4.4 b), had already absorbed the remnant low of ex-TC Rita (Knabb et al., 2006) andsubsequently absorbed the old low ontaining the remnants of Philippe. The resultingsystem intensi�ed strongly ahead of a strong upper level potential temperature gradienton 0000 UTC 29 September (not shown). Thus Philippe ontributed indiretly to there-intensi�ation of the midlatitude system.The deterministi foreast for 1200 UTC 23 September initialized on 1200 UTC 19September (i. e. 4-day foreast) (Fig. 4.4 ) predited a larger-sale TC Philippe than wasobserved. Philippe's position and the upper-level development were foreast quite well forthat time. However, 12 h later in the same foreast (not shown) Philippe interated with



4.1. Overview of ases 53an upstream trough that extended far south and the ex-TC re-intensi�ed strongly. On1200 UTC 27 September (i. e. 8-day foreast) (Fig. 4.4 d) the strong ET system mergedwith a midlatitude low that was onneted to a seond upstream trough.
a) Philippe: 12 UTC 23 Sept. 2005 b) Philippe: 12 UTC 27 Sept. 2005

) 4-day fst valid on12 UTC 23 Sept. 2005 d) 8-day fst valid on12 UTC 27 Sept. 2005

Figure 4.4: Analyses a) 6 h prior to and b) 96 h after Philippe's deay. ) 4-day and d) 8-daydeterministi foreasts from 1200 UTC 19 September. Philippe or the position of its remnants respetivelyare marked by a gray TC symbol. Potential temperature on the dynami tropopause (shaded, K), surfaepressure (ontours, hPa).
The midlatitude �ow patterns during the existene of Saola and Philippe were quitedi�erent. The �ow over the western North Pai� was zonal with only weak small-saletroughs during Saola's lifeyle whereas the �ow over the North Atlanti was more wavyin the presene of Philippe. Nevertheless, the interation of the TCs with the midlatitude�ow was quite similar in both ases.



54 4.2. Representation of unertainties4.2 Representation of unertainties
In this setion the variability in the EPS assoiated with the ET events is desribed usingthe TC traks from the analysis, the deterministi foreast and the ensemble foreasts foreah ase. The traks are alulated by loating the minimum mean sea level pressure ina region de�ned by two boxes. One of them extends 3◦ S, 7◦ N, 5◦ E and 5◦ W from theprevious TC position. The other extends 5◦ in east-west and 7◦ in north-south diretionwith its southwest orner 5◦ E of the TC position. This aounts for the high translationspeed of the system after ET. A maximum pressure hange of 30 hPa in 12 hours isallowed to exlude the detetion of other TCs lose by. In addition, Hovmoeller plots(Hovmöller, 1949) of the standard deviation of the 500 hPa geopotential from the 51ensemble members are averaged over the latitude band of 40◦ - 50◦ N. These plots showa development with longitude and time of a variable averaged over a latitude band. Thediagram is useful for investigating the propagation of waves. A downstream propagatingwave an be visualized for example by positive and negative values of the meridionalwind speed. Alternatively, the propagation of wave pakets, i. e. spatially limited wavedisturbanes (Pedlosky, 1987), an be observed. Rossby wave pakets usually run fromthe top left to the bottom right orner of this diagram. Stationary waves would appearas perpendiular oriented maxima and minima of for example meridional wind veloityin the plot.The standard deviation is one partiular measure of the ensemble spread. In this latitudeband it illustrates both the variability in the midlatitude pattern of troughs and ridges,and the variability in the representation of the tropial ylone in question as it movesinto the midlatitudes.For all of the ases two foreast times were hosen, one well before the reurvaturestarted, referred to as FCST1, and the seond lose to or at the time of reurvature,referred to as FCST2. Through this hoie the derease in the unertainty assoiatedwith the reurvature from the �rst to the seond foreast time an be observed and theunertainty assoiated with the ET itself an be isolated from that assoiated with the



4.2. Representation of unertainties 55reurvature. De�nitions of FCST1 and FCST2 an be found in Table 4.1 for eah ase.4.2.1 Strong eventsA omparison of the enhaned variability in the viinity of the ET events shows ertainsimilarities between the three major TC ases. Loal maxima in standard deviation anbe seen upstream, around or downstream of the ET event.
FabianThe trak of Fabian in the deterministi foreast for FCST1 was quite similar to itsanalysis up to reurvature but the deterministi foreast did not apture the aelerationafterwards. Six hours after ET time there is a di�erene of almost 1000 km (Fig. 4.5 a)between the TC position in the analysis and the deterministi foreast. Both analysisand deterministi foreast are situated within the traks of the ensemble members. Theensemble traks indiate unertainty in the foreast of the reurvature, i. e. after 48 to60 h. In some ensemble members the TC aelerates after reurvature whereas in others,espeially those situated at the eastern edge of the plume (at about 35◦ N and 60◦ W),it remains slow moving or even deays. Thus, a separation of over 1000 km betweenthe individual positions is seen after 72 h. The ensemble members for the foreast fromFCST2 (Fig. 4.5 b), when the TC motion had already hanged from northwestwards tonorthwards, do not show the substantial inrease in spread after the reurvature anymore.However, lose to the ET time (after about 60 h in Fig. 4.5 b) the TC positions inthe members vary notieably, indiating unertainty in the ET event. The trak in thedeterministi foreast lies in the middle of the ensemble traks while the analysis trakdi�ers markedly from the deterministi foreast and lies on the �ank and sometimes evenoutside of the ensemble traks.The unertainty in the reurvature for FCST1 an be seen as inreased standard de-viation from 0000 UTC 7 September (60 h foreast) at about 50◦ W (Fig. 4.5 ). High



56 4.2. Representation of unertaintiesvalues extend from the ET time and position (blak dot) and even higher values anbe found upstream at about 60◦ W from 12 h after the ET in Fig. 4.5 . This an beexplained through high variability in the ensemble assoiated with the mature midlati-tude system that had developed from the ET of Fabian. The system annot move to theeast beause of the bloking ridge mentioned in setion 4.1.1. Thus it loops bakwardto interat with another upstream trough. This seond interation an be seen in Fig.4.5 , as the loal maxima assoiated with the ET event and that assoiated with theupstream trough in the mature midlatitude system merge on 0000 UTC 12 September.Another plume of high values an be found well downstream of the ET event. Those arelinked to a downstream trough that deepened in assoiation with the steepening of thebloking ridge diretly downstream of the ET of Fabian. In the ensemble foreast fromFCST2 the plumes of high standard deviation assoiated with the ET of Fabian and withthe downstream trough have dereased strongly in amplitude. However, they an still bedistinguished learly from 30 h after the ET (Fig. 4.5 d). The highest variability in theforeast from 5 September is onneted to the interation of the ET system with theseond trough mentioned above that approahed from upstream of the ET event in themajor midlatitude system.MaemiIn the ase of Maemi, there is again signi�ant variability assoiated with the reurvatureafter about 48 h in the traks for FCST1 (Fig. 4.6 a). The trak spread inreases duringET, so that the loations of the TC in the ensemble members di�er by over 2000 km after4 days. During reurvature, the analysis and deterministi foreast are on the eastern edgeof the set of ensemble traks. The spread in the ensemble members for FCST2 (Fig. 4.6b), initialized when the motion of Maemi had an eastward omponent in the analysis, ismuh smaller and inreases more slowly then for the earlier foreast time. Nevertheless,shortly after ET (from 48 h) the spread inreases. The analysis and deterministi foreasttraks are lose together until ET time for both FCST1 and FCST2 but di�er by over 700km from 18 hours after ET.



4.2. Representation of unertainties 57a) Fabian: trak fst from FCST1 b) Fabian: trak fst from FCST2

) Fabian: 10 day fst from FCST1 d) Fabian: 10 day fst from FCST2

Figure 4.5: Traks for Fabian based on loation of minimum sea level pressure. ECMWF analysis(blak line with irles), deterministi foreast (blak line with triangles) and ensemble foreast (olors)a) from FCST1 and b) from FCST2 for 7 days. Analysis dashed after ET. Hovmoeller plot of standarddeviation of 500 hPa height (m) in the ensemble for Fabian averaged between 40◦ - 50◦ N. 10-day foreastfrom ) FCST1 and d) FCST2. ET position is marked by a blak dot.The Hovmoeller plots from FCST1 and FCST2 (Figs. 4.6 , d) show enhaned values ofstandard deviation in the viinity of the ET but muh higher values existed downstreamof the ET event. This illustrates that the variability in the downstream trough (Set.4.1.1) is higher than that of the ET itself. The standard deviation is largest from 14 to 17September at about 180◦. The region of higher values from 1200 UTC 17 September atabout 135◦ W is still onneted to the variability in the downstream trough but the wavehas �attened at that time and the preditability has inreased. In FCST2 the enhanedvalues at about 180◦ from 14 to 16 September (Fig. 4.6 d) have dereased strongly, as in thease of Fabian for the later foreast time. Nevertheless, the variability in the downstream



58 4.2. Representation of unertaintiestrough is still signi�ant, as there are no other regions with equally high values of standarddeviation at this time.a) Maemi: trak fst from FCST1 b) Maemi: trak fst from FCST2

) Maemi: 10 day fst from FCST1 d) Maemi: 10 day fst from FCST2

Figure 4.6: As Fig. 4.5 for Maemi.
TokageBefore ET time the deterministi trak foreasts for FCST1 and FCST2 of Tokage arequite lose to the analyzed trak (Figs. 4.7 a and b) and both fall within the ensembletrak foreasts. There is unertainty assoiated with the time of reurvature for FCST1(Fig. 4.7 a). Furthermore, a notieable inrease in spread an be seen at the time of ETand here the analysis trak lies at the edge of the ensemble traks while the deterministiforeast is situated in the enter. All but two ensemble members show the traks to befarther north than in the analysis. In Fig. 4.7 b it an be seen that there are several traks



4.2. Representation of unertainties 59south of the analysis and around it in the ensemble members from FCST2. Tokage an nolonger be identi�ed in the group of southern foreasts after a foreast time of 84 h. Thenorthern group of ensemble members ontinue to trak Tokage.The weakening of Tokage during ET assoiated with its landfall in Japan is not apturedin the ensemble and deterministi foreasts for the mean sea level pressure from FCST1and FCST2 (Figs. 4.7  and d). In FCST1 (Fig. 4.7 ), at 108 hours the entral mean sealevel pressure varies between 945 and 985 hPa in the ensemble foreasts ompared with theanalyzed value of 993 hPa. Only 3 members show a weakening of the entral mean sea levelpressure to the same value as the analysis, and this only after 132 hours. In FCST2 (Fig.4.7 d) a subset of ensemble members shows no or only a weak reintensi�ation after ETand similar entral pressure values to the analysis after 72 hours. Some members do nottrak the ex-TC after 84 h foreast time. The remaining members and the deterministiforeast weaken during the transformation stage, but re-intensify after ET.The plume of high standard deviation originating at ET time in the FCST1 Hovmoellerplot (Fig. 4.7 e) is learly assoiated with the ET system itself. Compared to the other twoases of major hurrianes the high values derease quite quikly. However, a large maxi-mum downstream at about 150◦ W on 23 Otober indiates a downstream propagation ofthe unertainty assoiated with the ET. A similar downstream propagation an be seenin the Hovmoeller plot for FCST2 (Fig. 4.7 f). One day after ET there are two loalizedmaxima that derease in amplitude quite quikly. One is diretly assoiated with the ETof Tokage and one with the ridge downstream of the ET at about 180◦. Two days afterET the unertainty is assoiated with the downstream trough at about 135◦ W.The three major TC ases illustrate niely that the variability assoiated with an ETevent an be found either upstream, around the ET system, or in the downstream devel-opment. It has been shown that the reurvature and the ET event are the main souresof unertainty. In general, the loser the foreast time is to the ET the more preditablethe �ow.



60 4.2. Representation of unertainties
a) Tokage: trak fst from FCST1 b) Tokage: trak fst from FCST2
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Figure 4.7: Top: as Fig. 4.5 a, b for Tokage. Middle: analysis (blak line with irles), deterministiforeast (blak line with triangles) and ensemble foreast (olors) of the entral surfae pressure of Tokagefrom ) FCST1 and d) FCST2 for 5 days. Bottom: as Fig. 4.5 , d for Tokage.



4.2. Representation of unertainties 614.2.2 Weak eventsThe variability within ensemble foreasts for TCs Saola and Philippe exhibit similar be-havior as for the major TCs in that there are plumes of high unertainty assoiated withthe ET events and downstream of them. In the minor TC ases the main soure of vari-ability is the interation of the ex-TC with a large-sale midlatitude low pressure system.Di�erent realizations of this interation ould be haraterized by either the ex-TC orthe midlatitude low intensifying after merger, or two systems of similar strength merging.Furthermore, a distint amount of ensemble members foreast a deay of the TC and areintensi�ation of the midlatitude low without an interation between the two.SaolaIn the ensemble trak foreast of Saola from FCST1 (Fig. 4.8 a) only a few ensemblemembers reurve and only six of them interat with the midlatitude �ow. The determin-isti foreast agrees with the majority of the ensemble members and does not preditthe reurvature while the six members that ontain the reurvature are grouped aroundthe analysis. Thus, a low probability is assigned to the reurvature by the ensemble. InFCST2, however, there is better agreement among the ensemble members, with all havingabout the same diretion of motion. Nevertheless, a loser inspetion shows that Saolaannot be identi�ed after 36 to 48 h in many members that lie on the southern edge ofthe plume of traks. In the deterministi foreast Saola moves in the same diretion as inthe analysis, but whereas the �nal analyzed position of Saola is 140◦ E and 40◦ N on 0000UTC 27 September, Saola reahes that position 24 h later in the deterministi foreast.The Hovmoeller plot from FCST1 for Saola (Fig. 4.8 ) shows a distint maximumin values of standard deviation downstream of the ET event around 48 h after ET atabout 160◦ W. This maximum is aused by unertainty in the ensemble assoiated withthe predition of a midlatitude trough with whih Saola will interat (blak triangle). Inthe ensemble foreast, however, the unertainty at 160◦ W annot be attributed to Saolabeause the TC enters the latitude band between 40◦ N and 50◦ N in only six of the 51



62 4.2. Representation of unertaintiesensemble members. Thus, the Hovmoeller plot does not show muh unertainty assoiatedwith the ET of Saola itself (blak dot). In FCST2 (Fig. 4.8 d), however, a weak plumeof higher standard deviation an be seen on 1200 UTC 26 September at about 175◦ Wemanating from the ET of Saola. The highest variability develops following the interationof Ex-Saola (blak triangle) with the midlatitude trough.a) Saola: trak fst from FCST1 b) Saola: trak fst from FCST2

) Saola: 10 day fst from FCST1 d) Saola: 10 day fst from FCST2

Figure 4.8: As Fig. 4.5 for Saola. ET-position is marked by a blak dot, analyzed position of absorptionof remnants of Saola is marked by a blak triangle.
PhilippeA large spread an be seen in the ensemble trak foreasts for Philippe (Fig. 4.9 a, b).In FCST1 (Fig. 4.9 a) Philippe deays south of 30◦ N without reurving in the westernensemble members, but reurves north of 30◦ N in the eastern ones. The deterministi



4.2. Representation of unertainties 63foreast trak lies on the eastern edge of the ensemble traks and shows a reurvature.Only one ensemble member lies to the east of the deterministi foreast from 0000 UTC 23September. Two of the reurving ensemble members follow the deterministi foreast quitewell. In the analyzed trak Philippe is loated at the edge of the ensemble envelope butlose to the deterministi foreast. However, Philippe deays on 1200 UTC 23 September,whereas it an be identi�ed for an additional two days in the deterministi foreast. InFCST2 (Fig. 4.9 b) more members reurve and do so farther south. A lot of the membersdeay after 144 h foreast time. One member is very similar to the deterministi foreastthat shows Philippe far to the east after 168 h. For both of these foreast times Philippean be identi�ed in the deterministi foreast for a muh longer time than in the analysis.The variability in the environment of Philippe at the time of its deay annot be shownin the Hovmoeller plots (Fig. 4.9  and d) beause the TC is situated south of the latitudeband of 40◦ - 50◦ N. A white irle denotes Philippe's longitudinal loation on 1200 UTC23 September. The plume of higher standard deviation that an be seen for FCST1 (Fig.4.9 ) from 22 September at about 65◦ W and for FCST2 (Fig. 4.9 d) from 23 September atabout 55◦ W is due to variability assoiated with a midlatitude trough. This midlatitudetrough formed a weak ut-o� low (at about 70◦ W and 30◦ N in Fig. 4.4 a) that steeredthe remnants of Philippe to the north. On 1200 UTC 27 September, (i. e. the time whenthe old low that had been reinfored by Philippe merged with the large-sale midlatitudelow pressure system), a prominent maximum of standard deviation an be seen in bothHovmoeller plots. Thus, large unertainty in the ensemble is assoiated with the di�erentrealizations of the merger and the development thereafter. The values in the maximumfor FCST2 are lower than in FCST1 and the area of highest variability is narrower.In general, an operational foreaster might give more weight to the high resolutiondeterministi foreast beause it is more likely to apture small sale systems like TCsthat undergo ET. For example, in the ase of Philippe a foreaster might suggest thatthe ensemble annot resolve Philippe. These two minor TC ases suggest that ensembleforeasts both assign probabilities to the deterministi foreast and indiate atmospheridevelopments that are possible even if they are not very probable. This study shows



64 4.3. The analysis methoda) Philippe: trak fst from FCST1 b) Philippe: trak fst from FCST2

) Philippe: 10 day fst from FCST1 d) Philippe: 10 day fst from FCST2

Figure 4.9: As Fig. 4.5 for Philippe. Position of deay of Philippe is marked by a white irle, positionof absorption of remnants is marked by a blak triangle.that for the ase of Philippe the foreaster should regard the deterministi foreast withaution. In Saola's ase the reurvature was already indiated in the ensemble foreast3 days prior to its ourrene while the deterministi foreast did not predit it until itsonset.4.3 The analysis methodIn setion 4.2 an inrease of standard deviation among the ensemble members (i. e. aderease in preditability) assoiated with the 5 investigated ET events was found. Theensemble foreast beomes less unertain when the foreast time is lose to or at thetime of reurvature. To gain insight into the soure of these unertainties the regions of



4.3. The analysis method 65high standard deviation are examined with regard to reurring patterns. For this purposeensemble members that show similar developments and intensities of ET and of the up-and downstream �ow should be ombined to groups within an ensemble. A large numberof groups de�nes a variety of di�erent atmospheri �ow patterns. It is hypothesized thatthe number of groups dereases as the preditability inreases.
4.3.1 Patterns of variabilitySeveral authors have used tehniques to quantify the probability distribution of the stateof the atmosphere in multidimensional phase spae. The aim of these methods is to �ndpatterns where the variability in a partiular variable over spae is highest, also alled the�enters of ation� (Björnsson and Venegas, 1997), and the ontribution of the individualatmospheri �ow patterns to these patterns of high variability. In the urrent work themethod of empirial orthogonal funtion (EOF) analysis (Lorenz, 1956) also alled prin-ipal omponent analysis (PCA) is used to �nd the enters of variability. The prinipalomponents (PCs) are often used to investigate the time variation of the EOFs. In ourase, however, the variation from ensemble foreast to ensemble foreast of a seleted vari-able is of more interest. Therefore, the PCs are onsidered as hange of the EOFs with theensemble members. To alulate the EOFs the potential temperature on the dynamialtropopause as mentioned in setion 4.1 was used.The �rst step in alulating the EOFs for one ensemble foreast of a variable x in apartiular area around an ET event and the oean basin downstream of it is to alulateanomalies from the ensemble mean of this variable. The matrix is arranged suh that onerow onsists of the anomalies in one ensemble member at all the 1, . . . , G grid points andone olumn onsists of the anomalies at one spei� grid point in all the 1, . . . , ǫ ensemble



66 4.3. The analysis methodmembers.
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The individual rows an be regarded as maps shown by the individual ensemble members(Björnsson and Venegas, 1997). The anomalies x′

ij from the ensemble mean of the modelvariable x at eah grid point are
X′ = X −

1

ǫ
[1]X (4.2)

X is the matrix of values at eah grid point for eah ensemble member, [1] is a de�ned
ǫ × ǫ matrix with all elements equal to 1.The next step is to �nd the spatial ovarianes of the anomalies of the entire ensemble.Therefore, the variane-ovariane matrix Φ is alulated by transposing X′

Φ =
1

ǫ − 1
X′TX′ (4.3)The variane-ovariane matrix is also alled the dispersion matrix beause it desribeshow the anomalies are dispersed around the ensemble mean (Wilks, 1995). To get theregions of the maximum ovariane or dispersion of the anomalies an eigenvalue analysishas to be performed on Φ.

ΦC = ΛC (4.4)where the ci olumn vetors of C are the eigenvetors of Φ orresponding to the eigen-values λi whih are the trae of Λ. The eigenvalue λi determines the fator by whih theeigenvetor ci is strethed. Both Λ and C are G×G matries. These eigenvetors are theEOFs. The EOFs are unorrelated in spae, i. e. they are orthogonal CTC = 1 = CCT.They are arranged aording to the perentage of the total variability they express sothat the �rst one points in the diretion of the highest perentage of total variability, the



4.3. The analysis method 67seond one in the diretion of the seond highest and so on. The eigenvetors an be seenas a new oordinate system with its axes along the joint variability of the data.The prinipal omponents, whih yield the quantitative amount of the total variability,are obtained through the projetion of the anomalies x′ onto the EOFs ci

νm = cT
mx′ =

G
∑

i=1

cimx′

i m = 1, ..., Z (4.5)
νm is the mth prinipal omponent. Z is the number of prinipal omponents neededto desribe the total variability. The prinipal omponents aount suessively for themaximum amount of the joint variability. In general, the total variability is explainedby muh fewer PCs than there are dimensions in the original oordinate system, i. e.
Z << G. Thus, the alulation of the PCs of a system with many dimensions redue it toa system of muh fewer dimensions ontaining, nevertheless, all the physial informationof the original system. Relating this to the variability in the ensemble, it an be saidthat the spatial patterns of variability, i. e. the regions in the investigated domain, inthat the main variability an be found, are determined by the EOFs. The veri�ation ofthese patterns shown by the individual ensemble members are given by the PCs, i. e. theontribution of eah ensemble member to the EOFs is given through the PCs.4.3.2 Fuzzy lusteringIt is straightforward to assume that individual ensemble members that have PCs, i. e.ontributions to the patterns of main variability, with the same sign and about the samestrength have similar synopti developments. Therefore, grouping members with similarPCs together should give information about the possible evolutions in the atmospheri�ow and assign probabilities to them aording to the number of ensemble membersontributing to them.A variety of methods to perform this grouping is proposed by several authors. Chengand Wallae (1991) used a hierarhial lustering on the two leading EOFs to �nd spatialpatterns in 500 hPa height �elds. Hierarhial lustering is a method that starts with as



68 4.3. The analysis methodmany lusters as members exist and groups iteratively two lusters together that subse-quently form a new luster (Fig. 4.10). This is ontinued until all members are groupedinto one luster. A measure has to be determined after whih to stop the merging. Thisould be for example a distint inrease of distane between the point of merger of oneluster with another ompared with its previous point of merger as in Fig. 4.10. In otherwords the lustering is stopped if the remaining lusters exhibit too muh di�erenes fromeah other.

Figure 4.10: Hierarhial lustering of n points (Wilks, 1995). G1 - G6 denote the resulting lusters.The distane between the lusters before they are merged is indiated by the distane of the points ofmerger from the previous point of merger or the initial n lusters. +, x, and ◦ may be di�erent stations(northern, southern, western) in ase of a lustering of maximum temperature.Mo and Ghil (1988) performed a non-hierarhial lustering in a seven dimensionalphase spae de�ned by the prinipal omponents of the leading EOFs of a temporal or-relation matrix on planetary 500 hPa height �elds. The method used in this study fallsamong the non-hierarhial lustering. To start the iterative luster proedure a pre-de�ned number of luster enters alled entroids are set arbitrarily in a phase spaediagram (Fig. 4.11). In this study the lustering is performed on the �rst two PCs of the



4.3. The analysis method 69leading two EOFs of eah ensemble member to arrange the ensemble members in groups.These groups exhibit similar strutures of the potential temperature on the dynamialtropopause at a spei� time. Hene, eah of the 51 ECMWF ensemble members orre-sponds to one point in the phase spae desribed by its values of the �rst two PCs. Inother words, eah ensemble member is represented by the pair of PC values. The membersare assigned to their losest entroid with regard to a ertain measure of the distane.(b) 6

-Figure 4.11: Non-hierarhial lustering (Wilks, 1995). Satterplot of n points. The number of lustersG1 - G6 has been prede�ned. As in Fig. 4.10 +, x, and ◦ may be di�erent stations (northern, southern,western) in ase of a lustering of maximum temperature.In ontrast to a hard lustering, in whih every member is assigned to one luster, themethod used here is a fuzzy lustering method. In fuzzy lustering some members thatannot be assigned learly to one luster are not assigned to any luster. Eah of themembers is provides with a weight by whih the strength of their membership in theirlusters is determined (Harr et al., 2007). For a point k the weight assoiated with luster
i is de�ned as

wi,k =
1

∑N
j=1

(

di,k

dj,k

) 2
(q−1)

(4.6)
di,k is the distane between point k and the entroid of luster i, dj,k is the distane of the



70 4.4. Clustering the ensemble memberspoint k to all the other lusters j, N is the total number of lusters and q is a fuzzinessoe�ient that has been set to 1.5.Eah ensemble member has as many of these weights or �membership fators� as thereare entroids. The mean and standard deviation of the highest membership fator of all 51ECMWF members is alulated. Ensemble members whose highest membership fator ismore than one standard deviation below this mean are not assigned to any luster. Thesemembers lie in boundary regions between lusters. The other members are assigned tothe luster for whih their membership fator is highest.In the resulting groups eah enter is realulated and beomes the new entroid. Afterthis step the members are rearranged aording to their smallest distane to the newentroids. This proedure is repeated until no ensemble member is reassigned anymore.An important advantage of the non-hierarhial lustering is that, in ontrast to thehierarhial method, the members an be rearranged, i. e. the members an hange theluster during the lustering proedure.To determine the optimal number of entroids the proedure was started with 2 lusters.Their harts of the potential temperature on the dynamial tropopause and the surfaepressure were examined to see if the atmospheri patterns are di�erent. If that is the aseone entroid is added suh that the lusters split into three and so on. If the newly addedluster does not exhibit distint di�erenes to the former ones the lustering is stopped.4.4 Clustering the ensemble membersThe analysis method desribed in the previous hapter is applied to all 5 ases. The EOFsare alulated for eah ase for one time at whih a notieable inrease in the ensemblestandard deviation ould be seen in the plume originating from the ET loation on theHovmoeller plot. As in Harr et al. (2007) this time is referred to as the investigationtime. The time of maximum standard deviation in the plumes was not used beause thisourred typially several days after ET. For this later time it would probably not bepossible to depit the di�erent ET-senarios that are responsible for the variability in the



4.4. Clustering the ensemble members 71ensemble members. The investigation times for the 5 ases an be found in Table 4.1.4.4.1 The empirial orthogonal funtionsIn all �ve ases the main variability as depited by the �rst two EOFs is aused bydi�erent representations of the trough-ridge-trough pattern desribed in setion 4.1. TheEOFs desribe the east-west shift of the pattern, the horizontal tilt of the troughs andthe ridge and their amplitude.
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Figure 4.12: Shemati of the �rst two EOFs (top) denoting a) the shift and b) the amplitude pattern.The dynami tropopause is represented shematially. The thik blak line represents the strong potentialtemperature gradient in the midlatitudes. South of it the potential temperature values should be high,north of it they should be low. Synopti patterns that result from the ontribution to ) the shift and d)the amplitude pattern.In Fig. 4.12 a, b the variability patterns are illustrated by a shemati of the dynamitropopause. The thik blak line signi�es the strong potential temperature gradient onthe tropopause. High values of potential temperature are to the south and low valuesto the north of this line. One of the �rst two EOFs has maxima with opposite signs in



72 4.4. Clustering the ensemble membersthe front and the rear of the ridge. The other one shows variability at the rest of theridge and in the up- and downstream trough. In Fig. 4.12  it is indiated that a positiveontribution to the shift pattern represents an eastward shift and a negative ontributionto the shift pattern a westward shift. Fig. 4.12 d denotes that a positive ontribution tothe amplitude pattern represents an ampli�ation of the ridge and a negative ontributiona �attening of the ridge. This an be understood onsidering that a positive ontributionalways ampli�es the maxima aording to their respetive signs. A negative ontributionounterats the signs of the maxima. Sine EOF1 and EOF2 an be related to either ashift in the pattern or a hange in amplitude, they will be referred to in the following asshift and amplitude patterns.In Fig. 4.13 and 4.14 EOFs 1 and 2 are superimposed on the ensemble mean of thepotential temperature on the dynami tropopause at the investigation time of FCST2 forSaola and at FCST1 for the other TCs. Note that the signs at the enters of ation arearbitrary and de�ned for eah ase by the respetive prinipal omponent.For Maemi the enters of ation of EOF1 (Fig. 4.13 a) are loated at the front and rearof the ridge almost exatly as in Fig. 4.12. Thus, a positive ontribution of an ensemblemember to EOF1 would mean a shift or at least a tilting of the pattern to the east (Fig.4.12 , left) and a negative ontribution a shift or tilting to the west (Fig. 4.12 , right).In EOF2 (Fig. 4.13 b) a region with strong positive values is situated at the rest ofthe ridge and two small regions with weak negative values an be found at the bases ofthe troughs. Here a positive ontribution would enhane the amplitude of the ridge anddeepen the troughs (Fig. 4.12 d, left) while a negative ontribution would �atten the ridgeand weaken the troughs (Fig. 4.12 d, right). In the ase of Maemi, the shift and amplitudepatterns are separated optimally in the EOFs.For Fabian the EOFs (Figs. 4.13  and d) show similar harateristis. At the rear ofthe ridge a region of strong positive values an be found in EOF1 (Fig. 4.13 ). Thisenter of ation desribes the variability in the yloni wrap-up of the upstream troughand resembles the upstream part of the shift pattern (Fig. 4.12 a). Negative values areseen at the rest of the ridge similar to parts of the amplitude pattern (Fig. 4.12 b) and



4.4. Clustering the ensemble members 73extend along the gradient at the rear of the downstream trough as the downstream partof the shift pattern (Fig. 4.12 a). Therefore EOF1 desribes a mixture of the variabilityin amplitude and shift. As in the ase of Maemi, EOF2 for Fabian (Fig. 4.13 d) desribesthe variability in the loation and tilt of the ridge. A large region of positive values at therest of the ridge and strong negative values at the base of the upstream trough slantingslightly to the rear of the ridge an be seen. Thus, as for Maemi, EOF2 desribes mainlythe amplitude of the pattern (Fig. 4.12 b).EOF1 of Tokage (Fig. 4.13 e) is very similar to EOF1 of Maemi at �rst view. However,the region of positive values at the front of the ridge is stronger and larger in sale thanthe negative values at the rear of the ridge. A part of the positive values extend to therest of the ridge. From this perspetive EOF1 would desribe mainly variability in theshift of the ridge (Fig. 4.12 a) and to a small part variability in the amplitude (Fig. 4.12b). EOF2 of Tokage (Fig. 4.13 f) shows to regions of variability with opposed sign at therest of the ridge. At loser inspetion it is seen that the negative values lie polewards ofthe strong gradient of potential temperature and the positive values equatorwards. Thenegative values situated north of the positive extend down into the downstream trough. Toone part this pattern desribes variability in the amplitude pattern (Fig. 4.12 b) espeiallyin the depth of the downstream trough. To the other part variability in the gradient ofpotential temperature desribing the shape of the ridge is shown by EOF2 of Tokage.The EOFs for the minor TCs have in ommon that EOF1 desribes variability in theamplitude and EOF2 in the shift in ontrast to the EOFs of the major TCs. Furthermore,the enters have smaller horizontal sales and their values are weaker.For Saola (Figs. 4.14 a and b) the ensemble mean exhibits a rather zonal struturein the midlatitudes. The patterns with the highest and seond highest ontribution tothe total variability oppose that for Maemi. The amplitude pattern desribed by EOF1 isvery similar to EOF2 of Maemi. EOF2 desribes variability in the shift of the long shallowridge.During Philippe's lifeyle the ensemble foreasts exhibited high variability in the mid-latitude �ow that was unrelated to Philippe. Beause the ontribution of the ensemble



74 4.4. Clustering the ensemble membersMaemi: EOF1 Maemi: EOF2
Fabian: EOF1 Fabian: EOF2
Tokage: EOF1 Tokage: EOF2

Figure 4.13: Ensemblemean of potential temperature on the dynami tropopause (shaded, K) forMaemi (top), Fabian (middle) and Tokage (bottom) for FCST1 (Table 4.1). EOF1 (left) and EOF2(right) are shown in ontours at an interval of 3.0 K. The perentage of their ontribution to the totalvariability is marked in white in the top left orner.
members to the variability assoiated with Philippe is the matter of interest, the regionfor whih the EOFs were alulated was on�ned to 50◦ � 80◦ W and 10◦ � 40◦ N. Inthis region EOF1 and EOF2 represent over 30 % of the total variability both in FCST1and FCST2. For reasons of symmetry the same domain size as for the other four asesis shown. EOF1 has a region of positive values at the rest of the weak ridge diretly



4.4. Clustering the ensemble members 75downstream of the TC and a small region of negative values in the upstream trough. InEOF2 a larger region of negative values is loated in the weak upstream trough and therim of a region of positive values an be seen around 50◦ W. EOF1 suggests variability inthe amplitude of the trough-ridge pattern. The negative values in EOF2 desribe to onepart variability in the depth of the upstream trough and to the other variability in theshift of the ridge whih has an inlined axis similar to Tokage.
Saola: EOF1 Saola: EOF2
Philippe: EOF1 Philippe: EOF2

Figure 4.14: As Fig. 4.13 for Saola (top) and Philippe (bottom). FCST2 is shown for Saola andFCST1 for Philippe (Table 4.1). EOF1 (left) and EOF2 (right) are shown in ontours at an interval of2.0 K.
For the 5 ases studied here, EOF1 and EOF2 an be related to either a shift in thepattern or a hange in the amplitude, and will be referred to in the following as shift andamplitude patterns.



76 4.4. Clustering the ensemble members4.4.2 The Clusters
The temporal evolution leading to the variability among EPS members and the furtherdevelopment of the members is examined by the fuzzy luster analysis of the prinipalomponents assoiated with EOF1 and EOF2 explained in setion 4.3.1 to desribe theontribution of the individual ensemble members to the main variability. The ombinationof the prinipal omponent analysis with the lustering analysis has the advantage thatthe development of the grouped members before and after the time of investigation anbe observed.The numbers of lusters found for eah ase are presented in Table 4.2 for FCST1 and inTable 4.3 for FCST2. The number of lusters was always less for FCST2 than for FCST1.It was shown in setion 4.2 that the variability was smaller for FCST2 in all the ases. Thisagrees with Harr et al. (2007) who hypothesize that the number of senarios dereases asthe foreast time approahes the ET time. Additionally, the perentage ontribution ofthe shift and amplitude pattern to the total variability and the ontribution of eah ofthe lusters to these patterns is listed. In all ases the �rst two EOFs ontribute about25 % � 40 % to the total variability for FCST1 (Table 4.2) and 20 % � 30 % for FCST2(Table 4.3). Hene, lustering EOF1 and EOF2 takes into aount a large part of the totalvariability. For Philippe the perentage is highest, beause the region of whih the EOFsare alulated is smaller than for the other four ases.As mentioned above, only the relative signs of the enters of ation are important. Toexamine the links between the representation of the ET in the individual lusters andthe ontribution of eah luster to the EOFs the pattern of Maemi has been taken as areferene. The signs of the other ases have been hanged aordingly as seen in Fig. 4.13and 4.14. Thus a positive ontribution to the shift pattern represents an eastward shift anda negative ontribution to the shift pattern a westward shift. A positive ontribution tothe amplitude pattern represents an ampli�ation of the ridge and a negative ontributiona �attening of the ridge. The nature of the ontribution to the EOF in question is givenfor eah luster in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.15: Ensemble members with the �rst (PC1) and seond prinipal omponent (PC2) as newoordinates for the 5-luster solution. The ensemble foreast was initialized at FCST1 and veri�es at theinvestigation time of Maemi. Cluster enters are de�ned by irles with rosses. Turquoise points de�neensemble members that do not belong to any luster.To illustrate the lustering of the prinipal omponents the phase spae diagram forthe PCs found for the ensemble foreast from FCST1 for Maemi is shown (Fig. 4.15).The optimal number of lusters following the riteria explained in setion 4.3.2 for Maemiwas 5. In the diagram the points are the 51 ensemble members with PC1 and PC2 astheir new oordinates. Ensemble members assigned to a given luster are denoted by thesame olour. The turquoise dots denote ensemble members that do not belong to anyluster. Eah of the Maemi lusters ontributes either positively or negatively only toone of the variability patterns. The luster denoted by yellow dots does not ontributeto any of the variability patterns and, thus, is similar to the ensemble mean. Therefore,the �ve Maemi lusters are nie examples for the link of the ontribution of the lustersto eah of the variability patterns and the synopti development (see next setion). For aloser investigation of the individual lusters, the potential temperature on the dynamitropopause and the surfae pressure have been averaged in eah luster. The lustershave been investigated with regard to their representation of the ET, i. e. the strengthof reintensi�ation and the longevity of the resulting system, and to their downstreamdevelopment. The oneptual model proposed by Klein et al. (2000) was used to de�nethe strength of an ET in terms of the depth of the surfae pressure after interation with



78 4.4. Clustering the ensemble membersTable 4.2: Number of Clusters for FCST1. Number of members in eah of the lusters, perentageontribution of the shift and amplitude pattern to the total variability. Contribution of the individuallusters (+ positive, - negative, ++ strong positive ontribution) to the respetive variability pattern.Strength of ET: 0: No ET; 1: Little or no re-intensi�ation, entral mslp ≥ 1000 hPa; 2: Moderatere-intensi�ation, entral mslp 985 � 999 hPa; 3: Deep re-intensi�ation, entral mslp < 985 hPa.Shift AmplitudeCluster Members pattern Contrib. pattern Contrib. ET Fig.15 - + 3 4.16 aFabian 3 9 14.8 % - 10.4 % - 0 4.16 b19 + o 3 4.16 9 o - 1 4.4.2 a6 o + 3 4.4.2 bMaemi 5 8 18.9 % + 11.5 % o 2 4.4.2 10 o o 3 4.4.2 e11 - o 3 4.4.2 d3 ++ - 3 4.18 aTokage 3 22 22.8 % + 10.8 % + 3 4.18 b16 - - 3 4.18 27 - - 0 /Saola 2 19 11.5 % + 13.0 % + 0 /10 + + 1 4.4.2 a8 o - 0 4.4.2 ePhilippe 5 7 15.3 % + 22.6 % - 0 4.4.2 b8 - - 0 4.4.2 3 - ++ 3 4.4.2 d
the midlatitudes (see Table 4.2). However, the upper limit for a deep reintensi�ation wasraised by 5 hPa to aount for the omparatively low resolution of the ensemble foreast.Thereafter, 0 is assigned to a TC that is deaying without ET, 1 to a TC undergoingET and re-intensifying weakly or not at all (mslp ≥ 1000 hPa), 2 to a TC re-intensifying



4.4. Clustering the ensemble members 79Table 4.3: As Table 4.2 for FCST2.Shift AmplitudeClusters Members pattern Contrib. pattern Contrib. ET Fig.22 + - 3 /Fabian 2 21 11.2 % - 9.1 % + 3 /24 + - 2 /Maemi 2 19 16.9 % - 9.4 % + 2 /11 + + 3 /Tokage 3 15 12.4 % - 8.5 % o 3 /18 o - 3 /20 + + 1 4.21 aSaola 2 22 11.8 % - 14.8 % - 0 4.21 b21 - - 0 /Philippe 2 22 14.5 % + 16.8 % + 1 /
moderately after ET (mslp 985 � 999 hPa) and 3 to a TC re-intensifying strongly afterET (mslp < 985 hPa).For the �ve ases some remarkable similarities an be found between lusters withthe same sign of their ontribution to the EOFs. For the strong events the di�erentatmospheri developments are learly assoiated with the position and intensity of theTC relative to the midlatitude �ow and with the shape of the midlatitude trough-ridge-trough pattern whih is in�uened by the TC. For the weak ases, Saola and Philippe, thedi�erenes in the lusters base mainly on the variability in the midlatitude �ow and notso muh on the intensity and loation of the TC. This is due to the weak representationof these minor TCs in the model �elds. It is to be expeted, sine in the analyses (setion4.1.2) it ould be seen that in both ases the midlatitudes play the dominant role forthe ET event and for the absorption of the remnants. The pattern whih desribes thehighest perentage of variability is the shift pattern for the strong ases and the amplitudepattern for the weak ases.



80 4.4. Clustering the ensemble membersNote that the �fth Maemi luster does not ontribute to the variability patterns andthus its dynamial tropopause has a similar orientation like the ensemble means withregard to the shift and the amplitude of the trough-ridge-trough pattern.Note further that FCST1 for Saola builds an exeption insofar as there is no interationof Saola with the midlatitude �ow in most of the ensemble members, as seen in setion4.2.2. In this ase applying the analysis method to the ensemble foreast for this investi-gation time does not yield meaningful results with respet to di�erent representations ofET. Thus, only FCST2 for Saola is disussed in the following.Sine the ensemble members have been lustered based on the variability patternssituated in a smaller region in the ase of Philippe the di�erent representation of thetrough-ridge pattern in the lusters refers to the trough at about 70◦ � 80◦ W and 30◦ �35◦ N and the ridge at about 50◦ � 70◦ W and 30◦ � 35◦ N (Fig. 4.4.2).Positive shift patternThe lusters that ontribute positively to the shift pattern (Figs. 4.16 , 4.4.2 , 4.18 a, b,4.21 a, 4.4.2 a, b) are either in a mature state or have deayed already. In eah positivelyshifted ase the assoiated ridge on the dynami tropopause is tilted southwest-northeast(Figs. 4.4.2 , 4.18 b) or is signi�antly eroded (Figs. 4.16 , 4.18 a). Considering thetemporal evolution (not shown) it is seen that these positive ontributers to the shiftpattern develop and deay quikly. The systems reintensify deeply in the Fabian-lusterand in both Tokage-lusters and moderately in the Maemi-luster.Figs. 4.16  and 4.18 a resemble the yloni paradigm of barolini wave life ylein its deaying state (Thornroft et al., 1993; Davis and Emanuel, 1991). Fig. 4.4.2 ontains elements of both yloni and antiyloni paradigms. The southern portion ofthe upstream trough (115◦ � 140◦ E) is bent bak antiylonially whilst the northernportion is beginning to wrap up ylonially. Subsequently, the southern anomaly thinsand the yloni wrap up beomes more pronouned (not shown). A positive ontributionto the shift pattern favors the formation of a ut-o� low. This an be seen in Figs. 4.18



4.4. Clustering the ensemble members 81a and b. The ridge is strongly tilted to the east and the trough that has interated withTokage shows only a weak yloni wrap-up of its northern portion. The formation of aut-o� low at about 175◦ E is nearly ompleted.In the weak ases that ontribute positively to this pattern the ridge is rather shiftedthan tilted downstream. The lusters show the upper-level ridge diretly downstream ofthe TC shifted to the east ompared to the ensemble mean. In ombination with thepositive ontribution to the amplitude pattern (Figs. 4.21 a and 4.4.2 a), whih will bedesribed below, this leads to the ET being in a favorable region for re-intensi�ation.The ex-TCs move into regions lose to the potential temperature gradient and re-intensifyweakly in these two lusters. In Fig. 4.4.2 b the trough-ridge pattern looks rather similarto that in Fig. 4.4.2 a but has a weaker amplitude. In this luster Philippe has alreadymoved south of the trough and deays 12 hours later.a) shift - amp + b) shift - amp -

) shift + amp 0 Figure 4.16: 3 lusters for Fabian for the en-semble foreast from FCST1 valid on 0000 UTC10 September, i. e. the investigation time. Po-tential temperature at the dynami tropopause(shaded, K), surfae pressure (ontours, inter-val: 5 hPa).



82 4.4. Clustering the ensemble membersNegative shift patternIn ontrast, the negative ontributers to the shift pattern (Figs. 4.16 a, b, 4.4.2 d, 4.18 ,4.21 b, 4.4.2 , d) represent a delayed development of the ET system beause the westwardshift results in a later interation with the upstream trough. Fig. 4.16 b will be disussedlater beause, through its negative ontribution to the amplitude pattern, it shows a deaywithout ET. In the other 3 ases the troughs have begun to wrap up ylonially as in theyloni paradigm and the ridges are oriented meridionally. The surfae pressure shows thesystems either in their early stage of ET (up to 24 h before peak intensity) or just reahingtheir peak intensity. Subsequently, they reintensify strongly and develop into persistentalmost stationary systems after interation with the midlatitudes (e. g. for Tokage in Fig.4.19). Moreover, the north-south orientation of the ridges and the nearly stationary ET-systems allow the downstream troughs to persist and the assoiated downstream surfaepressure systems (at about 140◦ � 160◦ W in Fig. 4.19 b) to intensify.The weak ases show the upper-level trough-ridge pattern farther to the west omparedto the ensemble mean. In the ase of Saola, this results in a position of the ex-TC whih isnot favorable for re-intensi�ation beause it is well east of the upstream trough. The TCweakens further and is absorbed subsequently by the midlatitude system downstream. ForPhilippe this ombination of a negative ontribution to the shift pattern and a strong posi-tive ontribution to the amplitude pattern (as will be desribed below) gives a partiularlyfavorable on�guration for a strong ET in this smallest luster. However, omparing thisluster with Fig. 4.4.2 , in whih Philippe has already deayed, illustrates, however, thata positive ontribution to the amplitude pattern is essential for reurvature and strongre-intensi�ation.
Time development: Shift patternThe di�erent rate of barolini development of the ET systems in the lusters that on-tribute positively and negatively to the shift pattern an be observed by investigating the



4.4. Clustering the ensemble members 83a) shift 0 amp - b) shift 0 amp +
) shift + amp 0 d) shift - amp 0
e) shift 0 amp 0 Figure 4.17: 5 lusters for Maemi for theensemble foreast from FCST1 valid on 0000UTC 15 September, i. e. 12 h after the inves-tigation time. Potential temperature at the dy-nami tropopause (shaded, K), surfae pressure(ontours, interval: 5 hPa).

low level temperature. The lusters of Maemi are taken exemplary beause for Maemi thelusters ontributing to the shift pattern do not ontribute to the amplitude pattern. Inthe interest of larity, the luster that ontributes positively to the shift pattern (Fig. 4.4.2) is referred to as �positive shift� and the luster that ontributes negatively to the shiftpattern (Fig. 4.4.2 d) as �negative shift�. Fig. The time development of the temperatureat 850 hPa in olors together with the relative vortiity in ontours of the two Maemilusters at this level is shown from 00 UTC 13 September to 00 UTC 15 September (Fig.4.20).



84 4.4. Clustering the ensemble membersa) shift ++ amp - b) shift + amp +
) shift - amp - Figure 4.18: 3 lusters for Tokage for theensemble foreast from FCST1 valid on 1200UTC 21 Otober, i. e. 12 h after investigationtime. Potential temperature at the dynamitropopause (shaded, K), surfae pressure (on-tours, interval: 5 hPa).
a) shift - amp - b) shift - amp -

Figure 4.19: Same luster as Fig. 4.18  for a) 1200 UTC 22 Otober and b) 1200 UTC 23 Otober.At 00 UTC 13 September the enhaned midlatitude temperature gradient in negativeshift (Fig. 4.20 a) is further away from the ex-TC, seen as a relative vortiity maximum,than in positive shift (Fig. 4.20 b), but it is stronger upstream of Maemi. One day laterthe temperature gradient has developed to a steep old front in negative shift (Fig. 4.20 )whih results from the enhaned transport of old poleward air towards the southeast. Theold front upstream of the TC in positive shift (Fig. 4.20 d), stays omparatively weak.



4.4. Clustering the ensemble members 85This results in a more zonal �ow pattern whih allows a quiker downstream propagationof the ex-TC. While on 13 September (Figs. 4.20 a, b) the positions of Maemi were aboutthe same, on 14 September (Figs. 4.20 , d) Maemi is learly further east in positiveshift (Figs. 4.20 d). On 15 September the old front at Maemi's position in negativeshift (Fig. 4.20 e) has nearly aught up with the warm front. The negative thiknessadvetion has deepened the barolini system (Holton, 1992) and the ET system, whihis almost stationary ompared with 14 September (Figs. 4.20 ), an re-intensify strongly.In ontrast, the old front in positive shift (Fig. 4.20 f) has weakened and ex-Maemi isfar to the east in omparison with negative shift (Fig. 4.20 e).
Positive amplitude patternA positive ontribution to the amplitude pattern indiates a high amplitude trough-ridge-trough pattern (Figs. 4.16 a, 4.4.2 b, 4.18 b, Figs. 4.21 a, 4.4.2 a, d). In the lusters ofthe strong events the TCs moved towards the barolini zone and appeared to steepenthe potential temperature gradient through their out�ow. The position of the approah-ing upper level troughs was favorable for a further steepening leading to ylogenesisupstream (Hirshberg and Fritsh, 1991). All the strong events ontributing positively tothe amplitude pattern re-intensi�ed strongly.The weak events do not seem to play an ative role in the ridge building. Nevertheless,the lusters that ontribute positively to the amplitude pattern (Figs. 4.21 a, 4.4.2 a, d)show a rather distint development of a trough-ridge pattern that ontains a trough thatinterats with the TC and a ridge diretly downstream. The ex-TCs interat with theomparatively high potential temperature gradient between the trough and the ridge andundergo ET. One of the Philippe lusters (Fig. 4.4.2 a) shows a weak re-intensi�ation 12h after the time shown. The other one (Fig. 4.4.2 d) shows a strong re-intensi�ation 36 hafter this time. In the Saola luster that ontributes positively to the amplitude pattern,the ex-TC has re-intensi�ed weakly (Fig. 4.21 a). Ex-Saola moves to the west and mergeswith the large-sale midlatitude system 24 h later.



86 4.4. Clustering the ensemble membersa) shift - amp 0 b) shift + amp 0

) shift - amp 0 d) shift + amp 0
e) shift - amp 0 f) shift + amp 0

Figure 4.20: Clusters ontributing in a negative (left) and positive (right) sense to the shift patternfor Maemi as in Fig. 4.4.2 d and  valid on 00 UTC 13 Sept. (a, b), 14 Sept. (, d) and 15 Sept. (e, f).Temperature (K, shaded) and relative vortiity (ontours, interval: 5e-5 s−1) at 850 hPa.Negative amplitude patternA negative ontribution to the amplitude pattern indiates zonal �ow (Figs. 4.16 b, 4.4.2a, d, 4.18 a, , Figs. 4.21 b, 4.4.2 , e). This is partiularly marked for Fabian, Maemi, Saolaand Philippe. In Figs. 4.16 b and 4.4.2 a the ridge is large-sale and shallow and there isno wrap up in the upstream trough. Fabian deayed after ompletion of its reurvature (3



4.4. Clustering the ensemble members 87a) shift + amp + b) shift - amp -

Figure 4.21: 2 lusters for Saola for the ensemble foreast from FCST2 valid on 0000 UTC 27September, i. e. the investigation time. Potential temperature at the dynami tropopause (shaded, K),surfae pressure (ontours, interval: 5 hPa).days before the time shown in Fig. 4.16 b) without undergoing ET beause the upstreamtrough was too far west and thus not favorable for an interation. The remnants of Fabianan be seen at about 40◦ W and 50◦ N in Fig. 4.16 b. Ex-Maemi's trak was in�uenedby the upstream midlatitude trough that steered it to the east but it did not re-intensifybeause it was to the east of the potential temperature gradient. These two lusters (Figs.4.16 b and 4.4.2 a) show no ET or ET without re-intensi�ation. At �rst glane Figs.4.18 a and  have di�erent �ow patterns than expeted for a negative ontributer to theamplitude pattern. The ridges are slightly shallower than in 4.18 b but the ET systemsundergo deep reintensi�ation. This is primarily due to the high amplitude trough-ridgepattern of the ensemble mean. Also, in the ase of Tokage the shift pattern explains amuh larger part of the total variability (22.0 %) than the amplitude pattern (10.8 %)(Table 4.2). Therefore the in�uene of the amplitude pattern on the development of theindividual lusters is muh weaker.No upstream trough an be seen in Fig. 4.4.2  for Philippe and there is only a veryweak trough in Fig. 4.4.2 e. The ex-TC either has deayed already (Fig. 4.4.2 ) or asmall low pressure system resulting from Philippe moves towards the Bahamas (Fig. 4.4.2e). The strength of Saola in the midlatitudes is notieably weaker in Fig. 4.21 b than inFig. 4.21 a due to its weaker upstream trough and weaker potential temperature gradientbetween the upstream trough and the ridge. Therefore, Saola merges with the large-sale



88 4.4. Clustering the ensemble membersmidlatitude system downstream 24 h later than in the luster with positive ontributionto the amplitude pattern.a) shift + amp + b) shift + amp -

) shift - amp - d) shift - amp ++

e) shift 0 amp - Figure 4.22: 5 lusters for Philippe forthe ensemble foreast from FCST1 valid on1200 UTC 23 September, i. e. the investiga-tion time. Potential temperature at the dy-nami tropopause (shaded, K), surfae pressure(ontours, interval: 5 hPa).
Time development: Amplitude patternAnalogous to the time development of positive and negative shift, the time developmentof the ET systems in the lusters whih ontribute positively and negatively to the ampli-



4.4. Clustering the ensemble members 89tude pattern an be investigated examining the low level temperature. Again the lustersof Maemi are hosen beause those whih ontribute to the amplitude pattern do notontribute to the shift pattern. In the interest of larity, the luster that ontributes posi-tively to the amplitude pattern (Fig. 4.4.2 b) is referred to as �positive amplitude� and theluster that ontributes negatively to the amplitude pattern (Fig. 4.4.2 a) as �negativeamplitude�. As for the shift patterns (Fig. 4.20) the time development of positive andnegative amplitude is shown from 00 UTC 13 September to 00 UTC 15 September (Fig.4.23).At 00 UTC 13 September the temperature gradient in negative amplitude (Fig. 4.23 a)is further away from Maemi than in all the other lusters at this time (Figs. 4.20 a, b, 4.23b) indiating a very unfavorable position for Maemi to re-intensify. There is no indiationof a beginning southward transport of low temperature air. In ontrast, a steep old frontan be seen in positive amplitude quite losely upstream of Maemi at this time already(Fig. 4.23 b). Even though ex-Maemi has moved lose to the temperature gradient onday later in negative amplitude (Fig. 4.23 ) still no development of a barolini system isindiated. In positive amplitude (Fig. 4.23 d) the old front is oriented rather meridionallyand the advetion of old air deepens the barolini system strongly. Hene, ex-Maemiis loated in an area of strong barolini development and an re-intensify strongly. Aseond system has developed downstream. On 15 September a weak temperature wavean be seen in negative amplitude (Fig. 4.23 e) with the remnants of Maemi at the rear ofthe ridge. No development is seen and the ex-TC has deayed in this luster. In positiveamplitude (Fig. 4.23 f) a weakening temperature gradient indiates a starting deay ofthe ET system. The downstream barolini system, however, has intensi�ed. The warmand old front in this system have nearly oluded.OutliersAnother notieable parallel an be found in the lusters for Fabian, Tokage and Philippe.Both of them have one omparatively small luster (Table 4.2), with a mean that exhibitsa markedly di�erent development of the atmospheri �ow pattern than the ensemblemean



90 4.4. Clustering the ensemble membersa) shift 0 amp - b) shift 0 amp +
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Figure 4.23: As Fig. 4.20 for lusters ontributing in a negative (left) and positive (right) sense tothe amplitude pattern for Maemiand the other luster means (Figs. 4.16 b, 4.18 a). For Maemi suh an extreme lusterexists also (Fig. 4.4.2 a), but it is not smaller than the others. The di�erent developmentin the ase of Tokage an be seen also in the strong positive ontribution to the shift andin the ase of Philippe in the strong positive ontribution to the amplitude pattern. Inthe ases of Fabian and Maemi the extreme lusters show a quite zonal �ow, as desribedabove. In the ase of Tokage the extreme luster is the one that shows the fastest devel-opment and deay of the ET system. Here the dynamial tropopause is already �atteningwhile in the other Tokage-lusters the ridge is in the proess of steepening or reahing its



4.4. Clustering the ensemble members 91peak. For Philippe the outlier is the only one that shows a strong re-intensi�ation. Notethat the outliers show the highest di�erenes to the analysis.In eah of the ases exept for Saola the lusters found in the ensemble foreasts fromFCST1 yield quite di�erent possible atmospheri developments that all have omparableprobabilities. Although the analysis is within the ensemble spread (setion 4.2.1) none ofthe lusters resemble the analysis for Maemi and Tokage. That does not neessarily meanthat no member is similar to the analysis, but that a low probability is assigned to thedevelopment that an be seen in the analysis. The ensemble foreast for Fabian yields oneluster (Fig. 4.16 ) that is in reasonable agreement with its analysis. The smaller standarddeviation of the ensemble foreast of Fabian ompared to the other strong events (setion4.2.1) suggests that the preditability for Fabian in FCST1 is higher than that for Maemiand Tokage. For Philippe the luster that shows an ET with strong re-intensi�ation (Fig.4.4.2 d) is most similar to the deterministi foreast (not shown). From the number ofmembers in the Philippe lusters (Table 4.2) it is onluded that the ensemble assignsa very low probability to the deterministi foreast and a distintly higher probabilityto the lusters that do not show re-intensi�ation and are therefore more similar to theanalysis.It is remarkable that for FCST2 the outliers do not appear in any of the ases (Table4.3). Thus they are onsidered to play a major role in the high standard deviation forFCST1 (setion 4.2) that dereases abruptly at the later foreast time. The number oflusters for FCST2 is equal (Tokage) or smaller (Table 4.3) with a notieable dereasefrom 5 to 2 lusters for Maemi and Philippe. Furthermore, for all ases the largest or oneof the dominant (Tokage) lusters is losest to the analysis in terms of the position ofthe ET system and of the development of the �ow pattern. This indiates that foreastsinitiated at times lose to or after reurvature are haraterized by a higher preditability.The initial onditions exluded the outlying developments that ould be seen in the smalllusters. Nevertheless, maxima in these standard deviations ould still be seen for FCST2(setion 4.2). In the lusters for FCST2 the variability is assoiated with the tilt and the



92 4.4. Clustering the ensemble membersamplitude of the trough-ridge-trough pattern. Similar relations between the developmentin the lusters and their ontributions to the shift and amplitude patterns an be drawnfor FCST2. It an be said that there is still a distint variability assoiated with the ETsystems that is not due to unertainties in the foreast of reurvature.Through the investigation of the two weak events it ould be seen that the ensembleforeast yields valuable additional information to the deterministi foreast in assigningprobabilities to it. The analysis method works even for the very weak ase of Philippeand for the foreast from FCST2 for Saola. Inherently, the preondition that is neessaryfor applying the method suessfully to analyse an event is that there is a high part ofthe total variability in the ensemble assoiated with that event. This was not the ase forFCST1 for Saola. To apture the small number of members that do reurve it might behelpful to use a lustering method that takes into aount a time period instead of onlya single time.



5 Experiments
5.1 Overview over experimentsThe omplex physial interations that our during the strutural hanges assoiatedwith an ET often ontribute to di�ulties in the foreast of suh events. In setion 2.3 theproblems that an arise in the numerial foreast during an ET event have been explainedin detail. The approahes used in the ECMWF EPS to desribe unertainties in the initialonditions and model errors have been highlighted in setions 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 respetively.From the preditability studies of the �ve ET ases in setion 4.2 it was evident that theensemble re�ets the high unertainties assoiated with the ET events.To demonstrate the importane of the deaying TC undergoing ET for the redution ofpreditability, it is interesting to whih part unstable strutures are assoiated with theTC and to whih part with the midlatitude system. Furthermore, it is of interest, if theunertainty in initial onditions whih may impat the preditability in the environment ofan ET system is desribed by the ensemble. The dispersion and downstream propagationof that impat yields a measure of how far the redution of preditability due to an ETan reah. The desription of the behavior of errors that may arise due to unertaintiesin parametrized proesses in the presene of an ET and their downstream propagation isof further interest. The omparison of the redution of preditability due to initial uner-tainties and unertainties in the parametrized proesses during an ET may give insightfulinformation. Finally, the impat of the EPS resolution on the error representation duringan ET is important. 93



94 5.1. Overview over experimentsThe experiments are designed to give information about the representation of the errorgrowth in the EPS due to the respetive auses, initial unertainty, unertainty in para-meterization and unertainty due to oarse resolution. Typhoon Tokage was hosen forthe experiments beause it seemed to have the highest in�uene on the building of thetrough-ridge-trough pattern as explained in setion 4.2.1. Before its ET the midlatitude�ow upstream of Tokage was zonally oriented. When the TC approahed the strong poten-tial temperature gradient on the dynamial tropopause a distint ridge formed (Fig. 4.2). In the experiments new 10 day FCST1 and FCST2 ensemble foreasts were alulatedwith the ECMWF EPS of Tokage. For the EPS the resolution T255L40 and for the SValulation the resolution T42L40 was used as mentioned in setion 3.3.The representation of initial ondition unertainties an be investigated by the aid ofexperiments onerning the perturbations targeted on the optimization region of Tokage(Fig. 3.3). To be onsistent with the model yle used for the experiments the SVs wererealulated. The targeted singular vetors desribe the struture of the highest instabil-ities and are used to simulate small errors in the initial onditions in the optimizationregion into whih Tokage is foreast by the EPS to propagate as explained in setion 3.2.1.By investigating their struture and loation, information is obtained about whih part ofthe instabilities and the resulting error growth an be attributed to the ex-TC and whihpart to the upstream trough.In the �rst experiment a new model run without the perturbations targeted on Tokagewas performed and ompared to a new model run with the same on�guration but withtargeted perturbations. The di�erene yields a measure of the in�uene of the targetedperturbations on the desription of unertainties in the ensemble. To redue the di�er-ene between the two runs solely to that assoiated with the targeted perturbations thestohasti physis was swithed o�. The SVs that are used to initialize the ensemble wererealulated as well. For the runs without the additional perturbations targeted on Tokagethe sript in PrepIFS that is responsible for the linear ombination of SVs (Eq. 3.27) ismodi�ed suh that the additional SVs for Tokage's optimization region (Fig. 3.3: greenbox) do not ontribute to the initial perturbations xj . In other words, the optimization



5.1. Overview over experiments 95region for Tokage is swithed o�. Hene, the two model runs di�er only in the additionalSVs targeted on Tokage.In the seond experiment the representation of unertainties due to parametrized pro-esses is investigated by examining the impat of the stohasti physis. The EPS wasran without targeted perturbations around Tokage but with stohasti physis. Theseruns were ompared to equivalent runs but without stohasti physis. To swith o� thestohasti physis the perturbed parametrized tendenies from the alulation of the en-semble members ej in Eq. (3.32) are just exluded. That is done by setting rj(λ, φ, t)equal to 1 in Eq. (3.33).In the third experiment the behavior of the ensemble during the presene of an ET withthe high resolution on�guration (T399L62), implemented in February 2006, was tested.The experiment is performed with and without the targeted perturbations on Tokage butwithout stohasti physis. In addition to the representation and downstream propagationof unertainties due to ET our attention was turned to the ability of the high resolutionensemble foreast to apture the weakening of our ET ase Tokage after its landfall onJapan. The experiments are listed in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 together with some results whihwill be disussed later.One fous of our analysis of these experiments lies with the orret representation ofthe trak and intensity spread of the TC ensemble foreast. An important riteria is therepresentation of the analysis by the ensemble members, i. e. if the analyzed trak isontained in the ensemble ((Puri et al., 2001)) and if some members are losed to theanalysis. Moreover, the question is posed as to whether the ensemble spread is �realisti�,i. e. if it is large enough to desribe the unertainties but does not overestimate theunertainties. This question is addressed through omparing the root-mean-squared error(RMSE) of the ensemble mean with the root-mean-squared di�erene (RMSD), a measureof ensemble spread that determines the average distane of all the ensemble members tothe ontrol foreast. Alternatively, the standard deviation an be used as measure of spreadwithin the ensemble members (Buizza et al., 2004) as shown in the ase studies (4.2). Ifthe RMSE is equal to the RMSD or the STD the spread is assumed to be represented



96 5.2. Struture of the singular vetorsorretly. If the RMSE is lower or higher then the spread is over- or underestimated.The dispersion and downstream propagation of the in�uenes due to the targeted per-turbations and the stohasti physis is examined by alulating the spread di�erenes inthe geopotential at 200 and 500 hPa between the runs in the respetive experiments. Therapidity and mehanisms of the downstream propagation of the respetive errors wereexplored. In priniple the experiments an be seen as a simulation of the impat that anET an have on the preditability in its viinity and downstream.Finally, the spread and diversity of the synopti patterns shown by the individualensemble members in the experiments, an be investigated by grouping them analogousto the ase studies. For this purpose the analysis method desribed in setion 4.3 is applied.
5.2 Struture of the singular vetorsThe additional perturbations targeted on TCs are alulated using only initial SVs. Insetion 5.3 di�erenes between the experiments with and without additional perturbationswill be shown.The struture of the singular vetors, with whih the targeted perturbations on Tokagein the experiments are initialized, has been investigated to gain insight into where theregions of high unertainty in assoiation with Tokage's ET are and what is the strutureof the SVs that grow most strongly in 48 hours and lead to the di�erenes between theexperiments with and without targeted perturbations. Our interest was foused on therole that Typhoon Tokage and its interation with the midlatitudes plays in the growthof disturbanes ompared to the preexisting baroliniity in the midlatitude �ow. For thispurpose the properties of the singular vetors targeted on Tokage that were realulatedfor the experiments were ompared with some properties found in previous investigationsof extratropial singular vetors.The previous studies found that the perturbation energy for the extratropial SVs atinitial time is typially largest in lower tropospheri levels and propagates upwards during



5.2. Struture of the singular vetors 97Table 5.1: As Table 4.2 for the T255L40 resolution experiments with the ECMWF ensemble preditionsystem IFS. Shift AmplitudeClusters Members pattern Contrib. pattern Contrib. ET Fig.Resolution T255L4011 + - 0 5.17 aPert/ 12 - - 3 5.17 Nosto 4 8 11.2 % + 18.4 % + 3 5.16 a14 o + 3 5.16 b14 + o 3 5.16 Nopert/ 3 18 20.7 % - 10.1 % + 3 5.16 dNosto 11 - - 2 5.17 b9 + - 2 /Pert/ 13 - - 3 /Sto 4 10 9.9 % + 19.2 % + 3 /11 - + 3 /19 o + 3 5.25 aNopert/ 3 14 19.3 % - 9.6 % - 3 5.25 bSto 9 + - 3 5.25 
optimization (Hartmann et al., 1995; Buizza and Palmer, 1995; Reynolds et al., 2001; Pengand Reynolds, 2006). Badger and Hoskins (2000) use a simple 2 dimensional (x,z) modelto desribe strutures that lead to strong transient growth of perturbations whih exeedsthe growth of the normal modes during a short time period. They use the Eady basi statewhih implies a onstant vertial shear (ū = Λz + u0). They explain the strong growthoneptually through the mehanism of PV �unshielding�.In Fig. 5.1 (a) a region of positive potential vortiity is loated in the enter of themodel domain. The shielding by the negative PV on top and beneath it inhibits the �ow



98 5.2. Struture of the singular vetorsTable 5.2: As Table 4.2 for the T255L62 (Lowres) and T399L62 (Highres) resolution experiments withthe ECMWF ensemble predition system IFS.Shift AmplitudeClusters Members pattern Contrib. pattern Contrib. ET Fig.Resolution T255L62 (Lowres) and T399L62 (Highres)12 + + 3 5.30 bPert/ 8 - + 3 5.31 bNosto/ 4 12 22.4 % - 9.4 % - 2 /Lowres 14 + - 3 5.30 dNopert/ 20 + + 3 /Nosto/ 3 8 17.9 % + 7.7 % - 2 /Lowres 14 - - 3 /12 + + 3 5.30 aPert/ 13 + - 2 5.30 Nosto/ 4 9 20.7 % - 9.7 % + 3 5.31 aHighres 9 - - 2 5.31 bNopert/ 17 o + 3 /Nosto/ 3 10 17.7 % + 7.7 % - 2 /Highres 14 - - 3 /assoiated with the PV anomaly from reating a thermal anomaly at the boundaries.In this onstellation no growth is possible. However, as soon as the basi zonal �owadvets the PV anomalies the negative anomalies are displaed eastward and westwardrespetively, relative to the positive PV anomaly (Fig. 5.1 b) whih is therefore no longershielded from the upper and lower boundary. Interation with the boundaries takes plaeand thermal anomalies are indued through temperature advetion by the meridionalwind. These thermal anomalies an be regarded as PV anomalies in turn. The di�erenebetween day 0 and 0.5 (Fig. 5.1 ) shows that the meridional wind is tilted westwardinduing positive PV anomalies that beome phase-loked. The wind and pressure �elds



5.2. Struture of the singular vetors 99
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Figure 5.1: Perturbation potential vortiity (thik ontours, interval : 10−5 s−1) and meridional wind(thin ontours, interval: 0.25 ms−1) for a perturbation with 4000 km horizontal and 8 km vertial sale.Dashed lines are negative and solid lines positive values. (a) day 0, (b) day 0.5. () di�erene between (b)and (a).
are tilted against the shear and disturbanes an propagate up- and downwards. As soonas the positive PV anomaly is unshielded, i. e. between day 0 (Fig. 5.1 a) and day 0.5(Fig. 5.1 b), rapid growth ours during a short period followed by a period of slowersustained growth due to the oupling of interior PV anomalies and boundary thermalanomalies (Reynolds et al., 2001). For shorter horizontal sales the negative PV anomalieswould be displaed more rapidly and a stronger and faster growth would follow. Thisagrees with the statement of Hartmann et al. (1995) that the energy growth is faster forinitial perturbations of sub-synopti sale waves than for larger sale initial disturbanes(Hartmann et al., 1995). The former adopt quikly strutures of synopti sale waves inan optimization interval of 1.5 to 3 days.Reynolds et al. (2001) found leading SVs, i. e. strongest perturbation growth, belowupper level PV features whih they explained by the initial unshielding and upward prop-agation of energy. Singular vetors produed with the total energy norm show an upsaleenergy asade from subsynopti to synopti sales during their optimization time (Buizzaand Palmer, 1995; Hoskins et al., 2000). Beause of this feature the total energy is a suit-able norm to desribe error growth in the modeling of the atmosphere beause initialerrors are in general subgrid sale and in�uene the foreast of the synopti sale �ow.



100 5.2. Struture of the singular vetorsThe strong growth of small sale initial disturbanes is reminisent of the �butter�y ef-fet� (Lorenz, 1963b) in the sense that small sales an in�uene large sales. Singularvetors loalized in wave pakets tilted strongly against the shear (Badger and Hoskins,2000; Hoskins et al., 2000) beome tilted towards the vertial by shear and grow. Thisis visualized using a shemati of the superposition of two waves whih have the samewavelength and amplitude but opposite tilts. The lines designate the phase lines. It anbe seen that initially the waves have the same tilt. After some time the tilt of the upsheartilted wave dereases and the tilt of the downshear tilted wave inreases. The upsheartilted waves extrat energy from the mean �ow in the proess of untilting them (Reynoldset al., 2001).

Figure 5.2: Shemati of two plane waves in potential vortiity with equal and opposite tilt at initialtime (a) and some time later (b). The shear of the �ow has hanged the tilt of the lines representingequal phase.It an be said that extratropial SVs evolve from barolini to more barotropi stru-tures. Initially they are tilted strongly with height onsistent with upward propagationof wave ativity as the group veloity is direted into the jet (Buizza and Palmer, 1995).After their optimization time they are quite vertially oriented (Buizza and Palmer, 1995;Hartmann et al., 1995). This strutural hange an be transferred to barotropially devel-oping waves as well. Here, the SVs are assoiated with waves tilted against the barotropishear (Buizza and Palmer, 1995).



5.2. Struture of the singular vetors 101Several authors who investigated the in�uene of moist physis on SVs in detail (Ehren-dorfer et al., 1999; Barkmeijer et al., 2001; Coutinho et al., 2004; Hoskins and Coutinho,2005) found that they grow stronger and faster than dry SVs. Moist SVs have a shorteroptimization interval, i. e. only 24 h. Coutinho et al. (2004) stated that the large-saleondensation is the dominant proess in the full physis pakage. The rapid grow of moistSVs is due to large-sale latent heat release. Further studies have been ondued where anadditional term for the speify humidity was inluded in the total energy norm (Ehren-dorfer et al., 1999; Barkmeijer et al., 2001). However, during the optimization interval allenergy is transformed in the spei� humidity omponent, i. e. the total energy is dom-inated by the spei� humidity. Hene, the moist total energy norm is not useful wheninterested in a general probability foreast also for other omponents suh as temperatureand wind (Barkmeijer et al., 2001). Consequently, the dry total energy norm withoutinlusion of the spei� humidity term is used operationally at the ECMWF. However,the tropial SVs are alulated from the tangent linear model inluding the full physispakage (moist SVs).5.2.1 Spatial strutureThe horizontal and vertial struture of the leading SV (SV1) with regard to barotropiand barolini tilt is investigated �rstly by only using the temperature omponent of theinitial SV1 (Fig. 5.3) for 1200 UTC 16 and 1200 UTC 18 Otober at 200 hPa, 500 hPaand 850 hPa. The temperature omponent has been hosen as it is proportional to thepotential energy whih is in general higher for extratropial initial SVs than the kinetienergy (Hoskins and Coutinho, 2005; Peng and Reynolds, 2006). SV1 is used beause itdominates the harateristis of the �rst 5 SVs integrated vertially over the atmosphere(Eq. 3.21) as will be on�rmed in setion 5.2.4. On both dates the singular value for SV1is about twie as high as the singular value for SV2.The behavior of the leading SV parts that are loated around Tokage, i. e. in thesubtropis, are quite di�erent to the parts in the midlatitudes on�rming the �ndings ofBarkmeijer et al. (2001). Therefore, they are desribed separately in the following and are



102 5.2. Struture of the singular vetorsreferred to as tropial parts and midlatitude parts respetively. At 200 hPa on 16 Otober(Fig. 5.3 a) the tropial parts of SV1 over a rather large area around Tokage. On 18Otober (Fig. 5.3 b) only two small rings of the tropial SV that have weak amplitude areloated east and west of Tokage in the upper troposphere. The amplitude of the tropialparts on 16 Otober is higher at 200 hPa than at 500 hPa (Fig. 5.3 ) while on 18 Otoberonly strutures of weak amplitude an be found south east of the TC at 500 hPa (Fig.5.3 d). At 850 hPa few SV1 strutures are around the outermost losed isobar aroundTokage on 16 Otober (Fig. 5.3 e) and on 18 Otober (Fig. 5.3 f). No distint barotropitilt of the tropial SV strutures an be seen at none of the two times. The only shear inthe viinity of Tokage is due to its yloni winds. Consequently, other mehanisms thanuntilting of upshear tilted waves are responsible for the growth of disturbane energy. Theloation of the tropial parts of the SVs in the upper troposphere may be explained by thestatement of Reynolds et al. (2001) that the steering level is higher up in less barolinienvironments like the tropis or summer time midlatitudes. Initial SVs tend to be loatedat the steering level as will be illustrated in detail below.The midlatitude parts of the leading SV strutures over the largest area and havethe highest amplitude at 500 hPa on 16 Otober (Fig. 5.3 ) ompared to 200 and 850hPa. At 200 hPa (Fig. 5.3 a) only quite small amplitude strutures an be found in thetrough and the ridge upstream of Tokage. The largest parts of SV1 on 500 hPa an befound in the midlatitudes diretly north of Tokage at the axis of the thermal trough (Fig.5.3 ). A trough in the geopotential is situated east of these low temperatures indiatinga growing barolini system beause old polar air is adveted into the trough ating tofurther deepen it. Reynolds et al. (2001) stated that SVs our in regions of large mid-levelthermal gradients whih orresponds to the loation of the parts of SV1 diretly northof Tokage. In a trough upstream in the midlatitudes some strutures are seen as well.Even though the trough is not the one with whih Tokage will interat, the SV indiatesthat this region of high baroliniity has a distint in�uene on the TC development andmotion. The upstream parts of the midlatitude SV at 500 hPa seem to indiate instabilityand possible error growth onneted with the reurvature and the interation of Tokagewith the midlatitudes. Deviations in the initial onditions may result in a onstellation



5.2. Struture of the singular vetors 103that is favorable for a phase-loking of Tokage with the upstream trough whih ouldresult in a strong re-intensi�ation or at least aeleration towards the east many hoursbefore the analyzed ET. This would imply large foreast errors. Moreover, a rather strongtemperature gradient an be found diretly at the loation of the upstream part of SV1indiating a deepening of the small trough seen in the geopotential through advetion ofold air. On 18 Otober at 500 hPa (Fig. 5.3 d) the amplitudes and the area overed by SV1upstream in the midlatitudes is muh larger than on 16 Otober. They ould be assoiatedwith the upstream midlatitude �ow in�uening the TC motion. This is not surprising asthe analyzed reurvature is on 0000 UTC 19 Otober. Hene, small unertainties in plaeand time of the interation of the TC with the region of high barolini instability in themidlatitudes, indiated by the strong temperature gradient, will ause large error growth.While on 16 Otober almost no strutures in the midlatitude SV an be seen at 850 hPaon 18 Otober rather high amplitude strutures are loated in the midlatitudes (Fig. 5.3f). Moreover the signal in the subtropial high, whih is loated at about 130 - 160◦ Eand 25 - 45◦ N, is muh more distint giving evidene of its in�uene on the TC motionthrough bloking it from moving northwards so that the storm moved along the peripheryof the high.The midlatitude SV strutures are tilted against the shear implying energy growth ofthe disturbanes (Badger and Hoskins, 2000). This barotropi tilt is muh stronger on 18Otober than on 16 Otober at 500 hPa. This might be assoiated with the stronger hor-izontal shear denoted by the stronger geopotential gradient indiating higher barotropiinstability.The strutures both on Otober 16 and 18 are small sale, i. e. they over less than 15◦,as reported for initial extratropial SVs in Buizza and Palmer (1995). This is an inherentproperty of SVs alulated with the total energy norm. SVs of small sales are favorablefor strong growth, as explained in the previous setion. The midlatitude SV struturesand almost all of the SV strutures on 18 Otober have extratropial SV properties.There is almost no amplitude at 200 hPa and the highest amplitudes are around 500hPa, the typial steering level for the midlatitudes, at initial time. As mentioned in the



104 5.2. Struture of the singular vetorsprevious setion the perturbation energy of these disturbanes is expeted to propagateupwards during optimization time. The sales of SV1 are similar both on 16 Otober at200 and 500 hPa and on 18 Otober at 500 and 850 hPa. Nevertheless, on 16 Otobersome meridionally larger sales an be found at 200 hPa west of Tokage as well, indiatingslower growth of SV1 during the optimization time in that region west of Tokage.a) b)
) d)
e) f)

Figure 5.3: Temperature omponent (K, blak) of the leading initial SV targeted on Tokage. Top row:model level 10 (about 200 hPa); middle row: model level 20 (about 500 hPa) and bottom row: model level29 (about 850 hPa) on 12 UTC 16 Otober 2004 (left) and 12 UTC 18 Otober 2004 (right). Geopotentialheight of ontrol foreast at initialization time on the respetive level (m, purple). Tokage is marked bya blak dot. Optimization regions for Tokage are shown as blak boxes.



5.2. Struture of the singular vetors 105The parts of SV1 that are loated around the TC at 200 hPa on 16 Otober may beassoiated with the TC out�ow. The antiyloni irulation of the out�ow and the smallvalues of the Coriolis parameter in the tropis might by the auses that the absolutevortiity is negative in large parts northeast of Tokage (Fig. 5.4 a) so that the riteriafor inertial instability (Holton, 1992) is ful�lled. Furthermore, the riteria for barotropiinstability is satis�ed in the region of the tropial parts of SV1 at 200 hPa as well beausethe gradient of the absolute vortiity hanges sign south and east of the TC lose to theTC enter. SV1 indiates the instability in this region. Similar results have been foundby Barkmeijer et al. (2001). The response of the SVs to these instability riteria anbe seen learly at 500 and 850 hPa also. At all three levels the vortiity is strongest inthe enter of the storm and dereases away from it until it reahes a loal minima orhanges sign. These loations of the tropial SVs on�rm the �ndings in the omposites ofPeng and Reynolds (2006) who investigated 85 tropial ylone ases whih they dividedinto groups of straight moving, reurving and irregular-motion ases. They found theSVs approximately at 500 km away from the storm enter in regions where the vortiitygradient hanged sign. This distane would orrespond to the 500 hPa level (Fig. 5.4 b)in our ase. Here the SVs are loated rather to the southeast and southwest of the storm(Fig. 5.4 b). Peng and Reynolds (2006) justi�ed their results by the Rayleigh ondition ofinstability (∂q̄

∂y
hanges sign, where q is the potential vortiity) and the inertial instabilityof the vortex near the outer part of the storm. Hene, it an be onluded that in theviinity of the storm the instability mehanisms are di�erent than in the midlatitudesleading to a di�erent appearane of tropial SVs than extratropial SVs.Reynolds et al. (2001) found in their omposites of 38 ases that initial SV maximalie beneath distint upper-level PV features. They attribute this to the fastest growthourring through PV unshielding and upward propagation of energy from mid to upperlevels.It is obvious that the midlatitude SV parts at 500 hPa (Fig. 5.4 b) lie diretly beneaththe upper-level trough north of Tokage (Fig. 5.4 a). At 200 hPa (Fig. 5.4 a) the midlatitudeSV parts an be found in regions of relatively weak vortiity gradients. Palmer et al. (1998)



106 5.2. Struture of the singular vetorsa) b)
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Figure 5.4: Absolute vortiity (shaded, s−1), temperature omponent of initial SV1 (blak ontours,K) and mean sea level pressure ≤ 1000 hPa (white ontours, m) at 200 hPa (a), 500 hPa (b) and 850hPa () on 16 Otober 12 UTC. Tokage is marked by a blak dot.explained that the SV growth is assoiated with the propagation of planetary Rossbywaves from weak PV gradient regions to strong PV gradient regions.5.2.2 Distribution of energyInteresting di�erenes in the behavior of tropial and extratropial SVs an be found byomparing the available potential energy and the kineti energy. The APE for the di�erentlevels has been alulated from the �rst term of Eq. 3.21 by setting u and v equal to zeroand the kineti energy by setting T equal to zero. The respetive omponents of SVs 1 to5 have been weighted by their singular values and summed.As seen in the omparison of the temperature omponent for 16 and 18 Otober (Fig.5.3) the APE of the tropial part of the SVs has highest values at 200 hPa on 16 (Fig.5.5 a). On 18 Otober a muh smaller-sale struture of SV APE is seen in the region



5.2. Struture of the singular vetors 107of the TC. At this level, both on 16 and 18 Otober the SVs are merely assoiated withthe typhoon. At 500 hPa they still over a distint area around the TC on 16 Otober(Fig. 5.5 ) while on 18 Otober (Fig. 5.5 d) the tropial part is as small as at 200 hPa.However, at this level both on 16 and 18 Otober the amplitude and area overed by SVAPE in the midlatitudes is muh larger than in the subtropis.In the midlatitudes SV APE is only seen at 500 hPa on 16 Otober. On 18 Otober themidlatitude parts of the SVs are in the mid (Fig. 5.5 d) and lower (Fig. 5.5 f) troposphere.As found by Peng and Reynolds (2006) for the straight moving ases, tropial SV APEan mainly be seen to the rear of the TC, i. e. in the southeast, of Tokage's on both dateswith the exeption of 850 hPa on 16. Investigating the wind vetors it is obvious that theSV APE is in regions where the �ow is direted towards Tokage. At 500 hPa on 16 and18 Otober, for example, the midlatitude SVs are only seen in the upstream part of thetrough diretly north of Tokage orresponding with the region of the �ow moving towardsthe storm. In ontrast, the storm evolution in this ase does not seem to be sensitive tothe eastern part of the trough were the wind blows away from the storm. Similarly, on 18Otober at 850 hPa the extratropial SVs are also upstream of the TC and the tropialSVs are mainly in the southwestern part of the subtropial high were the wind blowstowards the storm. Peng and Reynolds (2006) state that the inward �ow is assoiatedwith the steering �ow of a TC and that, hene, the maximum unertainty a�eting itsmotion, i. e. the leading SV, is linked to it. The fat that leading SVs are found in theupper troposphere around the TC indiates that the �ow in the upper regions may have asteering in�uene on Tokage as well, whereas the steering level for extratropial systems israther in the midtroposphere. The distint di�erene between the two days is that whileon 16 Otober both on 200 and 500 hPa distint parts of the SVs are assoiated with thestorm the SVs are onneted almost only to midlatitude features like the upstream troughat 500 hPa (Fig. 5.5 d) and the subtropial high (Fig. 5.5 f) on 18 Otober.The kineti energy of the SVs is found in the mid- and lower troposphere only. In Fig. 5.6the 500 (top) and 850 hPa (bottom) levels are shown for 16 (left) and 18 (right) Otober.The vertial energy distribution orresponds to that in Peng and Reynolds (2006) where
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a) b)

) d)

e) f)

Figure 5.5: APE (shaded, 10−3Jkg−1) of the leading initial SV targeted on Tokage. Top row: modellevel 10 (about 200 hPa); middle row: model level 20 (about 500 hPa) and bottom row: model level 29(about 850 hPa) on 12 UTC 16 Otober 2004 (left) and 12 UTC 18 Otober 2004 (right). Horizontal wind(blak arrows, ms−1) and geopotential height of ontrol foreast at initialization time on the respetivelevel (m, gray ontours).



5.2. Struture of the singular vetors 109the potential energy for the leading initial SVs was loated at about 500 hPa and thekineti energy at about 700 hPa. In ontrast to the APE of the SVs, at lower levels alarge part of the kineti energy of the SVs is loated around the TC. Peng and Reynolds(2006) point out that the dominane of the kineti energy around the TC is typial andrepresents a signi�ant di�erene between extratropial and tropial ylone SVs. As forthe APE of the SVs, the kineti energy lies mainly in regions in whih the �ow is diretedtowards the storm but is more equally distributed in an annulus around the TC, espeiallyon 16 Otober at 500 hPa (Fig. 5.6 a). On 16 Otober the kineti energy is loated almostonly around the TC while on 18 Otober the behavior is more like that of midlatitudeSVs in that the energy an be found in regions of high baroliniity in the midlatitudes.
a) b)

) d)

Figure 5.6: As Fig. 5.5 for kineti energy (shaded, 10−3Jkg−1). Only 500 hPa (a, b) and 850 hPa (,d) are shown.



110 5.2. Struture of the singular vetors5.2.3 Temporal evolutionThe time evolution of the vertial struture of the leading SV an be examined by inves-tigating the �ve initialization times in 24 hour intervals from 14 Otober 12 UTC, i. e.108 hours before reurvature, to 18 Otober 12 UTC, i. e. 12 hours before ET. It is ofinterest to examine how the SV struture hanges from a tropial to a more extratropialone as the TC approahes reurvature. To investigate the tropial parts separately fromthe midlatitude parts initial SV1 has been divided into two latitude bands. The tropialparts of SV1 have been averaged between a latitudinal band between 0◦ - 20◦ N from14 to 16 Otober and between 5◦ - 25◦ N on 17 and 18 Otober (blak ontours). Themidlatitude parts of SV1 have been averaged between 20◦ - 40◦ N from 14 to 16 Otoberand between 25◦ - 45◦ N on 17 and 18 Otober.In the previous setion it was found that the highest amplitude of the leading singularvetor is at rather high levels at times well before reurvature (Fig. 5.3, left). Figs. 5.7 a,b and  illustrate that from 1200 UTC 14 Otober (Fig. 5.3 a) strutures in the viinityof the TC are loated to a large part above model level 20 and extend as far as modellevel 10. Their amplitudes and heights in the tropis around the TC grow between theinitialization times 14 to 16 Otober (Figs. 5.7 a - ). In the midlatitudes north of Tokageand upstream, i. e. polewards from 20◦ N, the SV1 strutures an be found around modellevel 20 (500 hPa) and below from 14 (Fig. 5.7 a) to 18 Otober (Fig. 5.7 e). On 17 and18 Otober the barolini upshear tilt of the extratropial parts is muh stronger thanat earlier times before reurvature and SV1 extends further downwards. On 18 Otober(Fig. 5.7 e) strutures an be seen at model level 35 whih is well inside the boundarylayer.The high levels of the parts around Tokage suggest sensitivity to small errors assoiatedwith the impinging of the out�ow on the jet. At latitudes around Tokage SV1 shows a tiltto the east with height, espeially on 16 Otober. Examination of the high level wind andthe meridional temperature distribution demonstrated that from 300 hPa on, an easterlyshear diretion predominates, onneted with a weak inrease in temperature from 0◦ to15◦ (not shown). Thus, SV1 is tilted against the vertial shear, suggesting growth in this



5.2. Struture of the singular vetors 111region as well. At the initialization time 1200 UTC 17 Otober the SV1 parts around theTC are less and derease in amplitude while more parts an be found in the midlatitudesespeially upstream (Fig. 5.7 d). On 1200 UTC 18 Otober almost no strutures at highlevels (level 15) are left and the largest part of SV1 is onentrated in the midlatitudesbetween level 20 and 25, i. e. about 500 to 700 hPa, (Fig. 5.7 e) resembling more to thebehavior of extratropial SVs as mentioned in the previous setion. At this time the SVstruture indiates sensitivity and error growth assoiated with the reurvature of Tokage.In this setion and the previous it has been demonstrated that the leading SV showsdi�erent features, for example an eastward tilting struture and high amplitudes at higherlevels, at the initialization time longer before reurvature when it is mainly in the tropis.Possible error growth is rather assoiated with instabilities through the TC and a possibleinteration with the midlatitudes. At the later initialization times the largest possible errorgrowth seem to be onneted to the barolini zone and to the reurvature of Tokage.5.2.4 Comparison with Eady-IndexThe simplest model for barolini instability is the Eady model (Eady, 1949). An f-plane isassumed. A onstant negative meridional temperature gradient is in thermal wind balanewith a linear inrease in wind speed with height. The system has �xed upper and lowerboundaries. The �Eady index� is based on the growth rate of the most unstable normalmode in the Eady model:
σE = 0.31

f

N

du

dz
(5.1)with the Coriolis parameter f , the Brunt-Väisälä frequeny N and the uniform vertialwind shear du

dz
in thermal wind balane with a N-S temperature gradient. It is used toillustrate regions of barolini instability in atmospheri �ow, i. e. where barolini growthan our (Hoskins and Valdes, 1990). For the alulation of the Eady index in pressureoordinates the mean temperature TM and pressure pM as well as the potential tempera-ture gradient and the vertial shear have been alulated between 200 and 850 hPa fromthe ECMWF analyses.



112 5.2. Struture of the singular vetors
a) b)

) d)

e) Figure 5.7: Longitude-height ross setionof temperature omponent (K) of the leadinginitial SV targeted on Tokage averaged for thesubtropis (blak) between 0◦ - 20◦ N (14 - 16Otober) and between 5◦ - 25◦ N (17, 18 Oto-ber) and between 20◦ - 40◦ N (14 - 16 Otober)and for the midlatitudes (green) between 25◦ -45◦ N (17, 18 Otober) for 14 (a), 15 (b), 16 (),17 (d) and 18 (e) Otober (reurvature: 19 O-tober 00 UTC). Tokage's longitudinal positionis marked by a red line.



5.2. Struture of the singular vetors 113It would be expeted that SVs are situated in regions of strong vertial wind shearwhih is neessary for PV unshielding as explained above. The Eady index yields anappropriate means to determine to whih extent the SVs reat on barolini instabilityand whih part an be attributed to instability mehanisms like inertial instability andbarotropi instability assoiated with the TC. In Fig. 5.8 the Eady index is shown from14 - 18 Otober together with the sum of total dry energy (Eq. 3.21) of the 5 SVs targetedon Tokage weighted with their respetive singular values integrated over 1000 - 200 hPa(∑5

i=1

∫

(total energy SVi)dp) and the geopotential height on 200 hPa.Loal maxima of barolini growth rate an be found in the jet a fat that is impliedby the highest vertial shear. It is obvious that from 14 to 16 Otober (Figs. 5.8 a,b, ) the total energy of SV1 - SV5 is mainly distributed around Tokage indiating thatunertainties in its environment through inertial or barotropi instability have muh morein�uene on Tokage's development than the barolini instability in the midlatitudes. Theparts in the midlatitudes are just upstream of the maxima of the Eady index as foundin the statistis of Buizza and Palmer (1995). Perturbations in this unstable region anin�uene the TC motion as they are designed to grow optimally in the region aroundTokage in the two following days. On 17 and 18 Otober (Figs. 5.8 d, e) the highestamplitudes of the SVs in the midlatitudes are onneted to the relatively high Eady indexindiating that the growing instabilities are driven by barolini energy onversion. On17 Otober a loal maxima of the SVs is still seen around Tokage while on 18 Otoberthe SVs are almost only on�ned to the midlatitudes. Rather distint maxima in the totalenergy an be seen downstream of Tokage as well. They are almost ompletely determinedby the low level temperature omponent (Fig. 5.3 f) and the logarithm of the mean sealevel pressure in Eq. (3.21) and an be explained through the in�uene of the subtropialhigh pressure system that in�uenes Tokage's motion.The struture of the total energy from SV1 - 5 on�rms the behavior explained in pre-vious setions that well before reurvature the SVs are rather assoiated with instabilities(inertial, barotropi) due to the properties of the tropial ylone. The parts in the mid-latitudes are assoiated with barolini instability indiated by the Eady index and with



114 5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbationsthe in�uene of the upstream trough on the TC motion, i. e. reurvature. As the timeof reurvature approahes the main part of the strutures is assoiated with baroliniinstability in the midlatitudes. As the strutures of the sum of the integrated total energyover SV1 - 5 is similar to just the temperature omponent of SV1, it is demonstrated thatthe temperature omponent of the leading SV shown in setions 5.2.1 and 5.2.3 yields alot of information about the regions of largest possible error growth in our ase and thatthe available potential energy plays a larger role for initial SVs than the kineti energy.
5.3 In�uene of targeted perturbationsIn this setion the impat of inluding the additional SVs targeted on Tokage in thealulation of the initial perturbations is examined. Ensemble runs with and without theadditional initial SVs are investigated using the measures of spread desribed in setion5.1. In the following the runs with the additional initial perturbations targeted on Tokagewill be referred to as �Pert� and the runs without the additional initial perturbationsas �Nopert�. The perturbation of parametrized tendenies during the model run throughstohasti physis was swithed o�.5.3.1 E�et on traksIn Fig. 5.9 the ensemble trak foreast for Tokage from FCST1 based on the entral meansea level pressure is shown for Pert (Fig. 5.9 a) and Nopert (Fig. 5.9 b). For omparisonthe analysis (blak line with irles), the deterministi foreast (blak line with triangles)and the best trak (blak line with rosses) is presented.The best trak is a subjetiv representation of a tropial ylone's loation and intensityover its lifetime evaluated by operational foreasters. Best trak positions and intensitiesare based on a post-storm assessment of all available data (NHC, 2006). Hene, the besttrak an be seen as the best estimate of the trak that an be obtained.A distint di�erene between the two runs an be seen around the reurvature time



5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbations 115
a) b)

) d)

e) Figure 5.8: Total dry energy integrated from850 - 200 hPa added for SV1 - 5, that havebeen weighted with their singular value (blakontours, interval: 0.3). Times as in Fig. 5.7.Geopotential at 200 hPa (blue ontours). Dis-tribution of Eady index (shaded). Tokage ismarked by a blak dot.



116 5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbations(60 h after initialization). In Pert (Fig. 5.9 a) the loations of the ensemble membersextend over more than 500 km and both the analysis, orresponding well to the best trakat this time, and the deterministi foreast lie lose to the edge of but fall within theensemble traks. In the ase of Nopert (Fig. 5.9 b) the deterministi foreast lies at theedge of the ensemble traks and the analysis even outside for 48 h and 60 h foreast leadtime. The spatial separation of the ensemble members has dereased to about 200 km. Asthe analysis lies outside of the ensemble members the smaller spread in Nopert aroundthe reurvature annot be attributed to higher preditability. Thus, the unertainty isunderrepresented here.Close to ET time (the line of analysis and best trak are dashed after ET-time) in Nopert(Fig. 5.9 b) the analysis and the best trak are in the viinity of the three southernmostensemble members and apart from the main group that follows the deterministi foreast.After ET they lie in the gap between the southerly and the main group of the ensemblemembers suh that no member overlaps with the analysis or with the best trak. In Pert(Fig. 5.9 a) several members overlap with analysis and best trak around ET-time and afew more members an be found south of analysis and best trak. No lear gap an beseen in Pert. Thus, the overage of the area around the analysis by the ensemble membersis better than in Nopert.As the distribution of the positions of Tokage foreast by the ensemble for one individualtime annot be reognized well in the trak plots beause several traks over eah otherthe positions are shown at the analyzed ET time only (bottom right orner of Figs. 5.9a, b). The analysis, the best trak and the deterministi foreast are only shown until ETtime. In Pert a larger number of possible ET positions are shown. In more members thestorm moves more slowly than in the analysis and thus is situated over southern Japanat ET time. More members than in Nopert are distributed around the analysis and besttrak. In Nopert a big part of the foreast positions of Tokage are onstrained arounda region north of the analysis and the best trak and hene a quite high probabilityis assigned to erroneous position foreasts. Even though in Pert a lot of the foreasts,espeially those showing the slow TC motion, are far away from the truth, the broad



5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbations 117a)

b)

Figure 5.9: Traks for Tokage based on loation of minimum sea level pressure for the runs with (a)and without (b) targeted perturbations on the TC. ECMWF analysis (blak line with irles), best trak(blak line with rosses), deterministi foreast (blak line with triangles) and ensemble foreast (olors)from FCST1 for 7 days. Analysis dashed after ET. Right lower orner: Positions of the ensemble membersat ET time (purple x), analysis, best trak and deterministi foreast only shown until ET time.



118 5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbationsdistribution of probable positions indiates that the foreast is unertain. The analyzedposition of Tokage is re�eted neither in Pert nor in Nopert but in Pert more membersshow the TC around the position that is assumed to be real, i. e. the position shown bythe best trak.It is seen that the SVs targeted on Tokage have an in�uene on the trak spread.Through their rather large sales they perturb the broad strutures and the environmentaround the TC that are resolved su�iently by the global model for it to have some skillin foreasting TC traks.
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Figure 5.10: Analysis (blak line with irles), best trak (red line), deterministi foreast (blakline with triangles) and ensemble foreast (olors) of the entral mean sea level pressure of Tokage fromFCST1 for the runs with (a) and without (b) targeted perturbations on the TC.The ensemble foreast of Pert and Nopert is further examined with regard to its apa-bility to represent the entral mean sea level pressure (Fig. 5.10). The resolution of theoperational model that has been used to alulate the deterministi foreast is twie ashigh as that of the ensemble. Therefore the ensemble is expeted to show muh weakerentral pressure values than the deterministi foreast for Tokage in the stage when it isstill a tropial ylone. Moreover, it is not surprising that the best trak entral pressurelies far from the analysis sine global models like the IFS do not have adequate resolutionto represent the inner ores of tropial ylones aurately. However, both analysis andbest trak show a steep inrease of entral mean sea level pressure from 20 Otober 00UTC to 20 Otober 12 UTC. Between these two times Tokage made landfall and weak-



5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbations 119ened onsiderably. From 20 Otober 12 UTC analysis and best trak lie lose together interms of entral mean sea level pressure. Shortly after initialization time the spread ofentral pressure in Nopert (Fig. 5.10 b) is muh smaller than in Pert (Fig. 5.10 a) wherea noteable spread an be seen already at short foreast times.Both in Pert and Nopert most of the ensemble members show a weakening around84 - 108 h and re-intensi�ation around 120 - 144 h foreast lead time but of di�erentmagnitude. During reurvature (48 h - 72 h) the spread is larger in Pert. In partiular,the weak pressures around 980 hPa are not shown in Nopert. For the trak foreast theanalysis lies outside of the ensemble members in Nopert shortly after reurvature at 84h while in Pert there are several members that are weaker than the analysis or overlapwith it. Some members show a weakening about 12 to 24 hours later than the analysisbut only two of them reah the high pressure values seen in the analysis and in thebest trak. However, the reason for the weakening of these members does not lie in thelandfall but in an unfavorable position, i. e. they lie too far south of the TC relative tothe midlatitude trough. Only one member of Pert (purple) shows the weakening afterlandfall orresponding to the analysis of Tokage with a delay of about 24 h. It reahesthe pressure value of the analysis after 132 hours foreast time and re-intensi�es stronglyafter a further 24 hours.Several of the members in Pert and Nopert that show deeper pressure values weakenslightly after landfall as well, but their entral pressures remain too deep and the systemssubsequently re-intensify strongly. Most of the members in Nopert show even lower pres-sures than the deterministi foreast. A lot of members show a weakening in Nopert withsubsequent re-intensi�ation but the weakest value is about 980 hPa while in the analysisTokage has weakened to about 990 hPa.These results an be related to the �ndings of Puri et al. (2001) who showed that theuse of SVs in the tropis leads to an overall weakening of the ylone in the sense that theensemble mean foreast has higher pressure than the ontrol ensemble foreast in theirtwo Pai� and Atlanti ases. Nevertheless, all but one of the Pert ensemble runs fail tore�et the weakening of Tokage after landfall su�iently.



120 5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbations5.3.2 E�et on the amount of spreadThe spread in the ensemble foreast from 16 Otober 2004 12 UTC in terms of theRMSD has been ompared to the average RMSE between the ensemble members and theanalysis in Pert and Nopert runs to get information about where the spread is representedorretly or where it is under- or even overestimated. In Fig. 5.11 the di�erene betweenthe RMSE and the RMSD at 200 hPa for the geopotential height is shown. The unertaintyis optimally represented in the ensemble if the RMSD is equal to the RMSE. The areasin that the di�erene between RMSE and RMSD is between -10 and 10 m (Fig. 5.11),are designated as areas in whih the spread is well represented. For better omparison thesizes of the areas of well represented spread in Nopert are visualized in the plot for Pertby blak lines (Fig. 5.11 a).It an be seen that between 19 Otober 00 UTC in some regions and 21 Otober 00 UTCin others the dark olored areas with negative values begin to grow markedly. Here theRMSE beomes higher than the spread. These time periods are approximately onsistentwith the results of Buizza et al. (2004) who found that the three major operationalensemble predition systems ECMWF, the National Centers for Environmental Predition(NCEP) and the Meteorologial Servie of Canada (MSC) exhibit a lak of spread afterabout 5 days foreast lead time. However, in Pert (Fig. 5.11 a) two plumes in whihthe spread is well represented an be found downstream of the ET of Tokage expandingfrom about 150◦ E to 180◦ and from 170◦ W to about 160◦ W at 21 Otober 00 UTCand strething downstream with foreast time. In ontrast, the plume loated diretlydownstream of the ET event in Nopert is narrower and the spread is well representedonly only from 21 Otober 12 UTC (Fig. 5.11 b).The �rst plume diretly downstream of Tokage is assoiated with the representationof the trough downstream of Tokage. If the analysis lies at the edge of the ensemblethe RMSE is higher than if it lies lose to the ensemble mean. Analogous, if the ontrolforeast lies at the edge of the ensemble the RMSD is higher than if it lies lose to theensemble mean. Hene, if the ontrol foreast lies lose to the mean and the analysis atthe edge, in other words, if the whole ensemble lies farther from the analysis, the spread is



5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbations 121underrepresented. This is the ase in Nopert in the trough downstream of Tokage at ETtime as found examining spaghetti plots (not shown). Here the ensemble members showdistint ridges and almost no trough. In Pert both the analysis and the ontrol foreastlie lose to the mean in the downstream trough at ET time. Here some members showdistint troughs and ridges. Therefore, the region downstream of ET at 21 September 00UTC (Fig. 5.11) in whih the spread is well represented is larger in Pert than in Nopert.a) b)

Figure 5.11: Hovmoeller plot of the di�erene RMSD � RMSE of the geopotential height (m) at 200hPa within the ensemble runs for Pert (a) and Nopert (b) averaged between 30◦ � 60◦ N. 10-day foreastfrom FCST1. TC positions are marked by blak dots. The isolines that de�ne the regions in whih thespread is well represented in Nopert (b) are marked by blak lines (-10: dashed, 10: solid) in (a).Both in Pert (Fig. 5.11 a) and in Nopert (Fig. 5.11 b) negative values an be seenaround the TC position from 21 Otober 00 UTC but in Pert the TC lies rather at theedge while in Nopert the TC is loated well within these negative values. The fat thatin Pert the spread represents the unertainty in the trough downstream of the ET eventorretly in a relatively large area ompared to Nopert an be seen as an improvement inthe ensemble foreast around ET time through the perturbations targeted on Tokage.Comparing the regions in of well represented spread of Nopert marked by blak lineswith those of Pert (Fig. 5.11 a) it is interesting that until 22 Otober 12 UTC the plumediretly downstream of Tokage is broader in Pert than in Nopert while the seond plumefurther downstream is almost equally broad in Nopert than in Pert. From about 23 Oto-ber 00 UTC the situation is reversed. In the seond plume further downstream the plumeof values lose to zero or positive values is larger in Pert than in Nopert while in the



122 5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbations�rst plume the regions of well represented spread are almost equally broad in Pert and inNopert. This suggests that the better representation of the spread through the targetedSVs propagates downstream with about 25 ◦ per day. This orresponds approximately tothe results of Szunyogh et al. (2002) who found a propagation of the signal due to targetedobservations with dropsonde data of 30 ◦ per day.Note that the improved representation of spread due to the targeted perturbationsan only be seen through the di�erene between Pert and Nopert. The two plumes of wellrepresented spread downstream of Tokage's ET whih are present in Nopert as well annotbe attributed to the better representation of spread due to the targeted perturbations.Information about the dispersion and downstream propagation of the hanges in spreaddue to the targeted perturbations an be obtained by omparing the RMSD of Pert withthe RMSD of Nopert. This di�erene an be referred to as signal of the additional targetedperturbations. Using the RMSD as measure of spread instead of, for example, the standarddeviation has the advantage that only the di�erenes in the perturbed ensemble membersare ompared as the same ontrol foreast is used in eah ase. If the STD would be usedthere would be an additional signal due to the di�erenes in the ensemble means.The results are presented at 200 hPa (Fig. 5.12, left) and 500 hPa (Fig. 5.12, right)together with the geopotential height of the ontrol foreast at these levels. Additionallythe Eady index is presented at 200 hPa to get information about the oinidene ofregions of high barolini instability with the growth of the signal. The analyzed positionof Tokage is shown by a blak hurriane symbol.Two days before Tokage underwent ET the typhoon an be seen at about 130◦ E and25◦ N (Fig. 5.12 a, b). At this foreast time a small-sale positive signal is loated aroundit and a larger one north of it in the midlatitudes at 200 hPa (Fig. 5.12 a) indiatinghigher spread in Pert. At 500 hPa (Fig. 5.12 b) a signal of higher positive values thanat 200 hPa an be found around Tokage. A notieable di�erene between the 200 hPaand 500 hPa level is that in the latter the signal is onstrained around the TC before ETtime (Fig. 5.12 b, d) while the larger part in sale and value in the former (Fig. 5.12 a,) an be found in the midlatitudes north and downstream of the TC from 2 days before
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Figure 5.12: RMSD di�erene of the geopotential height (m) at 200 hPa (a, , e, g) and 500 hPa (b,d, f, h) between the ensemble foreasts from FCST1 with and without targeted perturbations on Tokage(shaded). Foreasts for 48 hours prior to ET (a,b), for 24 hours (,d) prior to ET, for ET (e,f) and for 24hours after ET (g,h). ECMWF ontrol foreast of geopotential height (blak ontours). Eady index (blueontours, values ≥ 0.6, interval: 0.4).ET already. Moreover, the signal at 500 hPa does not seem to grow neither in amplitudenor in sale until ET time. In ontrast, strong growth of the signal at 200 hPa in themidlatitudes an be seen diretly upstream of a maximum of the Eady index.This may be understood onsidering that the major parts of the initial midlatitude SVswere loated at 500 hPa (setion 5.2). From there, the energy of extratropial SVs propa-gates upwards in the atmosphere when the initially upshear tilted SVs are untilted (Buizzaand Palmer, 1995; Badger and Hoskins, 2000; Reynolds et al., 2001) as explained in se-tion 5.2. Around the TC itself the initial SVs were higher up in the atmosphere. Badger



124 5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbationsand Hoskins (2000) showed in their investigation of barolini growth mehanisms thatperturbations in the upper troposphere do not have a strong e�et on perturbation growthfurther downwards. In ontrast, perturbations in the lower or midtroposphere strongly in-�uene perturbation growth further upwards. Therefore, in the midlatitudes strong growthof the spread in sale and amplitude is found for Pert in the upper troposphere and notso muh around the TC at 500 hPa and 200 hPa. Both the signals at 200 hPa and 500hPa propagate downstream in the midlatitudes. It is supposed that through the loseonnetion between the proesses in the inner ore of a TC and its out�ow disturbanesin the ore (Fig. 5.12 b, d) lead to disturbanes in the out�ow.The evolution from 2 days to 1 day before ET at 200 hPa (Fig. 5.12 a, ) follows thatdisussed in setion 2.3.3. It is hypothesized that the advetion of potential temperaturedue to the antiyloni irulation in the out�ow of Tokage has steepened the ridge andit is adveted downstream by the high upper level wind speeds. This leads to a shift ofthe antiyloni part relative to the yloni part of the irulation of the TC. The signalis adveted with the out�ow. Through the northerly winds at the east of the out�ow thedownstream trough deepens and �nally a ut-o� low is formed. The signal seems to havepropagated from the out�ow into that ut-o� low in whih the signal remains stationaryfrom ET time until at least 24 hours thereafter (Fig. 5.12 e, g). The southerly �ow bothat the west of the out�ow and the east of the yloni irulation assoiated with the oreof the TC at to steepen the ridge.From ET time on the signal in the ut-o� low grows markedly at 500 hPa as well (Fig.5.12 f, h). Suh a shift in time between the propagation of the signal at higher and lowerlevels has been found by Szunyogh et al. (2002) as well. The surfae signal of their targetedobservations followed the 300 hPa signal with 12 - 24 h delay.The small sale signal around the TC at 200 hPa (Fig. 5.12 e near 125◦ E and 35◦N) starts to grow strongly as soon as it interats with the barolini zone. This mightbe attributed to the growth of unertainties due to the unshielding of the typhoon's PVthrough the high vertial gradient of horizontal wind. At ET time the inrease in spread inPert ompared to Nopert at 200 hPa (Fig. 5.12 e) exeeds the values seen at 500 hPa (Fig.



5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbations 1255.12 f). Two smaller-sale positive signals an be seen in the upstream and downstreamtrough of the trough-ridge-trough pattern assoiated with the ET of Tokage and a larger-sale positive signal is loated at the rest of the ridge at 200 hPa. At 500 hPa all thesignals are of smaller sale with one small negative region. From 24 hours after ET thenegative values at 200 hPa and 500 hPa grow (Fig. 5.12 g, h).Examining the spaghetti plots (Fig. 5.13) of Pert (blue) and Nopert (red) provides theinformation that the negative signals an be explained in parts by a shift of the regionsof high variability in the ensemble members. At 24 hours after ET the negative signaldiretly east of Japan at 200 hPa (Fig. 5.12 g) is due to the further eastward position ofone of the loations of high variability in the Nopert (red) members (Fig. 5.13 a). Around150◦ � 160◦ E some Nopert members an be seen on the southern side of the membersfurther south east than the Pert members. West of Japan some blue members are loatedfurther to the west than all of the red members. Hene, the region of high variability inNopert is shifted to the east relative to that of Pert leading to the positive signal west ofJapan and the negative signal east of Japan (Fig. 5.12 g).This shift an be seen more learly in the region of larger negative and positive signalsbetween 160◦ E and 180◦ (Fig. 5.13 a). A lot of red members are situated north of 60◦N desribing higher amplitude ridges where only three of the blue members are found. Inontrast, there are several blue members around 50◦ N and further south forming deepertroughs. Here no red member is seen. Consequently, the high variability of Pert is shiftedsouth relative to the high variability in Nopert. Comparing the ensemble means of Pert(blak, solid line) and Nopert (blak, dashed line) on�rmes both the east-west shift tothe west of Japan and the north-south shift between 160◦ E and 180◦.At 500 hPa (Fig. 5.13 b) the shift lies rather in the transition from the upstream troughto the ridge that is assoiated with high variability in the ensemble members between 140◦and 165◦ E. The Pert members are loated further to the west. A lot of them are seenbetween 140◦ and 150◦ E. No Nopert member is seen in the area north of 45◦ N andwest of 148◦ E. This is where the small region of positive values is seen in Fig. 5.12 h.Again the trough-ridge pattern in the red members reahes 160◦ E earlier than the blue



126 5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbationsmembers. The ensemble means demonstrate the shift as well. It is obvious, however, thatthe positive signals over a larger area and the values are higher than the negative values.Hene, the shift is responsible for the higher spread in Pert only in relatively small parts.a) b)
Figure 5.13: Spaghetti plots of the 1150 gdam geopotential height at 200 hPa (a) and the 545 gdamgeopotential height at 500 hPa (b) of the ensemble foreasts from FCST1 for Pert (blue) and Nopert (red)targeted perturbations on Tokage (shaded) for 24 hours after ET (orresponding to the time of Figs. 5.12g, h). Ensemble mean of Pert (blak, solid) and Nopert (blak, dashed).Comparing the loations of the large regions of positive values in Fig. 5.12 from ET timeon with the regions of well represented spread in the di�erene of spread and RMSE (Fig.5.11) illustrates that the perturbations targeted on Tokage are responsible for the orretrepresentation of the spread in this region. Furthermore, the higher spread in the runswith Tokage perturbations and its downstream propagation illustrates that unertaintiesindued by an ET event an redue the preditability in the viinity of the event and fardownstream.It is obvious that the leading edge of the signal propagates with a speed of over 20◦per day to the east whih is a bit slower than the signal propagation of 30◦ day found bySzunyogh et al. (2002).It is a fundamental property of waves that they transport energy over long distanesompared to the displaement of the individual �uid partiles and hene an ause dis-turbanes far downstream of the region where the initial perturbations were introdued.The amplitude of the envelope of a wave paket determines where there is wave energy(Pedlosky, 1987). The farthest loation to where the signal an propagate is the leadingedge of the wave paket. In other words the signal an travel with the group veloity. The



5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbations 127leading edge of the wave paket is also the most likely loation of downstream ylogenesis(Szunyogh et al., 2002).The group veloity of the Rossby-wave-train exited by Tokage's ET and its oherenewith the propagation speed of the perturbations is illustrated with the aid of Hovmoeller-plots. The development of the same signal between the RMSD of Pert and the RMSD ofNopert as shown in Fig. 5.12 during 10 days is visualized at 200 hPa and 500 hPa averagedover 30 - 60◦ N (Fig. 5.14). In addition, the analyzed meridional wind omponent whihindiates the exitation and propagation of the Rossby-wave-train is presented.The ridge steepening from 20 Otober 00 UTC assoiated with the out�ow of Tokageat 200 hPa an be seen by the dipole in the meridional wind omponent at 125 � 170
◦ E in the Hovmoeller plot (Fig. 5.14 a). The positive values assoiated with southerlywinds an be seen slightly further east at 500 hPa (Fig. 5.14 b) indiating a developingsystem. The alternating positive and negative values of the meridional wind omponentillustrate a downstream propagating Rossby wave (marked by a blue dashed line). To theeast of Tokage's ET a preexisting wave an be seen but learly the wave emanating fromthe dipole did not exist before. This suggests that it was exited by Tokage's ET eventhough the downstream propagating of the wave starts only 3 days after the ET.a) b)

Figure 5.14: Hovmoeller plot of RMSD di�erene of the geopotential height between the ensembleruns with and without targeted perturbations on Tokage (shaded, m) and analyzed meridional windomponent (ontours, ms−1) at 200 hPa (a) and 500 hPa (b) averaged between 30◦ � 60◦ N. 10-dayforeast from FCST1. ET position is marked by a blak dot.



128 5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbationsThe regions of high unertainty loated upstream at about 125◦ E and downstreamof the ET of Tokage from about 150 � 160◦ E at 200 hPa (Fig. 5.14 a) are assoiatedwith the upstream trough and the ridge diretly downstream of the ET system (see Fig.5.12 e). The unertainty propagates downstream with inreasing foreast time. The weaksignal in the upstream trough an be seen from 00 UTC 21 until 00 UTC 22 Otober.Subsequently, the signal in the ridge grows, broadens and travels with the ridge to theeast. From about 23 Otober the signal remains stationary around the ut-o� low at about180◦ for two days and beomes narrower again. At 24 Otober 00 UTC, i. e. 2 days afterthe time shown in Fig. 5.11 g and h, it is assoiated with the trough downstream of theridge. At the end of the foreast interval a positive signal is loated in the downstreamtrough that has traveled to 120◦ W.The propagation of the signal with the Rossby-wave-train an be seen even more learlyat 500 hPa (Fig. 5.14 b). The unertainty is assoiated with the same features as at 200hPa, the trough-ridge-trough, however, is shifted to the east ompared with 200 hPa whihis a neessary ondition for growing barolini disturbanes. The signal is assoiated withthe interation of Tokage with the midlatitudes �rst, than it travels downstream intothe unertainty assoiated with the downstream ridge and �nally it an be found in thetrough downstream of the ridge analogous to 200 hPa. For this longer time interval of 10days this would again result in an average propagation speed of over 20◦ per day bothat 200 hPa and at 500 hPa as seen in Fig. 5.12. The phase veloity of the Rossby wavean be estimated to be about 10◦ per day. The signal between Pert and Nopert seem topropagate at the leading edge of the wave paket on�rming the results of Szunyogh et al.(2002). The negative signals downstream of the positive ones result mainly from a shiftof the ensemble mean of Pert to the west versus the ensemble mean of Nopert as seenearlier.The growth and downstream propagation of the perturbations that have been alulatedfor the optimization region around Tokage illustrates the possible impat of foreast errorsgrowing during ET. They an redue the preditability over an entire oean basin up tothe west oast of the next ontinent.



5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbations 1295.3.3 Response on ClusteringThe regions of higher spread in Pert ompared to Nopert have been investigated with theanalysis method desribed in setion 4.3 to get information about the synopti develop-ment and to see if the di�erenes between Pert and Nopert desribed above are manifestedin the lustering.The EOF patterns in Pert (Figs. 5.15 a, b) show the highest variability in the amplitudepattern while in Nopert (Figs. 5.15 , d) the highest perentage of the total variabilityis explained by the shift pattern (Table 5.1). The large minimum and maximum of thevariability at the front and the rear of the ridge in EOF1 of Nopert (Fig. 5.15 ) are shiftedupstream in Pert (Fig. 5.15 a) suh that they are loated at the rest of the ridge and inthe upstream trough with a small additional minimum in the downstream trough. Thatorresponds to the upstream shift of the unertainty in Pert versus Nopert that ausedthe negative values in Fig. 5.12. The variability patterns in EOF2 have smaller sales bothfor Pert and Nopert. If the signs of EOF2 of Nopert are exhanged, the enters of ationfor EOF2 in Pert are shifted upstream of those in Nopert also. The enter of ation at therest of the ridge in Nopert an be seen to the west of the ridge in Pert while the enterof ation in the downstream trough in Nopert seems to be shifted to the east of the ridgein Pert.Grouping the ensemble members aording to their ontribution to the �rst two EOFs,four lusters are obtained in Pert and only three in Nopert. Two of the Pert lusters areshown in Figs. 5.16 a, b and two of the Nopert lusters in Figs. 5.16 , d for 21 Otober12 UTC (12 hours after ET). The two lusters of Pert that ontribute positively to theamplitude pattern are very similar to two of the Nopert lusters that ontribute positivelyand neutrally to the amplitude pattern. However, in the Pert lusters the entral pressuresvary more. While in Nopert the minimum values are about the same, in Pert one of thelusters shows a 10 hPa higher (Figs. 5.16 a, ) and the other one a 5 hPa lower (Figs. 5.16b, d) entral mean sea level pressure than the respetive most similar Nopert luster. Inthe lusters that ontribute positively to the shift pattern (Figs. 5.16 a, ) the ET systemhas developed quikly and the entral mean sea level pressure is further to the east than



130 5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbations

Figure 5.15: Ensemblemean of potential temperature on the dynami tropopause (shaded, K) forPert (top) and Nopert (bottom) for the foreast from FCST1. EOF1 (a, ) and EOF2 (b, d) are shownin ontours at an interval of 3.0 K. The perentage of their ontribution to the total variability is markedin white in the top left orner.
in the lusters that ontribute neutrally (Fig. 5.16 b) or negatively (Fig. 5.16 d) to theshift pattern.All the lusters in Fig. 5.16 ontribute positively or neutrally to the amplitude patternleading to high ridges and deep downstream troughs that developed to ut-o� lows. Thelusters that ontribute neutrally (Fig. 5.16 b) or negatively (Fig. 5.16 d) to the shiftpattern form a sharp upstream trough that wraps up ylonially (Thornroft et al.,1993) leading to strong re-intensi�ations of the ET systems. In eah of the lusters inFig. 5.16 Tokage re-intensi�es strongly.In Fig. 5.17 lusters of Pert and Nopert that ontribute negatively to the amplitudepattern are shown. Fig. 5.17 a shows a rather zonal development in the midlatitudespolewards of the Ex-TC and no re-intensi�ation. The downstream trough is weaker andbroader and no ut-o� low is seen. In this luster the position of the TC is too far south
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Figure 5.16: 2 of 4 lusters for Tokage in Pert (a, b) and Nopert (, d) for the ensemble foreast fromFCST1 valid on 21 September 12 UTC, i. e. 12 hours after the investigation time.
of the midlatitude trough upstream, a position that is not favorable for re-intensi�ation.The luster in Fig. 5.17 b ontributes negatively to the shift pattern. This results in anET system that is rather in an earlier stage than the ensemble mean but will re-intensifystrongly. The midlatitude �ow pattern in the Nopert luster (Fig. 5.17 ) is of higheramplitude than that in the Pert luster that ontributes positively to the shift pattern(Fig. 5.17 a) but not as high as that in the Pert luster ontributing negatively to the shiftpattern (Fig. 5.17 b). The downstream trough is almost as weak as in the Pert lusterin Fig. 5.17 a. Furthermore the entral mean sea level pressure in the Nopert luster isabout 10 hPa deeper than in the weakest Pert luster (Fig. 5.17 a).Comparing the lusters in Figs. 5.16 and 5.17 to the analysis of Tokage (Fig. 4.2) theimpression is obtained that the analyzed struture of the midlatitude �ow is most similarto the luster in Fig. 5.16 a but the intensity of the entral mean sea level pressure is in



132 5.3. In�uene of targeted perturbationsbetween the lusters in Figs. 5.17 a and b. The important di�erene between the weakestPert luster (Fig. 5.17 a) and the analysis is that the weak entral pressure in the lusterdoes not result from the landfall as in the analysis but from the unfavorable relativepositions of the TC and the midlatitude trough. All the lusters without the additionaltargeted perturbations around Tokage represent the ET system stronger than the analysisin agreement with the results of setion 5.3.1.a) b)shift + amp - shift - amp -
) shift - amp - Figure 5.17: Third (a) and forth (b) lus-ter of Pert and third luster () of Nopert forTokage for the ensemble foreast from FCST1valid on 21 September 12 UTC, i. e. 12 hoursafter the investigation time.

The omparison of the experiments, in whih additional perturbations around Tokagewere not alulated, with the experiments with Tokage perturbations illustrates that thetargeted perturbations are essential in representing the spread diretly downstream or-retly. Even though the abrupt �lling of Tokage after landfall ould neither be apturedby the ensemble with nor by the ensemble without Tokage perturbations, the targetedperturbations yield a higher amount of possible ET senarios that aounts for the un-ertainty assoiated with the ET of Tokage. The ensemble foreast without the targetedperturbations would assign a too high probability to a wrong atmospheri development.The weakening of Tokage is enompassed in the runs even though it is due to the unfa-



5.4. In�uene of stohasti physis 133vorable position of Tokage relative to the upstream trough and not due to landfall. Thehigher spread due to the targeted SVs propagates downstream faster than the phase ofthe trough-ridge-trough pattern illustrating the in�uene of foreast errors due to an ETon the preditability in regions far downstream.The lustering method is apable of identifying a group of weaker members in the Pertruns that is essential in inluding the omparatively weak development of the analysis inthe ensemble.
5.4 In�uene of stohasti physisIn this setion the impat of the perturbations of the parameterized tendenies throughstohasti physis on the ensemble spread during the model run is investigated. In thefollowing the runs with and without stohasti physis are referred to as �Sto� and �Nosto�respetively. For the purpose of isolating the in�uene of the stohasti physis on the en-semble run, the optimization region around Tokage, on whih the additional perturbationsare targeted, is swithed o� as in �Nopert�.5.4.1 E�et on traksThe ensemble trak foreast, the analysis, the deterministi foreast and the best trakhave been investigated as in setion 5.3.1. It was found that the trak foreast in theNopert/Sto runs (Fig. 5.18) showed slightly higher spread around the reurvature thanNopert/Nosto suh that the analyzed trak was at the edge of the ensemble traks orslightly outside only at 60 h foreast lead time. In the Nopert/Nosto runs the analysislaid outside of the spread for the foreast lead times 48 h and 60 h (Fig. 5.9 b). Around ETtime both runs yield quite similar trak foreasts. Still a gap omparable to Nopert/Nostoan be seen after the analyzed ET. The analysis and the best trak are loated in thisgap from 12 hours after ET.At later foreast times (156 h - 168 h) the ensemble members are more widely distributed



134 5.4. In�uene of stohasti physisthan in Nopert/Nosto and also than in Pert/Nosto (Fig. 5.9). A lot of ensemble membersforeast a more north-south trak of Tokage from 144 hours foreast time resulting in aninteration with the midlatitude �ow west of the Kamhatka peninsula in ontrast to therather southwest-northeast traks in Pert/Nosto and Nopert/Nosto. In fat, the most ofthe traks are west of the deterministi foreast assigning a high probability to a north-south trak of Tokage. However, slightly more members an be seen south of the analysisas well and hene, through the stohasti physis, a higher probability is assigned to thetyphoon moving into this more southern region.Consequently, the range of probable traks foreast by the ensemble runs with thestohasti physis diverge further from eah other than the Nosto runs at the end of theforeast interval. Thus Nopert/Sto aounts su�iently for the high unertainty but moreweight is given to the erroneous development west of the deterministi foreast than inthe Nosto runs.Inspeting the foreast positions of Nopert/Sto for the analyzed ET time (bottom rightorner of Fig. 5.18) it is found that they are more widely distributed than in Nopert/Nosto,i. e. more positions are foreast further to the west, and two members foreast the positionvery lose to the analyzed position at ET time. However, less members than in Pert/Nostoforeast Tokage to the south of the analysis and the positions foreast by the very slowmembers that are loated above Kyushu in Pert/Nosto are not seen in Nopert/Sto. Hene,less emphasis is laid on the analyzed trak than in Pert/Nosto.Thus, the runs with stohasti physis yield a slightly better agreement with the anal-ysis and the best trak at reurvature. Furthermore, the stohasti physis is mainlyresponsible for enhaning the spread at later foreast times, i. e. it aounts for the un-ertainty after long times. However, the runs with the stohasti physis put too muhemphasis on the wrong traks and the unertainty both around the reurvature and theET is still underrepresented. Consequently, the stohasti physis alone annot aountfor the unertainties assoiated with the ET of Tokage.Comparing the spread in terms of entral mean sea level pressure for Sto and Nostothe rapid inrease of spread lose to initialization time in Nopert/Sto (Fig. 5.19) attrats
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Figure 5.18: Same as Fig. 5.10 b but for the runs with stohasti physis.attention. Around 48 to 84 h foreast lead time the spread in the entral mean sea levelpressure for Nopert/Sto is higher than for Pert/Nosto (Fig. 5.10 a). However, only two ofthe members in Nopert/Sto (Fig. 5.19, thin blak lines) show a weakening to the pressurevalues of the analyzed Tokage with a delay of about 12 hours. The weakening an beattributed to landfall for only one of them. The other one has a trak too far south of thestrong midlatitude tropopause potential temperature gradient in an unfavorable positionfor an interation. A third member (purple) shows a weakening of the system almost tothe entral pressure values of the analysis after 144 hours foreast time with a strong re-intensi�ation thereafter. This member weakens due to the landfall as well and developsin a quite similar manner to the analysis. While in the Pert/Nosto runs several membershave entral mean sea level pressure values between 980 and 990 hPa between 108 and120 hours, all but three members in Nopert/Sto stay below 980 hPa entral mean sealevel pressure until 156 hours foreast lead time.The inrease of the spread in the entral mean sea level pressure of the ensemble mem-bers for shorter foreast times and our results for the trak foreasts of Nopert/Sto agrees



136 5.4. In�uene of stohasti physiswith the onlusions of Puri et al. (2001) who found that stohasti physis leads to asmaller spread in the TC traks than targeted initial perturbations but to a muh largerspread in the entral pressures also at shorter foreast times. As stated for the targetedperturbations (setion 5.3.1) the explanation lies in the sales. The targeted singular ve-tors have larger sale strutures (ompare setion 5.2.1) and thus they in�uene the traks.The stohasti physis at on the smaller sale features like onvetion and thus have animpat on the entral pressure. Puri et al. (2001) attribute large variation in the en-tral pressures to the onvetive foring in the stohasti physis. They ran the EPS withand without the onvetive foring inluded in the stohasti physis and found that thespread in the entral pressures without the onvetive foring resembled the runs withoutstohasti physis. Therefore, most of the variation seems to be due to perturbations inthe temperature and moisture �eld.However, in the ase of Tokage after ET a shift of the entral mean sea level pressureto deeper values an be seen rather than a larger variability. The pressures in Nopert/Stoderease even stronger than in Nopert/Nosto (Fig. 5.10 b) suh that at 144 h foreastlead time all but the three weak members fall below 965 hPa. In Nopert/Nosto severalmembers an be seen that have entral mean sea level pressures between 980 and 965 hPa.Puri et al. (2001) found that while the targeted perturbations are responsible for apturingthe weakening of the TC the stohasti physis leads to an overall deepening in entralpressure. For the ases that Puri et al. (2001) investigated this led to an improvement ofthe representation of the analysis by the ensemble. In the ase of Tokage, however, thedeepening shown by a large part of the members leads to a derease of the skill of thisforeast. In the ensemble trak foreast for Nopert/Sto it was seen that a lot of traksare loated west of the deterministi foreast. The position of these members around ETtime seems to be loser to the tropopause potential temperature gradient and even morefavorable for an interation with the upstream trough and a deep re-intensi�ation thanthe position in the deterministi foreast.Clearly, distint unertainties must be assoiated with the boundary layer parametriza-tion and the smoothing of the orography. The low resolution of the EPS is not able



5.4. In�uene of stohasti physis 137to represent mountains like the Fujiyama (over 3700 m) and islands with a horizontalextension of about 400 km like Japan orretly.
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Figure 5.19: Same as Fig. 5.10 b but for the runs with stohasti physis.The stohasti physis yields a bene�ial impat on the ensemble runs only before theweakening after landfall and by yielding one more member that shows a weakening afterlandfall. Otherwise it leads to a further deviation of the most ensemble members from theanalysis than the runs without stohasti physis and without targeted perturbations. Itannot aount su�iently for the weakening of Tokage after landfall.5.4.2 E�et on the amount of spreadThe orret representation of the spread in Nopert/Sto with regard to the RMSE hasbeen investigated analog to Fig. 5.11. The results have been interpreted relative to Nop-ert/Nosto and Pert/Nosto (setion 5.3.2). The sizes of the areas of well represented spreadin Nopert/Nosto are visualized in the plot for Nopert/Sto by blak lines (Fig. 5.20).At ET time on 21 Otober 00 UTC the region of well represented spread downstreamof the TC is larger in Nopert/Sto (Fig. 5.20) than in Nopert/Nosto (Fig. 5.11 b). Thetwo plumes of nearly zero or positive values downstream of Tokage are wider than inNopert/Nosto indiating a better but also a slight overrepresentation of the spread throughstohasti physis. It is of interest to investigate the in�uene on the spread due to thestohasti physis alone (Fig. 5.20) ompared to that due to the targeted perturbations



138 5.4. In�uene of stohasti physis(Fig. 5.11 a). Diretly downstream of the ET from 150◦ E to 180◦ at 21 Otober 12 UTCthe region of well represented spread in Nopert/Sto is smaller than in Pert/Nosto andstays so in this plume until 22 Otober 12 UTC.In spaghetti plots of the 200 hPa geopotential (not shown) it is seen that most of theensemble members in Nopert/Sto tend to form high amplitude ridges and show highervalues of geopotential than the analysis. The analysis lies at the edge of the ensemblemembers leading to a higher RMSE. However, the plume downstream starting from 170◦W to 160◦ W on 21 Otober 00 UTC is broader than in Pert/Nosto. Here, in ontrast,more members form troughs and show lower values of geopotential than the analysis.Hene the analysis is rather in the ensemble mean leading to a smaller RMSE.From about 23 Otober 00 UTC the plume originating from diretly downstream of theET event in Nopert/Sto is broader than in Pert/Nosto. This on�rms the statement thatthe stohasti physis is important in representing the spread orretly for longer foreastintervals as found by Buizza et al. (2004). Further di�erenes between Pert/Nosto andNopert/Sto an be seen in regions remote from the ET. Before ET time, distintly broaderregions of well represented spread in Nopert/Sto an be seen ompared to Nopert/Nosto,espeially diretly east of 180◦ (Fig. 5.20). In ontrast, in Pert/Nosto the di�erenesbetween RMSD and RMSE were equal ompared to Nopert/Nosto before the ET time(Fig. 5.11 a).Consequently, while the targeted perturbations play the main role in representing thespread diretly downstream of the ET and in the plume further downstream at laterforeast times, it is obvious that the stohasti physis is responsible for a better repre-sentation of the spread everywhere and espeially at later foreast times. This is seen alsoby the weaker negative maxima ompared with Pert/Nosto.The in�uene of the stohasti physis on the spread and the downstream propagationof this in�uene is investigated by the aid of the di�erene between the RMSD in theruns with and without stohasti physis as in setion 5.3.2. On the one hand, this givesinformation about the impat that the parametrized tendenies an have on the errorgrowth when the remnants of a TC interat with the midlatitudes. If the parametrized
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Figure 5.20: Hovmoeller plot of the di�erene RMSD � RMSE of the geopotential height (m) at200 hPa within the ensemble runs for Nopert/Sto averaged between 30◦ � 60◦ N. 10-day foreast fromFCST1. TC positions are marked by blak dots. The isolines that de�ne the regions in whih the spreadis well represented in Nopert/Nosto (Fig. 5.11 b) are marked by blak lines (-10: dashed, 10: solid).proesses during an ET are important, the perturbations of the parametrized tendeniesby the stohasti physis are large (Eq. 3.33) and onsequently the spread is high. Onthe other hand, the role that stohasti physis plays in generating more spread an beompared with that of targeted perturbations.Until 20 Otober 00 UTC (Fig. 5.21 a) small loalized in�uenes of the stohastiphysis (also alled signal in the following) an be seen distributed over the whole westernNorth Pai� and partly over North Ameria at 200 hPa. At this level and foreast timeparametrized proesses assoiated with the upper part of the TC, for example the out�ow,seem to be no more important than those in the midlatitude �ow that are not loalizedlose to the ET system. Note that at the same time the targeted perturbations in�uenedthe midlatitude �ow downstream of Tokage distintly (Fig. 5.12 ). Hene, at that timethe generation of the spread in the 200 hPa geopotential height in the viinity of the ETevent is almost only assoiated with the targeted perturbations.At 500 hPa (Fig. 5.21 b) a lear signal an be seen at the loation of Tokage. The strongonvetion at lower levels within a TC is almost entirely parametrized in global foreastmodels beause of its small sales. Consequently, the higher spread at Tokage is probablygenerated through perturbing temperature and humidity with the stohasti physis. Thestohasti physis is important in generating spread in the 500 hPa geopotential height



140 5.4. In�uene of stohasti physisbut omparing Fig. 5.21 b to Fig. 5.12 d it is lear that the in�uene of the targetedperturbations at this time is larger.One day later, at ET time, three regions of high amplitude signal an be seen at 200hPa (Fig. 5.21 ). These have grown strongly in the last 24 hours and are fairly on�ned.One is loated upstream of Tokage (at about 130◦ E and 35◦ N) around the positionwhere most of the ensemble members show the trough that interats with the typhoon(as seen in spaghetti plots, not shown), i. e. further west than the analyzed position.The seond, that is the largest in sale and amplitude at ET time, is seen downstreamof Tokage assoiated with more variability in the representation of the ridge. The signalsup- and downstream of Tokage are still smaller in sale and amplitude than the signalbetween Pert and Nopert (Fig. 5.12 e) at ET time. The third region is farther downstreamat about 150◦ W and 55◦ N and almost stationary. It has grown strongly from 24 hoursbefore ET (Fig. 5.21 a) and is not onneted to the ET event. Beause this third regionat 200 hPa is hardly visible at 500 hPa it is supposed that the parametrized tendeniesassoiated with upper-level turbulene are responsible for the perturbation growth in thisregion. This signal is responsible for the better representation of the spread in the plumeat about 170◦ W to 160◦ W strething downstream from 21 Otober 00 UTC (Fig. 5.20).At 500 hPa (Fig. 5.21 d) the signal upstream of Tokage's analyzed position is still small-sale. Presumably, it is onneted to the onvetive ores of the TCs shown by some of theensemble members (ompare TC enters in bottom right orner of Fig. 5.18). Around 147◦E and 17◦ N a similar signal in the stohasti physis assoiated with Typhoon Nok-Ten(2004) an be identi�ed.One day after ET the signals at 200 hPa (Fig. 5.21 e) have grown further and a smallpart of the signal diretly downstream of Tokage has propagated into the ut-o� low thatis loated at about 175◦ E and 30◦ N. The in�uene of the stohasti physis has notgrown as strongly as the in�uene of the targeted perturbations yet. This agrees with theomparison of the RMSD with the RMSE (Fig. 5.20).A part of the signal assoiated with Tokage at 500 hPa (Fig. 5.21 f) has propagateddownstream one day after ET time. Three days after ET (not shown) the signal overs



5.4. In�uene of stohasti physis 141an area of 30◦ in longitudinal and 20◦ in latitudinal diretion at 200 hPa. Almost nonegative values an be seen in Fig. 5.21. Thus, in ontrast to Pert/Nosto, the plumeof Nopert/Nosto ensemble members, and hene the variability in Nopert/Nosto, is notshifted ompared to the variability in the members in Nopert/Sto.These results on�rm the statement found by investigating the di�erenes of RMSDand RMSE (Fig. 5.20) that for longer foreast times the stohasti physis is mainlyresponsible for the generation of spread.a) b)
) d)
e) f)

Figure 5.21: Same as Fig. 5.12 but for ensemble runs with and without stohasti physis. Foreastsfor 24 hours prior to ET (a, b), for ET time (, d) and for 24 hours after ET (e, f). The position of Tokageis marked by a blak hurriane symbol.A better physial understanding of this role an be gained by investigating the hangein spread of variables like temperature and wind beause, together with spei� humidity,these are the variables that are perturbed by the stohasti physis (Buizza et al., 1999).It is supposed that parametrized proesses in the mid-troposphere are represented to largeparts by gridsale temperature tendenies (Puri et al., 2001) and that parametrized pro-esses in the upper troposphere, e. g. turbulenes in the jet, are represented by gridsale



142 5.4. In�uene of stohasti physistendenies in the wind �eld as onvetion plays no role in the upper troposphere. There-fore, the 500 hPa RMSD di�erene in the temperatures and the 200 hPa RMSD di�erenein the horizontal windspeed between Sto and Nosto is shown for foreasts from FCST1(Fig. 5.22). Additionally, the ontrol foreast of the temperature is shown at 500 hPa(Fig. 5.22, right) and the ontrol foreast of the potential temperature on the dynamitropopause (Fig. 5.22, left).One day before ET a signal in form of a large ring an be seen overing the stronggradient in the potential temperature at the dynami tropopause that desribes the shapeof the ridge downstream of Tokage. Considering a satellite piture of Tokage taken on 20Otober 2004 0156 UTC (Fig. 5.23), i. e. about 2 hours after the time shown in Fig.5.22 a and b, it is obvious that the outer rim of the loud shield from Tokage's out�oworresponds well with the ring of enhaned spread. This suggests unertainty in the ridgebuilding assoiated with Tokage's out�ow.At ET time the annular signal of the out�ow at 200 hPa (Fig. 5.22 ) has grown inamplitude and radius . It extends further downstream into the upper level trough at about175◦ E. The signal still overs the region of the high gradient in the potential temperatureassoiated with the ridge. Signals an be seen in remote regions from the TC also, forexample in the deep tropis and in a ridge lose to the west oast of the United States,but these signals are smaller in amplitude, less spatially onstrained and not onnetedwith the ET of Tokage. In fat, the only signal that has a omparable amplitude with thesignal due to Tokage's ET is that at 200 hPa (Fig. 5.22 ) around 140 - 150◦ E. Its loationorresponds with that of Typhoon Nok-Ten and, therefore, is probably assoiated withthe out�ow of Nok-Ten.One day later two regions of large potential temperature gradient an be distinguishedat the dynami tropopause (Fig. 5.22 e) north of Tokage. One of them desribes the form ofthe ridge belonging to the trough-ridge-trough pattern assoiated with the ET, the otherone is assoiated with a wider weaker extension of that ridge. Maxima of the in�uene ofthe stohasti physis an be found around the rest of the ridge diretly downstream ofTokage and along the seond potential temperature gradient around 60◦ N and 130 - 160◦



5.4. In�uene of stohasti physis 143E. The enhaned spread assoiated with the wider weaker extension of the ridge resultsfrom more variability in the ensemble members in representing a yloni wrap-up of theridge (Thornroft et al., 1993) as will be desribed in setion 5.4.3 below.a) b)
) d)
e) f)

Figure 5.22: As Fig. 5.21 but RMSD di�erenes (shaded) for Sto and Nosto of the horizontal wind(ms−1) at 200 hPa (a, , e) superposed on the potential temperature on the dynami tropopause (K,ontours) and the temperature (K) at 500 hPa (b, d, f) superposed on the temperature of the ontrolforeast (K, ontours) as variable. Foreasts for the same times as in Fig. 5.21.In the temperature �eld at 500 hPa (Fig. 5.22 b) a small-sale signal is loated at theTC enter. This signal is slightly further upstream than the signal in the geopotential(Fig. 5.21 d). The same is observed at ET time (Fig. 5.22 d ) and 24 hours (Fig. 5.22 f)thereafter. The signal stays slightly west of the signal seen in the geopotenial and growsin sale.It seems very likely that the perturbations in the upper level wind �eld are assoiatedwith the interation of Tokage with the midlatitudes. The higher spread aused by thestohasti physis demonstrates the distint in�uene of the out�ow of Tokage on themidlatitude �ow. One ause for the growth of the signal in the wind �eld of the out�ow may



144 5.4. In�uene of stohasti physisbe dynamial impats of the perturbed temperature and moisture tendenies. Changes inthe representation of the onvetive ores of the TCs, when perturbed by the stohastiphysis in the mid-troposphere at previous times, have a diret impat on the variabilityin the region of the out�ow. Alternatively, the ring of higher spread may be aused byunertainty due to turbulene generated by the out�ow when impinging on the midlatitudejet.The position of the signal in the temperature further eastwards than in the geopotentialan be attributed to the typial eastward tilt of the axes of same temperature throughoutthe troposphere of a developing barolini system whereas the troughs and ridges aretilted westwards (Holton, 1992).The regions in whih the stohasti physis strongly enhanes the variability in theensemble are those where the interation of Tokage with the midlatitudes takes plae. Itwas seen that the higher spread in this region is important for the representation of theunertainties assoiated with Tokage's ET (Fig. 5.20).

Figure 5.23: Satellite piture (NOAA-17) of Tokage over Japan at 20 Oto-ber 2004 0156 UTC (National environmental satellite, data, and information Servie,http://www.nd.noaa.gov/oa/limate/researh/2004/ot/hazards.html).In Hovmoeller plots it is seen that at both levels the di�erene between the RMSDof Nopert/Sto and the RMSD of Nopert/Nosto (the signal) starts to grow later andmore slowly ompared to in the omparison of Pert and Nopert (Fig. 5.14). The signalsseem to propagate with the group veloity of the Rossby-wave-train as well. Clearly, the



5.4. In�uene of stohasti physis 145a) b)

Figure 5.24: Hovmoeller plot of RMSD di�erene of the geopotential height between the ensembleruns with and without stohasti physis without targeted perturbations on Tokage (shaded, m) andanalyzed meridional wind omponent (ontours, ms−1) at 200 hPa (a) and 500 hPa (b) averaged between30◦ � 60◦ N. 10-day foreast from FCST1. ET position is marked by a blak dot.
easternmost signal is situated too far downstream to be assoiated with the wave paketoriginating from Tokage's ET. However, at later foreast times, when all three signalshave grown distintly, parts of the signal due to the ET of Tokage have traveled into thedownstream trough at about 120◦ W and merged with the downstream signal.The notable growth of the signal due to the stohasti physis in the sphere of in�ueneof the ET is remarkable beause the perturbation by the stohasti physis is appliedto the parametrized tendenies all over the globe. It demonstrates the important role ofthe parametrized tendenies during an ET. Unertainties due to parametrized tendeniesseem to have an in�uene on the redution of the downstream preditability. However,note that new random numbers are added to the parametrized tendenies every 6 hours(setion 3.2.2). Hene, a large signal an disappear quikly with inreasing foreast timewhile somewhere else a signal grows. Hene, the downstream in�uene of unertainties inthe parameterization is not as lear as that of targeted perturbations. The unertaintiesenhaned by the ET yet ontinue growing beyond a foreast time of 10 days.



146 5.4. In�uene of stohasti physis5.4.3 Response on ClusteringThe EOF and luster analysis is performed for the Nopert/Sto runs. The EOF patterns(not shown) are very similar to those of Nopert/Nosto (Fig. 5.15 , d) and their perent-age of ontribution to the total variability is also similar (Table 5.1). This orrespondswith there being no shift of the loations of high variability between Nopert/Sto andNopert/Nosto in ontrast to Pert/Nosto and Nopert/Nosto (setion 5.4.2).Three lusters were obtained in Nopert/Sto, as in Nopert/Nosto. Two of them are verysimilar to two of the lusters in Nopert/Nosto. The lusters that ontribute positivelyto the shift pattern in Nopert/Sto (Fig. 5.25 ) and Nopert/Nosto (Fig. 5.16 ) developquikly and show the entral pressure of the TC further east than all of the other Nopertlusters. Small di�erenes an be seen only in the depth of their entral pressures.The lusters that ontribute positively to the amplitude pattern of Nopert/Sto (Fig.5.25 a) and Nopert/Nosto (Fig. 5.16 d) both show high amplitude ridges, the TCs arelose to the upstream troughs whih wrap up ylonially at the dynamial tropopause.All of the lusters both in Nopert/Sto and Nopert/Nosto that ontribute positively toone of the variability patterns show a deep re-intensi�ation of the ET system and theirdownstream troughs form ut-o� lows.Di�erenes an be seen in the lusters of Nopert/Sto (Fig. 5.25 b) and Nopert/Nosto(Fig. 5.17 ) that ontribute negatively to both of the variability patterns. The Nopert/Stoluster has a more distint trough-ridge-trough pattern at the dynamial tropopause thanthe weakest Nopert/Nosto luster. The rear of the ridge is steeper, possibly due to astronger out�ow of the TC whose entral mean sea level pressure is about 5 hPa deeperthan for the luster in Nopert. The downstream trough is deeper also and oriented north-southwards in Figs. 5.25 a, b. The orientation of that downstream trough in the Nop-ert/Nosto luster in Fig. 5.17  was the same but the trough itself was muh weaker.The luster in Fig. 5.25 b shows the weakest ET and re-intensi�ation for Nopert/Sto.However, the weakest Nopert/Sto luster shows deeper entral pressures than the weakestNopert/Nosto luster (Fig. 5.17 ) whih in turn shows deeper entral pressures than the



5.5. High resolution experiments 147a) b)shift o amp + shift - amp -

) shift + amp - Figure 5.25: 3 luster for Tokage withstohasti physis and without targeted pertur-bations for the ensemble foreast from FCST1valid on 21 September 12 UTC, i. e. 12 hoursafter the investigation time.
weakest Pert/Nosto lusters (Fig. 5.17 a).As stated above, the stohasti physis rather seems to deepen the entral mean sealevel pressures in the ensemble members leading to systems that are even stronger thanin Nopert/Nosto. For systems with a very strong re-intensi�ation the stohasti physismight draw the ensemble members loser towards the analysis. In the ase of Tokage,however, the entral pressure of ensemble members in the runs with the stohasti physisare further from the analysis.
5.5 High resolution experimentsOn 1 February 2006 a new on�guration was implemented at the ECMWF in the ourseof whih the operational deterministi foreast in the IFS was upgraded from a resolutionof T511L60, i. e. trunation after wave number 511 (grid spaing ∼ 40 km) and 60 vertiallevels, to T799L91 (grid spaing ∼ 25 km). The upgrading of the EPS was from T255L40



148 5.5. High resolution experiments(grid spaing ∼ 80 km) to T399 (grid spaing ∼ 50 km) (Unth et al., 2006). To initializean ensemble foreast with the new EPS the initial perturbations are generated using SVswith higher vertial resolution. They are alulated with T42L62, i. e. with 62 levelsin the vertial, instead of T42L40. In the new operational model yle (30r1) severalother important hanges were implemented with regard to the assimilation of the gridpoint humidity and ozone, the oe�ient for the ozone alulation, and the wave heightinformation.This high resolution on�guration of the EPS was tested performing the same experi-ments without stohasti physis as in setion 5.3 but with the latest model yle (31r1).One question of interest is whether the improved representation of orography (over 3700m) and of the horizontal extension of Japan leeds to a better foreast of the weakening ofTokage after its landfall as seen in the analysis.As the results in setion 5.3 were alulated with an earlier model yle it would notbe aurate to use them for a omparison between the low and high resolution. Thus, theforeasts for the Pert/Nosto and Nopert/Nosto experiments had to be rerun with initialperturbations alulated with T42L62 SVs and with the new model yle. Consequently,the di�erene between these high and low resolution runs using the same model yle(31r1) onsists only of di�erenes in the horizontal resolution. In the following the newon�guration with high horizontal resolution is referred to as �Highres� on�gurationand the new on�guration with the low horizontal resolution is referred to as �Lowres�on�guration. In the interest of larity the earlier model yle, with whih the experimentsin setions 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 have been alulated and whih has the ECMWF identi�er29r2, is referred to as L40_29r2. This is the on�guration with both low horizontal andvertial resolution.
5.5.1 E�et on traksThe representation of the reurvature in the high horizontal resolution ensemble trakforeast, i. e. Pert/Nosto/Highres, for Tokage from FCST1 (Fig. 5.26 a) is ompared with



5.5. High resolution experiments 149the low horizontal resolution trak foreast, i. e. Pert/Nosto/Lowres (Fig. 5.26 b).Around the reurvature time many more members lie to the east of the analysis, besttrak and the deterministi foreast in Lowres (Fig. 5.26 b). The plume of ensembletraks is shifted slightly to the west in Highres (Fig. 5.26 a) suh that the analysis liesloser to the enter. Shortly after reurvature the members in Highres are loser together.Only one trak lies further east and one further west from the majority at 72 and 84hours foreast time. The fat that analysis, deterministi foreast and best trak lie losetogether about 1 day after the reurvature, i. e. 1 day prior to ET, indiates rather highpreditability at this time. Consequently, it is supposed that the spread in the Lowresruns is a bit too high shortly after reurvature. Shortly before ET time the spread in thetrak foreasts in Highres is slightly larger than in Lowres. The best trak at ET timelies at the edge of the ensemble members with only one member south of it in Lowreswhile in Highres several members are south and east of the best trak at ET time. Inthis area the analysis, the best trak and the deterministi foreast deviate from eahother indiating lower preditability. After ET time neither the analyzed trak nor thebest trak are represented by the ensemble.This omparison suggests that the model runs with the high resolution have a morerealisti spread in the TC trak foreast as they aount for a high preditability with asmaller spread and for a low preditability with a larger spread than Lowres. The positionsof the ensemble members loser to the analyzed ET position and, hene, further east atET time seems to be due to the new model yle beause they are seen in Lowres as well.In the L62 runs for Pert/Nosto/Lowres a bifuration in the entral pressure values ofthe ensemble members seems to exist (Fig. 5.27 b). One small group of members followsthe �lling of Tokage and re-intensi�es only weakly or not at all, the members in the othergroup do not �ll but re-intensify deeply. The highest values of mean sea level pressure inthe weak group are slightly lower and the minimum values in the strong re-intensifyinggroup are about 10 hPa deeper than in the Pert run with 40 vertial levels (Fig. 5.10 a).The weakening of the small group seems to be due to the landfall of the TC. However,their entral pressure values remain too deep. Comparing the L40_29r2 (Fig. 5.10 a)



150 5.5. High resolution experiments
a)

b)

Figure 5.26: Same as Fig. 5.9 a but alulated with the new model yle (31r1) for a)Pert/Nosto/Highres and b) Pert/Nosto/Lowres.



5.5. High resolution experiments 151and L62 (Fig. 5.27 b) runs with low horizontal resolution for Pert from 144 to 168 hoursforeast time gives the information that the runs alulated with the new model yleyield muh more spread for longer foreast times.The splitting of the ensemble members in a group that shows a �lling due to landfallombined with a weak or no re-intensi�ation after ET and another group that shows adeep re-intensi�ation an be seen in Highres as well (Fig. 5.27 a). Two of the membersamong the weak group even reah the high mean sea level pressure values shown bythe analysis with 12 and 24 hours delay respetively and slightly more members than inLowres (Fig. 5.27 b) do not re-intensify at all. One of the members that re-intensify deeplyreahes a value of 926 hPa at 144 hours foreast time. The spread in the mean sea levelpressure in Highres is larger from ET time on.The high resolution is apable of representing the weakening seen in the analysis with adelay. Furthermore, the Highres runs yield an improvement of the ensemble foreast in thatmore members do not re-intensify or do only re-intensify weakly and hene desribe thebehavior of the analysis even though they show mostly deeper pressure values. Finally,the higher resolution leads to higher spread for long foreast intervals improving therepeatedly mentioned lak of spread after about 5 days foreast time. However, even inthe runs with higher horizontal and vertial resolution the abrupt �lling of Tokage is notforeast by the ensemble.
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Figure 5.27: Same as Fig. 5.10 a but alulated with the new model yle (31r1) for a)Pert/Nosto/Highres and b) Pert/Nosto/Lowres.



152 5.5. High resolution experiments5.5.2 E�et on the amount of spreadThe representation of the spread has been ompared for Pert/Highres, Nopert/Highres,Pert/Lowres and Nopert/Lowres (Fig. 5.28). In this ase the blak lines in Pert/Highres(Fig. 5.28 a) represent the areas of well represented spread in Pert/Lowres (Fig. 5.28 )and those in Nopert/Highres (Fig. 5.28 b) represent the areas of well represented spreadin Nopert/Lowres (Fig. 5.28 d).In the Pert and Nopert Lowres results with the L62 resolution (Fig. 5.28 , d) the regionof nearly zero values RMSD � RMSE downstream of the ET is broader than in the runwith the L40_29r2 resolution and the earlier model yle (Fig. 5.11 a, b). The two plumeshave merged. The region in whih the spread is represented orretly expands from 150◦E to about 150◦ W without interruption and broadens with foreast time.Investigation of spaghetti plots of the 200 hPa geopotential height (not shown) yieldsthe information that the spread in the trough downstream of Tokage is muh higher thanin the run with low vertial resolution. More members that have high amplitude ridgesand downstream troughs an be seen. In the region where the �ow beomes more zonalagain � downstream of the downstream trough � more members are lose to the analysisgiving a lower RMSE.The areas in whih the spread is overrepresented, however, have inreased as well. Asin the L40_29r2 runs there are some di�erenes between Pert and Nopert Lowres in thebroadness of the two plumes downstream of the ET. In Pert/Lowres broader regions of wellrepresented spread an be seen than in Nopert/Lowres and the regions where the spreadis underrepresented strongly, for example on 23 Otober 00 UTC at about 170◦ E and on24 Otober 00 UTC at about 140◦ W, show weaker values in Pert/Lowres. However, thespread is overrepresented in larger regions in Pert/Lowres than in Nopert/Lowres. Thiswas not seen in the runs with the older model yle (setion 5.3).In Pert/Highres (Fig. 5.28 a) the positive values on 22 Otober 00 UTC in the regionof the trough downstream of the ET (at about 170◦ W) are smaller than in Pert/Lowres(Fig. 5.28 ) and in Nopert/Highres the values are nearly zero (Fig. 5.28 b) indiating a



5.5. High resolution experiments 153a) Pert/Highres b) Nopert/Highres

) Pert/Lowres d) Nopert/Lowres

Figure 5.28: As Fig. 5.11 but alulated with the new model yle (31r1) for (a, b) Highres and (,d) Lowres. Left: runs with targeted SVs, right: runs without targeted SVs on Tokage. The isolines thatmark the regions of well represented spread in () are marked by blak lines (-10: dashed, 10: solid) in(a), those that mark the regions of well represented spread in (d) are marked in (b).
more realisti spread assoiated with the ET event. This on�rms the results from theinvestigation of the traks (setion 5.5.1). Investigating the spaghetti plots (not shown) abetter grouping of the members in this region an be notied. The main group lies aroundthe analysis that shows only a weak trough and a smaller one desribes a deep trough ora ut-o� low. Also before ET the spread is represented better by both Pert and NopertHighres in many areas. However, from ET time until 2 days after ET the spread in theplume further downstream of the ET event starting from about 180◦ is overrepresentedby the high resolution runs.It an be onluded that the high resolution yields a better representation of the uner-



154 5.5. High resolution experimentstainties around the ET propagating downstream. The Highres ensemble foreast redues,with few exeptions, the overrepresentation of the unertainties in the ridge-trough sys-tem diretly downstream of the ET event. However, further downstream the spread is stilloverrepresented.
5.5.3 Response on ClusteringThe in�uene of the high horizontal resolution on the synopti development is investigatedwith the analysis method desribed in setion 4.3.Four lusters were found for Pert and 3 for Nopert with both Highres and Lowres. Anoverview over the di�erenes between the runs with the old and the new yle is givenby presenting the relative loation of the trough-ridge-trough pattern at the tropopauseversus the position of the TC in terms of mean sea level pressure in the di�erent lusters(Fig. 5.29). The luster means of the 350 K isentrope (solid) and the 995 hPa isobar(dashed) are shown in the same olor within eah luster for the L40_29r2 runs (Fig.5.29, left) and the L62_Lowres runs (Fig. 5.29, right), for Pert (Fig. 5.29, top) and Nopert(Fig. 5.29, bottom). Furthermore, the same olor has been hosen for lusters with thesame ontributions to the variability patterns as given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.For the L62_Lowres runs the shift pattern desribes muh more of the total variabilitythan the amplitude pattern for Pert and Nopert (Table 5.2) in ontrast to the L40_29r2runs where the amplitude pattern desribes the highest perentage of variability in Pert(Table 5.1). This di�erene beomes manifest in more variability in the representations ofthe speed of the ET development and the inlination of the trough-ridge-trough patternfor Pert/Nosto in the L62_Lowres runs (Fig. 5.29 b). Three of the four ridges showtheir rests at about the same latitudinal position varying only in their inlination to theeast or to the west. Smaller distanes of the 995 hPa isobars to the upstream troughs areassoiated with higher amplitudes of the ridges in the lusters. In fat the relative loationof the TCs to the upstream troughs in the lusters (Fig. 5.29 b) look like a time series ofan ET event beginning with red, ontinuing over green and blue and ending with blak.



5.5. High resolution experiments 155a) Pert/T255L40_29r2 b) Pert/T255L62
) Nopert/T255L40_29r2 d) Nopert/T255L62

Figure 5.29: Spaghetti plots of the luster means of the 350 K isentrope and the 995 hPa mean sea levelpressure isobar. Ensemble foreast for Tokage with the old model yle, i. e. T255L40_29r2 resolution, a)with and ) without perturbations and with the new model yle, i. e. T255L62 resolution, b) with andd) without perturbations from FCST1 valid on 21 Otober 12 UTC, i. e. 12 hours after the investigationtime. Same olors indiate same ontribution to the variability patterns (ompare Table 5.2).The L40_29r2 runs for Pert show more variability in the amplitude of the trough-ridge-trough pattern (Fig. 5.29 a) leading to di�erent intensities of the TCs during ET and todi�erent strengths of re-intensi�ation (see setion 5.3 and Table 5.2). For Pert the blakluster in L62_Lowres (Fig. 5.29 b) whih has the same signs of ontributions to thevariability patterns as the blak luster in L40_29r2 (Fig. 5.29 a), shows the quikestET development. In L40_29r2 the blak luster shows a deay, however. The di�erentdevelopments of the blak luster in Pert for L62_Lowres and L40_29r2 is aused by thedi�erent strong ontribution to the variability patterns. In L40_29r2 the blak lusterontributes with 18.4 % to the amplitude and only with 11.2 % to the shift pattern.Therefore, the negative ontribution to the amplitude pattern has a strong e�et in thisluster and the TC deays. In 62_Lowres, however, the blak luster ontributes with 22.4
% to the shift and only with 9.4 % to the amplitude pattern. Consequently, the positive



156 5.5. High resolution experimentsontribution to the shift pattern has a strong e�et and the ET system moves quikly tothe east. Furthermore, in Fig. 5.29 b it is seen that all of the lusters, and, onsequently,also the ensemble mean, have quite high amplitude ridges. Note that in deduing the ETdevelopment in one luster from the EOFs it is important to keep in mind the perentageontribution to the shift and amplitude pattern.As desribed in setion 5.3 the weakest (blak) luster annot be found in Nopert/Nostofor L40_29r2 (Fig. 5.29 ). The development of the ET event in Nopert for L62_Lowresresembles a time series as well but the luster that ontributes negatively to both vari-ability patterns (red in Fig. 5.29 d) is a ombination of the two lusters that ontributenegatively to the shift pattern in Pert (red and green in Fig. 5.29 b). As in Pert forL62_Lowres the blak luster shows the quikest ET development and is not present inNopert for the L40_29r2 runs.The di�erenes in the old and the new model yle with respet to the luster formationare suh that with the old model yle the ensemble foreast tends to form more lustersthat are weaker while with the new model yle the foreast puts more emphasis on thelusters that show the ET system moving eastwards more quikly. In eah of the runs,the luster that shows the quikest development represents the position of Tokage besteven though its entral pressure is too strong and the amplitude of the ridge is too high.Note that the di�erenes in the runs with the T255L40_29r2 and the T255L62 resolutionannot be attributed to the di�erenes in vertial resolution alone as the old and the newmodel yle di�er in more than the resolution.In the L62_Highres runs the lusters look quite similar to the lusters in L62_Lowresboth for Pert and Nopert. Di�erenes an be seen mainly in the entral pressures shortlyafter their landfall, partly in their re-intensi�ation and in the number of members thatontribute to the di�erent lusters (Table 5.2).As the fous of the investigation of the high resolution ensemble foreast is on the land-fall, the 4 Pert/Nosto/Highres lusters and 2 of the Pert/Nosto/Lowres lusters are shownin Figs. 5.30 and 5.31 for times orresponding to the earliest available time after theirlandfalls. These times are di�erent for the di�erent lusters aording to the respetive



5.5. High resolution experiments 157speed of their ET development. Additionally, the time of the analyzed landfall of Tokage,i. e. 20 Otober 12 UTC is shown (Fig. 5.31 ). Firstly, the lusters that show a quikdevelopment of the ET, i. e. that have a positive ontribution to the shift pattern (blakand blue in Fig. 5.29 b, d) are ompared for Pert/Lowres and Pert/Highres.The �rst time after landfall is 20 Otober 12 UTC (Fig. 5.30), as in the analysis. TheTCs in Highres (Fig. 5.30, left) weaken slightly more in terms of their entral pressurevalues than in Lowres (Fig. 5.30, right). However, omparing them with the analysis (Fig.5.31 ) it is obvious that the TCs are still muh too strong. Furthermore, 12 hours lateronly the luster that ontributes negatively to the amplitude pattern (Fig. 5.30 ) re-intensi�es moderately and all the others in Fig. 5.30 show a strong re-intensi�ation afterET while the system in the analysis does not re-intensify (Fig. 4.2 ).a) b)shift + amp + shift + amp +
) d)shift + amp - shift + amp -

Figure 5.30: 2 of 4 lusters for Tokage that ontribute positively to the shift pattern for Pert/Highres(a, ) and for Pert/Lowres (b, d) for the ensemble foreast from FCST1 valid on 20 Otober 12 UTC, i.e. 12 hours before the analyzed ET time.For the lusters that ontribute negatively to the shift pattern only the Pert/Highres



158 5.5. High resolution experimentslusters are shown (Fig. 5.31) as the Pert/Lowres lusters that ontribute negatively tothat pattern are very similar to them. One of them (Fig. 5.31 b) made landfall at theET time in the analysis, in the other one (Fig. 5.31 a) the landfall was just a bit earlier.The mean sea level pressure in the luster with the positive ontribution to the amplitudepattern (Fig. 5.31 a) is too deep and the TC has moved too far to the north. It is loseto the upstream trough and re-intensi�es strongly 12 hours later. In the luster with thenegative ontribution to the amplitude pattern (Fig. 5.31 b) the weakening of the TC dueto landfall and its loation is represented best but remember that the time shown is 12hours after the analyzed time of Tokage's landfall. After the time shown in Fig. 5.31 b)the TC approahes the upstream trough and re-intensi�es moderately while the analyzedTokage moves to the west, stays away from the upstream trough and weakens (Fig. 4.2).The Nopert runs for Highres (not shown) look rather similar to the Nopert/Lowersruns in terms of the shape of the tropopause and the loation of the 955 hPa isobarassoiated with Tokage (Fig. 5.29 d). In ontrast to the weaker entral pressures in thePert/Highres ompared with the Pert/Lowers runs, the entral pressures in the lustersalulated with Nopert/Highres are slightly deeper than those in the lusters alulatedwith Nopert/Lowres. Consequently, the additional targeted perturbations make a biggerdi�erene in the Highres than in the Lowres runs.It an be onluded that in the high resolution runs the weakening of Tokage afterlandfall is slightly better represented beause in two of the Highres lusters the entralpressure diretly after landfall is weaker than in Lowres. In Highres the range of possibledevelopments is larger. Although in one of the lusters the TC weakens almost to the valuesof the analyzed entral pressure with 12 hours delay, the analysis is not well representedas all of the lusters show a re-intensi�ation. The non or weakly re-intensifying membersseen in setion 5.5.1 have been grouped in di�erent lusters beause their time of re-intensi�ation is di�erent.
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a) b)shift - amp + shift - amp -
)

Figure 5.31: 2 of 4 lusters for Tokage that ontribute negatively to the shift pattern for Pert/Highres(a, b) for the ensemble foreast from FCST1 valid on 21 September 12 UTC, i. e. at the analyzed ETtime. ) analysis at 20 Otober 12 UTC, i. e. time of Tokage's landfall.
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6 Conlusions
The variability in the ECMWF EPS system during the ET of �ve TCs has been investi-gated. The TCs overed a wide range of intensity on the Sa�r-Simpson sale. Examplesof strong and weak events in both the North Atlanti and the western North Pai� wereinvestigated.All �ve ases exhibited a harateristi trough-ridge-trough pattern in the midlatitudeson the dynami tropopause, onsisting of the trough that interats with the respetiveTC, a ridge diretly downstream and a seond trough downstream of the ridge. It beameevident that the ET events were assoiated with high unertainty in the EPS.The standard deviation, one of the onventional measures of spread, was used to quan-tify the unertainty on 200 and 500 hPa. The regions of highest standard deviation in themajor TC ases ould be found from 18 to 60 h after ET in a trough upstream of theET, diretly assoiated with the ET and in a downstream trough. As the strong inreaseof standard deviation was always shortly after ompletion of the ET irrespetive of theforeast interval prior to it, evidene is given that the unertainty is tied to the ET. In theweak ET ases the highest unertainties ould be found slightly later after ET than forthe strong ases, at the loation where their remnants merged with the respetive midlat-itude system. While naturally, the unertainty in the ensemble grows for longer foreasttimes, several days after ET the high values of standard deviation assoiated with the ETevent derease to more normal values ompared with regions that are not in�uened bythe ET. This derease further demonstrates the onnetion between the high variabilityin the ensemble and the ET event.Unertainties in the foreast ould be assoiated both with the reurvature and with161



162 Chapter 6. Conlusionsthe ET itself. The foreast of reurvature is very sensitive to small errors in the initialonditions. A small foreast error an result in the tropial ylone not moving into theregion relative to the upstream trough that is favorable for re-intensi�ation. Initializingthe foreast at times, when the relative loation of the respetive upstream trough to thereurving TC, i. e. the phasing, was better de�ned, yielded muh lower unertainty forthe same foreast lead time. The onnetion of the inreased variability among ensem-ble members to the respetive ET is redued but still a omparatively high unertaintyassoiated with the ET event remains.With the aid of an analysis method that onsists of the alulation of EOFs and thelustering of the prinipal omponents at times shortly after ET, it was found that theEOFs in all �ve investigated ases showed robust strutures assoiated with the ETs. Thevariability in the EPS revealed by them is related to physial senarios. The unertaintywas based mainly on two variability patterns: one pattern, that desribes an east-westshift of the trough-ridge-trough pattern, and another one, that desribes the amplitudeof the trough-ridge-trough pattern. Although the maxima of variability assoiated withET dereased with dereasing foreast time, the variability patterns remained onnetedto the synopti features of the ET.By the aid of a fuzzy luster analysis ensemble foreasts were grouped into di�erentlusters aording to similar foreast senarios assoiated with the ETs. It ould be seenthat similar signs of ontribution of the individual lusters to the variability patterns in all�ve ases led to similar developments of the ETs. A higher amplitude of the trough-ridge-trough pattern in one luster would imply a deeper re-intensi�ation of the system anda lower amplitude would imply a weaker re-intensi�ation than in the other lusters. Aneastward shift of the trough-ridge-trough pattern implies a faster motion and developmentof the ET system, whereas a westward shift implies a slower motion and development thanin the other lusters. These links have the potential to give the foreaster a hint on thefuture development of the system from examining the pattern of the dynami tropopauseduring ET.With the aid of the analysis method a range of very di�erent possible atmospheri



Chapter 6. Conlusions 163developments in the regions of high variability were extrated. Through the lustering,probabilities ould be assigned to eah of these developments based on the number ofmembers ontained in eah luster. Furthermore, indiations of atmospheri evolutionsassoiated with the ETs that are not probable but possible are given. Hene, the largenumber of ensemble members, showing very di�erent developments during ET, is reduedto a small for a foreaster easy managable amount of ET senarios that are provided witha probability of the ET event ourring.In most of the foreasts from FCST2 fewer lusters were found. These were onsequentlylarger than those in FCST1. The fat that the largest lusters were most similar to theanalysis is an indiation of higher preditability. Clusters that showed a high deviationfrom the ensemble mean were no longer found. These results supports the hypothesis ofHarr et al. (2007) that a lower unertainty is assoiated with a derease in the number oflusters.The importane of ensemble predition was on�rmed using ases in whih the deter-ministi foreasts were inaurate. In one of the ases a low probability was assigned to theerroneous deterministi foreast and in another one an early indiation was given of thedevelopment that ould be found in the analysis but was not shown in the deterministiforeast.For the purpose of making available the analysis method explained and used in thisstudy onsisting of EOF and fuzzy luster analysis for operational foreast it would bedesirable to �nd an objetive measure of the orret number of lusters.In the seond part of the study EPS experiments for one spei� ase were arriedout. The aim of the experiments was to ompare the in�uene of targeted perturbations,stohasti physis and higher resolution on trak and intensity foreast, representation ofoverall spread during an ET, downstream propagation of unertainties introdued by anET event and grouping of the ensemble members in the regions of unertainties.The ase of Tokage was hosen beause this tropial ylone seemed to have the mostative in�uene on the formation of the harateristi trough-ridge-trough pattern that is



164 Chapter 6. Conlusionsinherent in all the investigated ases. Furthermore, the trak and intensity foreasts forthe reurvature and the ET of Tokage were barely aptured by the ECMWF ensemble andthe weakening after the TC's landfall on Japan was underestimated by all the ensemblemembers.For the purpose of rerunning new ensemble foreasts the SVs were realulated tobe onsistent with the model yle used for the experiments. The realulation of theinitial singular vetors targeted for the optimization region of Tokage inluded the hangesimplemented in September 2004 in that the alulation of the optimization regions wasextended to 50◦ latitude. The horizontal and vertial strutures, the distribution of energyand the oinidene with a measure of barolini instability (the Eady index) of thesetargeted SVs were investigated and ompared to well known features of extratropial SVs.Subtropial SVs have di�erent properties to extratropial SVs. Their di�erent stru-tures, smaller horizontal and vertial tilts and more equalized ratio of available potentialand kineti energy desribe rather barotropi and inertial instabilities assoiated with theTC. These subtropial SVs have maximum amplitude at higher levels in the atmosphere,onsistent with the higher steering �ow in�uening a TC. Extratropial SVs are loatedat lower levels and in regions upstream of barolini instability. Their initial total energyonsists almost only of available potential energy and they are tilted strongly against theshear, onsistent with well known harateristis.The EPS experiments showed that su�ient ensemble spread in the trak and improvedspread in the intensity foreast depends strongly on the additional perturbations targetedon Tokage. Without these, the trak spread in the foreasts, espeially that around thereurvature and ET of Tokage, was underestimated and the analysis was not enompassedby the ensemble members. However, the higher resolution in addition to the targeted SVsyields a orretion of the marginal overestimation of the spread shortly before ET.In general, the targeted SVs are expeted to be appropriate to perturb larger salefeatures assoiated with the trak foreast. The stohasti physis is needed to perturbsmall sale proesses, suh as onvetion in the inner ore of the TC, that determine theintensity (Puri et al., 2001). In our ase, however, the stohasti physis mainly yields suf-



Chapter 6. Conlusions 165�ient spread in the intensity for the foreast times before ET. At ET time and thereafter,the targeted perturbations were responsible for weakening while the stohasti physis ledto more deepening than seen in runs with neither targeted perturbations nor stohastiphysis. For other investigated ases in the literature (e. g. Puri et al. (2001)) the stohastiphysis was neessary to inlude the TCs deep entral pressures in the ensemble beausethese are di�ult to represent due the ensembles oarse resolution.Clearly, the weakening, whih was probably assoiated with the landfall due to Japan'sorography in the investigated ase, is a too high hallenge for parameterization shemes.Other ase studies of the representation of the intensity in the ensemble during the landfallof a Typhoon on Japan or other small islands might yield insightful omparisons.The new high resolution model yle with targeted perturbations shows the best spreadin trak and intensity foreast. More members that show a quik movement of Tokage arere�eted whih is, however, rather due to other innovations than to the higher horizontalresolution. Even with the new model yle with high resolution and with the targetedperturbations on Tokage the ensemble foreast of the intensity does not enompass theanalysis for a whole day.The overall spread in terms of the geopotential is depited best by the new model ylewith the high horizontal resolution even without targeted perturbations. The spread isrepresented orretly in more regions than with the low horizontal resolution in the sensethat the root-mean-squared-error is equal to the root-mean-squared di�erene from theontrol foreast. The targeted SVs depit the spread orretly in a region onstrainedaround the ET and propagating downstream. The e�et of the stohasti physis is weakerbut an be seen all over the foreast area. It grows stronger at later times.The impat of the SVs targeted on Tokage propagates downstream with the groupveloity of a Rossby-wave-train that has been exited by the interation of Tokage withthe midlatitudes. The amplitude of the wave paket determines the transport of waveenergy whih an trigger ylogenesis far away from the ET event. At 20◦ per day thegroup veloity is slightly smaller than that found by Szunyogh et al. (2002). The growthand downstream propagation of the impat of the targeted SVs on Tokage yields a good



166 Chapter 6. Conlusionsmeasure of the rapidity and the extent of the downstream propagation of errors growing inassoiation with ET. The results indiate that an ET event an redue the preditabilityover an entire oean basin.The strong growth of the e�et due to the stohasti physis in the viinity of the ETand the partly downstream propagation of this e�et demonstrates that there is a distintredution of preditability due to parametrized proesses assoiated with the ET. Stohas-ti physis an have an in�uene on the downstream preditability through perturbationsaused by Tokage's out�ow impinging on the midlatitude jet. The unertainties due toparametrized proesses ontinue growing beyond the medium range.The use of the analysis method of the �rst part showed that 4 lusters were obtainedonly in the runs with targeted perturbations. In any other ase, i. e. with stohasti physisonly or with high resolution only, 3 lusters were found. Only the targeted perturbationswith the old model yle yield one luster that shows no ET and, hene, is weaker than theanalysis. The reason for the deay of Tokage in this luster, however, was not the landfallas in the analysis, but that the TC was too far south of the midlatitude barolini zone.Even with the higher resolution and with targeted perturbations on Tokage only oneluster showed the weakening due to the landfall. However, in this luster the ex-TCre-intensi�ed as well as in all the other lusters. This is in ontradition to the analysis.Apparently, the EPS must have had serious problems in prediting the weakening ofTyphoon Tokage after landfall. The weakening found through the additional targetedperturbations seems to play an essential role in improving the foreast. However, the newhorizontal resolution of the EPS whih is about 60 km with 62 levels is learly still not highenough for the omparatively small island of Japan with its �ne orographial strutures.Beause the targeted SVs on Tokage have the biggest bene�ts in weakening the entralpressures in the ensemble both in the old low resolution and in the new high resolutionmodel yle it is expeted that a further inrease of the resolution, espeially the horizontalresolution, with whih the SVs are alulated would yield better intensity foreasts. Buizzaet al. (1998) found that an inrease in horizontal sale from T42 to T63 would give anextra 25 % growth of disturbanes. Beause of the high omputational expense that an



Chapter 6. Conlusions 167inrease of the resolution of SVs would involve it was deided at the ECMWF to �rstinlude more physis in the alulation of the tangent linear and the adjoint model toimprove the alulation of the parametrized proesses.In this study the in�uene of targeted perturbations, stohasti physis and higher reso-lution on the representation of ET in ensemble foreast was done for the �rst time. Furtherexperiments examining di�erent ET ases are needed to investigate these in�uenes onthe representation of the unertainty. It is important to test if the results found here anbe arried forward to other ases. This applies in partiular to ases of weaker ETs. Test-ing the representation of model unertainties by a new stohasti physis sheme whihhas been developed reently at the ECMWF are of interest as well. Further experimentswould allow a better interpretation of the impat that an ET event has on the dereaseof preditability. It would be desirable to distinguish the in�uene due to the tropialylone from unertainties whih would have developed without the TCs in�uene in themidlatitudes.
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List of symbols
Al tangent linear model
αǫk oe�ient to weight the initial singular vetors
B weight matrix for �nal norm

βǫk oe�ient to weight the evolved singular vetors
ci eigenvetors
C matrix whih has eigenvetors as olumns
cp spei� heat at onstant pressure

dik distane between point k and luster i

D dimension
E weight matrix for the total energy norm at optimizat ion time
eǫ ensemble member
E0 weight matrix for the total energy norm at initial time

ǫ index for ensemble members
f Coriolis parameter
F set of nonlinear oupled ordinary di�erential equations
g gravity aeleration 177



γ parameter for desription of Lorenz attrator
G index for grid points
H resolved proesses in the alulation of an ensemble member

i,j,k natural number
k unit vertial vetor
κ parameter for desription of Lorenz attrator
L linear propagator inluding dry physis

Lm linear propagator inluding moist physis
λi eigenvalues
Λ diagonal matrix of eigenvalues
m natural number
M nonlinear model solution

µini oe�ient to determine the magnitude of a perturbation at initial time
µevo oe�ient to determine the magnitude of a perturbation at �nal time

N stati stability
NSV natural number of singular vetors
Npf natural number of perturbed foreasts
νm prinipal omponent
O terms of high order
S volume
p pressure



pr referene pressure
psfc surfae pressure

P projetion operator
φ parameter for desription of Lorenz attrator
Φ variane-ovariane matrix
Π parametrized proesses in the alulation of an ensemble member
Ψ latitude oordinate
q fuzziness oe�ient
r random number

Rd gas onstant of dry air
ρ probability density funtion (pdf)
σi singular values
σE Eady index
Σ diagonal matrix of singular values
t time

T temperature
Tr referene temperature
θ potential temperature
Θ longitude oordinate
u zonal wind omponent
u 3-dimensional wind veloity vetor



ui evolved singular vetors
U matrix whih has the evolved singular vetors as ol umns
v meridional wind omponent

vh horizontal wind veloity
vi initial singular vetors
V matrix whih has the initial singular vetors as olumns

wik weight for a point k assoiated with luster i

W weight matrix for initial norm
X state of the atmosphere onsisting of all model variables xi

xi model variables desribing the state of the atmosphere
x′

0 short for x′

i0, perturbation of model variable xi at initial time
x′

i perturbation of model variable xi

z vertial oordinate
Z natural number denoting the total number of prinipal omponents
ζ relative vortiity



List abbreviations
APE available potential energyECMWF European Centre of Medium Range Weather ForeastsEOF empirial orthogonal funtionEPS Ensemble Predition SystemET extratropial transitionETKF Ensemble Transform Kalman FilterFCST de�ned foreast time, FCST1 longer before ET, FCST2 shorter before ETGMT Greenwih Mean TimeHighres experiments with on�guration 31r1 and resolution L399T62IFS Integrated Foreasting SystemJMA Japan Meteorologial AgenyLowres experiments with on�guration 31r1 and resolution L255T62NCEP National Centers of Environmental PreditionNHC National Hurriane CenterNOAA National Oeani & Atmospheri AdministrationNopert experiments without targeted perturbations around Tokage



Nosto experiments without stohasti physisUTC oordinated universal timePC prinipal omponentPCA prinipal omponent analysisPert experiments with targeted perturbations around TokagePrepIFS an interative meteorologial appliation to prepare alulations with IFSPV potential vortiityPVU potential vortiity unitRMSD root-mean-squared di�ereneRMSE root-mean-squared errorSST sea surfae temperatureSTD standard deviationSto experiments with stohasti physisSV singular vetorsT255L40 resolution; examplarily: trunation after wave number 255, 40 levelTC tropial yloneTY typhoonWMO World Meteorologial Organization
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